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Interesting info re: lock-down effectiveness. The conclusion begins on page 40 and starts with:
(thanks Doug for sharing)
Conclusions
Overall, our meta-analysis fails to confirm that lockdowns have had a large, significant effect on
mortality rates. Studies examining the relationship between lockdown strictness (based on the
OxCGRT stringency index) find that the average lockdown in Europe and the United States only
reduced COVID-19 mortality by 0.2% compared to a COVID-19 policy based solely on
recommendations. Shelter-in-place orders (SIPOs) were also ineffective. They only reduced COVID-19
mortality by 2.9%.
Studies looking at specific NPIs (lockdown vs. no lockdown, facemasks, closing non-essential
businesses, border closures, school closures, and limiting gatherings) also find no broad-based
evidence of noticeable effects on COVID-19 mortality. However, closing non-essential businesses
seems to have had some effect (reducing COVID-19 mortality by 10.6%), which is likely to be related
to the closure of bars. Also, masks may reduce COVID-19 mortality, but there is only one study that
examines universal mask mandates. The effect of border closures, school closures and limiting
gatherings on COVID-19 mortality yields precision-weighted estimates of -0.1%, -4.4%, and 1.6%,
respectively. Lockdowns (compared to no lockdowns) also do not reduce COVID-19 mortality.
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Abstract
This systematic review and meta-analysis are designed to determine whether there is empirical
evidence to support the belief that “lockdowns” reduce COVID-19 mortality. Lockdowns are
defined as the imposition of at least one compulsory, non-pharmaceutical intervention (NPI).
NPIs are any government mandate that directly restrict peoples’ possibilities, such as policies that
limit internal movement, close schools and businesses, and ban international travel. This study
employed a systematic search and screening procedure in which 18,590 studies are identified
that could potentially address the belief posed. After three levels of screening, 34 studies
ultimately qualified. Of those 34 eligible studies, 24 qualified for inclusion in the meta-analysis.
They were separated into three groups: lockdown stringency index studies, shelter-in-placeorder (SIPO) studies, and specific NPI studies. An analysis of each of these three groups support
the conclusion that lockdowns have had little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality. More
specifically, stringency index studies find that lockdowns in Europe and the United States only
reduced COVID-19 mortality by 0.2% on average. SIPOs were also ineffective, only reducing
COVID-19 mortality by 2.9% on average. Specific NPI studies also find no broad-based evidence
of noticeable effects on COVID-19 mortality.
While this meta-analysis concludes that lockdowns have had little to no public health effects,
they have imposed enormous economic and social costs where they have been adopted. In
consequence, lockdown policies are ill-founded and should be rejected as a pandemic policy
instrument.
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Introduction

The global policy reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic is evident. Compulsory nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs), commonly known as “lockdowns” – policies that restrict
internal movement, close schools and businesses, and ban international travel – have been
mandated in one form or another in almost every country.
The first NPIs were implemented in China. From there, the pandemic and NPIs spread first to
Italy and later to virtually all other countries, see Figure 1. Of the 186 countries covered by the
Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT), only Comoros, an island country
in the Indian Ocean, did not impose at least one NPI before the end of March 2020.

Figure 1: Share of countries with OxCGRT stringency index above thresholds, January June 2020

Comment: The figure shows the share of countries, where the OxCGRT stringency index on a given date surpassed index 65, 70
and 75 respectively. Only countries with more than one million citizens are included (153 countries in total). The OxCGRT
stringency index records the strictness of NPI policies that restrict people’s behavior. It is calculated using all ordinal
containment and closure policy indicators (i.e., the degree of school and business closures, etc.), plus an indicator recording
public information campaigns.
Source: Our World in Data.

Early epidemiological studies predicted large effects of NPIs. An often cited model simulation
study by researchers at the Imperial College London (Ferguson et al. (2020)) predicted that a
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suppression strategy based on a lockdown would reduce COVID-19 mortality by up to 98%.1
These predictions were questioned by many scholars. Our early interest in the subject was
spurred by two studies. First, Atkeson et al. (2020) showed that “across all countries and U.S.
states that we study, the growth rates of daily deaths from COVID-19 fell from a wide range of
initially high levels to levels close to zero within 20-30 days after each region experienced 25
cumulative deaths.” Second, Sebhatu et al. (2020) showed that “government policies are strongly
driven by the policies initiated in other countries,” and less by the specific COVID-19-situation
of the country.
A third factor that motivated our research was the fact that there was no clear negative
correlation between the degree of lockdown and fatalities in the spring of 2020 (see Figure 2).
Given the large effects predicted by simulation studies such as Ferguson et al. (2020), we would
have expected to at least observe a simple negative correlation between COVID-19 mortality and
the degree to which lockdowns were imposed. 2
Figure 2: Correlation between stringency index and COVID-19 mortality in European
countries and U.S. states during the first wave in 2020

Source: Our World in Data

1

With R0 = 2.4 and trigger on 60, the number of COVID-19-deaths in Great Britain could be reduced to 8,700
deaths from 510,000 deaths (-98%) with a policy consisting of case isolation + home quarantine + social
distancing + school/university closure, cf. Table 4 in Ferguson et al. (2020). R0 (the basic reproduction rate) is the
expected number of cases directly generated by one case in a population where all individuals are susceptible to
infection.
2
In addition, the interest in this issue was sparked by the work Jonung did on the expected economic effects of the
SARS pandemic in Europe in 2006 (Jonung and Röger, 2006). In this model-based study calibrated from Spanish
flu data, Jonung and Röger concluded that the economic effects of a severe pandemic would be rather limited—a
sharp contrast to the huge economic effects associated with lockdowns during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Today, it remains an open question as to whether lockdowns have had a large, significant effect
on COVID-19 mortality. We address this question by evaluating the current academic literature
on the relationship between lockdowns and COVID-19 mortality rates.3 We use “NPI” to
describe any government mandate which directly restrict peoples’ possibilities. Our definition
does not include governmental recommendations, governmental information campaigns, access
to mass testing, voluntary social distancing, etc., but do include mandated interventions such as
closing schools or businesses, mandated face masks etc. We define lockdown as any policy
consisting of at least one NPI as described above. 4
Compared to other reviews such as Herby (2021) and Allen (2021), the main difference in this
meta-analysis is that we carry out a systematic and comprehensive search strategy to identify all
papers potentially relevant to answer the question we pose. We identify 34 eligible empirical
studies that estimate the effect of mandatory lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality using a
counterfactual difference-in-difference approach. We present our results in such a way that they
can be systematically assessed, replicated, and used to derive overall meta-conclusions.5

2

Identification process: Search strategy and eligibility criteria

Figure 3 shows an overview of our identification process using a flow diagram designed
according to PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al. (2009). Of 18,590 studies identified during our
database searches, 1,048 remained after a title-based screening. Then, 931 studies were excluded,
because they either did not measure the effect of lockdowns on mortality or did not use an
empirical approach. This left 117 studies that were read and inspected. After a more thorough
assessment, 83 of the 117 were excluded, leaving 34 studies eligible for our meta-analysis. A
table with all 83 studies excluded in the final step can be found in Appendix B, Table 8.

We use “mortality” and “mortality rates” interchangeably to mean COVID-19 deaths per population.
For example, we will say that Country A introduced the non-pharmaceutical interventions school closures and
shelter-in-place-orders as part of the country’s lockdown.
5
An interesting question is, “What damage lockdowns do to the economy, personal freedom and rights, and public
health in general?” Although this question is important, it requires a full cost-benefit study, which is beyond the
scope of this study.
3
4
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Figure 3: PRISMA flow diagram for the selection of studies.

Below we present our search strategy and eligibility criteria, which follow the PRISMA
guidelines and are specified in detail in our protocol Herby et al. (2021).
2.1

Search strategy

The studies we reviewed were identified by scanning Google Scholar and SCOPUS for Englishlanguage studies. We used a wide range of search terms which are combinations of three search
strings: a disease search string (“covid,” “corona,” “coronavirus,” “sars-cov-2”), a government
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response search string6, and a methodology search string7. We identified papers based on 1,360
search terms. We also required mentions of “deaths,” “death,” and/or “mortality.” The search
terms were continuously updated (by adding relevant terms) to fit this criterion.8
We also included all papers published in Covid Economics. Our search was performed between
July 1 and July 5, 2021 and resulted in 18,590 unique studies.9 All studies identified using
SCOPUS and Covid Economics were also found using Google Scholar. This made us
comfortable that including other sources such as VOXeu and SSRN would not change the result.
Indeed, many papers found using Google Scholar were from these sources.
All 18,590 studies were first screened based on the title. Studies clearly not related to our
research question were deemed irrelevant.10
After screening based on the title, 1,048 papers remained. These papers were manually screened
by answering two questions:
1. Does the study measure the effect of lockdowns on mortality?
2. Does the study use an empirical ex post difference-in-difference approach (see eligibility
criteria below)?
Studies to which we could not answer “yes” to both questions were excluded. When in doubt, we
made the assessment based on reading the full paper, and in some cases, we consulted with
colleagues.11
After the manual screening, 117 studies were retrieved for a full, detailed review. These studies
were carefully examined, and metadata and empirical results were stored in an Excel
The government response search string used was: “non-pharmaceutical,” “nonpharmaceutical,” ”NPI,” ”NPIs,”
”lockdown,” “social distancing orders,” “statewide interventions,” “distancing interventions,” “circuit breaker,”
“containment measures,” “contact restrictions,” “social distancing measures,” “public health policies,” “mobility
restrictions,” “covid-19 policies,” “corona policies,” “policy measures.”
7
The methodology search string used was: (“fixed effects,” “panel data,” “difference-in-difference,” “diff-in-diff,”
“synthetic control,” “counterfactual” , “counter factual,” “cross country,” “cross state,” “cross county,” “cross
region,” “cross regional,” “cross municipality,” “country level,” “state level,” “county level,” “region level,”
“regional level,” “municipality level,” “event study.”
8
If a potentially relevant paper from one of the 13 reviews (see eligibility criteria) did not show up in our search, we
added relevant words to our search strings and ran the search again. The 13 reviews were: Allen (2021); Brodeur
et al. (2021); Gupta et al. (2020); Herby (2021); Johanna et al. (2020); Nussbaumer-Streit et al. (2020); Patel et al.
(2020); Perra (2020); Poeschl and Larsen (2021); Pozo-Martin et al. (2020); Rezapour et al. (2021); Robinson
(2021); Zhang et al. (2021).
9
SCOPUS was continuously monitored between July 5th and publication using a search agent. Although the search
agent returned several hits during this period, only one of them, An et al. (2021), was eligible according to our
eligibility criteria. The study is not included in our review, but the conclusions are in line with our conclusions, as
An et al. (2021) conclude that “The analysis shows that the mask mandate is consistently associated with lower
infection rates in the short term, and its early adoption boosts the long-term efficacy. By contrast, the other five
policy instruments— domestic lockdowns, international travel bans, mass gathering bans, and restaurant and
school closures—show weaker efficacy.”
10
This included studies with titles such as “COVID-19 outbreak and air pollution in Iran: A panel VAR analysis”
and “Dynamic Structural Impact of the COVID-19 Outbreak on the Stock Market and the Exchange Rate: A
Cross-country Analysis Among BRICS Nations.”
11
Professor Christian Bjørnskov of University of Aarhus was particularly helpful in this process.
6
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spreadsheet. All studies were assessed by at least two researchers. During this process, another
64 papers were excluded because they did not meet our eligibility criteria. Furthermore, nine
studies with too little jurisdictional variance (< 10 observations) were excluded,12 and 10
synthetic control studies were excluded.13 A table with all 83 studies excluded in the final step
can be found in Appendix B, Table 8. Below we explain why these studies are excluded.
2.2

Eligibility criteria

Focus on mortality and lockdowns
We only include studies that attempt to establish a relationship (or lack thereof) between
lockdown policies and COVID-19 mortality or excess mortality. We exclude studies that use
cases, hospitalizations, or other measures.14
Counterfactual difference-in-difference approach
We distinguish between two methods used to establish a relationship (or lack thereof) between
mortality rates and lockdown policies. The first uses registered cross-sectional mortality data.
These are ex post studies. The second method uses simulated data on mortality and infection
rates.15 These are ex ante studies.
We include all studies using a counterfactual difference-in-difference approach from the former
group but disregard all ex ante studies, as the results from these studies are determined by model
assumptions and calibrations.
Our limitation to studies using a “counterfactual difference-in-difference approach” means that
we exclude all studies where the counterfactual is based on forecasting (such as a SIR-model)
rather than derived from a difference-in-difference approach. This excludes studies like
Duchemin et al. (2020) and Matzinger and Skinner (2020). We also exclude all studies based on
interrupted time series designs that simply compare the situation before and after lockdown, as
12

The excluded studies with too few observations were: Alemán et al. (2020), Berardi et al. (2020), Conyon et al.
(2020a), Coccia (2021), Gordon et al. (2020), Juranek and Zoutman (2021), Kapoor and Ravi (2020), Umer and
Khan (2020), and Wu and Wu (2020).
13
The excluded synthetic control studies were: Conyon and Thomsen (2021), Dave et al. (2020), Ghosh et al.
(2020), Born et al. (2021), Reinbold (2021), Cho (2020), Friedson et al. (2021), Neidhöfer and Neidhöfer (2020),
Cerqueti et al. (2021), and Mader and Rüttenauer (2021).
14
Analyses based on cases may pose major problems, as testing strategies for COVID-19 infections vary
enormously across countries (and even over time within a given country). In consequence, cross-country
comparisons of cases are, at best, problematic. Although these problems exist with death tolls as well, they are far
more limited. Also, while cases and death tolls are correlated, there may be adverse effects of lockdowns that are
not captured by the number of cases. For example, an infected person who is isolated at home with family under a
SIPO may infect family members with a higher viral load causing more severe illness. So even if a SIPO reduces
the number of cases, it may theoretically increase the number of COVID-19-deaths. Adverse effects like this may
explain why studies like Chernozhukov et al. (2021) finds that SIPO reduces the number of cases but have no
significant effect on the number of COVID-19-deaths. Finally, mortality is hierarchically the most important
outcome, cf. GRADEpro (2013)
15
These simulations are often made in variants of the SIR-model, which can simulate the progress of a pandemic in
a population consisting of people in different states (Susceptible, Infectious, or Recovered) with equations
describing the process between these states.
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the effect of lockdowns in these studies might contain time-dependent shifts, such as seasonality.
This excludes studies like Bakolis et al. (2021) and Siedner et al. (2020).
Given our criteria, we exclude the much-cited paper by Flaxman et al. (2020), which claimed
that lockdowns saved three million lives in Europe. Flaxman et al. assume that the pandemic
would follow an epidemiological curve unless countries locked down. However, this assumption
means that the only interpretation possible for the empirical results is that lockdowns are the only
thing that matters, even if other factors like season, behavior etc. caused the observed change in
the reproduction rate, Rt. Flaxman et al. are aware of this and state that “our parametric form of
Rt assumes that changes in Rt are an immediate response to interventions rather than gradual
changes in behavior.” Flaxman et al. illustrate how problematic it is to force data to fit a certain
model if you want to infer the effect of lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality.16
The counterfactual difference-in-difference studies in this review generally exploit variation
across countries, U.S. states, or other geographical jurisdictions to infer the effect of lockdowns
on COVID-19 fatalities. Preferably, the effect of lockdowns should be tested using randomized
control trials, natural experiments, or the like. However, there are very few studies of this type.17
Synthetic control studies
The synthetic control method is a statistical method used to evaluate the effect of an intervention
in comparative case studies. It involves the construction of a synthetic control which functions as
the counter factual and is constructed as an (optimal) weighted combination of a pool of donors.
For example, Born et al. (2021) create a synthetic control for Sweden which consists of 30.0%
Denmark, 25.3% Finland, 25.8% Netherlands, 15.0% Norway, and 3.9% Sweden. The effect of
the intervention is derived by comparing the actual developments to those contained in the
synthetic control.
We exclude synthetic control studies because of their inherent empirical problems as discussed
by Bjørnskov (2021b). He finds that the synthetic control version of Sweden in Born et al. (2021)
deviates substantially from “actual Sweden,” when looking at the period before mid-March 2020,
when Sweden decided not to lock down. Bjørnskov estimates that actual Sweden experienced

16

Several scholars have criticized Flaxman et al. (2020), e.g. see Homburg and Kuhbandner (2020), Lewis (2020),
and Lemoine (2020).
17
Kepp and Bjørnskov (2021) is one such study. They use evidence from a quasi-natural experiment in the Danish
region of Northern Jutland. After the discovery of mutations of Sars-CoV-2 in mink – a major Danish export –
seven of the 11 municipalities of the region went into extreme lockdown in early November, while the four other
municipalities retained the moderate restrictions of the remaining country. Their analysis shows that while
infection levels decreased, they did so before lockdown was in effect, and infection numbers also decreased in
neighbor municipalities without mandates. They conclude that efficient infection surveillance and voluntary
compliance make full lockdowns unnecessary, at least in some circumstances. Kepp and Bjørnskov (2021) is not
included in our review, because they focus on cases and not COVID-19 mortality. Dave et al. (2020) is another
such study. They see the Wisconsin Supreme Court abolishment of Wisconsin’s “Safer at Home” order (a SIPO)
as a natural experiment and find that “the repeal of the state SIPO impacted social distancing, COVID-19 cases, or
COVID-19-related mortality during the fortnight following enactment.” Dave et al. (2020) is not included in our
review, because they use a synthetic control method.
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approximately 500 fewer deaths the first 11 weeks of 2020 and 4,500 fewer deaths in 2019
compared to synthetic Sweden.
This problem is inherent in all synthetic control studies of COVID-19, Bjørnskov argues,
because the synthetic control should be fitted based on a long period of time before the
intervention or the event one is studying the consequences of – i.e., the lockdown Abadie (2021).
However, this is not possible for the coronavirus pandemic, as there clearly is no long period
with coronavirus before the lockdown. Hence, the synthetic control study approach is by design
not appropriate for studying the effect of lockdowns.
Jurisdictional variance - few observations
We exclude all interrupted time series studies which simply compare mortality rates before and
after lockdowns. Simply comparing data from before and after the imposition of lockdowns
could be the result of time-dependent variations, such as seasonal effects. For the same reason,
we also exclude studies with little jurisdictional variance.18 For example, we exclude Conyon et
al. (2020b) who “exploit policy variation between Denmark and Norway on the one hand and
Sweden on the other” and, thus, only have one jurisdictional area in the control group. Although
this is a difference-in-difference approach, there is a non-negligible risk that differences are
caused by much more than just differences in lockdowns. Another example is Wu and Wu
(2020), who use all U.S. states, but pool groups of states so they end with basically three
observations. None of the excluded studies cover more than 10 jurisdictional areas.19 One study
is a special case of the jurisdictional variance criteria (Auger et al. (2020). Those researchers
analyze the effect of school closures in U.S. states and find that those closures reduce mortality
by 35%. However, all 50 states closed schools between March 13, 2020, and March 23, 2020,
which means that all difference-in-difference is based on maximum 10 days. Given the long lag
between infection and death, there is a risk that Auger et al.’s approach is an interrupted time
series analysis where they compare United States before and after school closures, rather than a
true difference-in-difference approach. However, we choose to include this study, as it is eligible
under our protocol Herby et al. (2021).
Publication status and date
We include all ex post studies regardless of publication status and date. That is, we cover both
working papers and papers published in journals. We include the early papers because the
knowledge of the COVID-19-pandemic grew rapidly in the beginning, making later papers able
to stand on the shoulders of previous work. Also, in the early days of COVID-19, speed was

A jurisdictional area can be countries, U.S. states, or counties. With "jurisdictional variance” we refer to variation
in mandates across jurisdictional areas.
19
All studies excluded on this criterion are listed in footnote 12.
18
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crucial which may have affected the quality of the papers. Including them makes it possible to
compare the results of early studies to studies carried out at a later stage.20
The role of optimal timing
We exclude papers which analyze the effect of early lockdowns in contrast to later lockdowns.
There’s no doubt that being prepared for a pandemic and knowing when it arrives at your
doorstep is vital. However, at least two problems arise with respect to evaluating the effect of
well-timed lockdowns.
First, when COVID-19 hit Europe and the United States, it was virtually impossible to determine
the right timing. The World Health Organization declared the outbreak a pandemic on March 11,
2020, but at that date, Italy had already registered 13.7 COVID-19 deaths per million. On March
29, 2020, 18 days after the WHO declared the outbreak a pandemic and the earliest a lockdown
response to the WHO’s announcement could potentially have an effect, the mortality rate in Italy
was a staggering 178 COVID-19 deaths per million with an additional 13 per million dying each
day.21
Secondly, it is extremely difficult to differentiate between the effect of public awareness and the
effect of lockdowns when looking at timing because people and politicians are likely to react to
the same information. As Figure 4 illustrates, all European countries and U.S. states that were hit
hard and early by COVID-19 experienced high mortality rates, whereas all countries hit
relatively late experienced low mortality rates. Björk et al. (2021) illustrate the difficulties in
analyzing the effect of timing. They find that a 10-stringency-points-stricter lockdown would
reduce COVID-19 mortality by a total of 200 deaths per million22 if done in week 11, 2020, but
would only have approximately 1/3 of the effect if implemented one week earlier or later and no
effect if implemented three weeks earlier or later. One interpretation of this result is that
lockdowns do not work if people either find them unnecessary and fail to obey the mandates or if
people voluntarily lock themselves down. This is the argument Allen (2021) uses for the
ineffectiveness of the lockdowns he identifies. If this interpretation is true, what Björk et al.
(2021) find is that information and signaling is far more important than the strictness of the
lockdown. There may be other interpretations, but the point is that studies focusing on timing
cannot differentiate between these interpretations. However, if lockdowns have a notable effect,
we should see this effect regardless of the timing, and we should identify this effect more
correctly by excluding studies that exclusively analyze timing.

20

We also intended to exclude studies which were primarily based on data from 2021 (as these studies would be
heavily affected by vaccines) and studies that did not cover at least one EU-country, the United States, one U.S.
U.S. state or Latin America, and where at least one country/state was not an island. However, we did not find any
such studies.
21
There’s approximately a two-to-four-week gap between infection and deaths. See footnote 29.
22
They estimate that 10-point higher stringency will reduce excess mortality by 20 “per week and million” in the 10
weeks from week 14 to week 23.
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measures has proved effective in controlling the spread of [a] highly contagious virus.”
However, their estimates show that the average lockdown in Europe and the U.S only reduced
COVID-19 mortality by 2.4%.23 Another example is Chisadza et al. (2021). The authors argue
that “less stringent interventions increase the number of deaths, whereas more severe responses
to the pandemic can lower fatalities.” Their conclusion is based on a negative estimate for the
squared term of stringency which results in a total negative effect on mortality rates (i.e. fewer
deaths) for stringency values larger than 124. However, the stringency index is limited to values
between 0 and 100 by design, so the conclusion is clearly incorrect. To avoid any such biases, we
base our interpretations solely on the empirical estimates and not on the authors’ own
interpretation of their results.
Handling multiple models, specifications, and uncertainties
Several studies adopt a number of models to understand the effect of lockdowns. For example,
Bjørnskov (2021a) estimates the effect after one, two, three, and four weeks of lockdowns. For
these studies, we select the longest time horizon analyzed to obtain the estimate closest to the
long-term effect of lockdowns.
Several studies also use multiple specifications including and excluding potentially relevant
variables. For these studies, we choose the model which the authors regard as their main
specification. Finally, some studies have multiple models which the authors regard as equally
important. One interesting example is Chernozhukov et al. (2021), who estimate two models
with and without national case numbers as a variable. They show that including this variable in
their model alters the results substantially. The explanation could be that people responded to
national conditions. For these studies, we present both estimates in Table 1, but – following
Doucouliagos and Paldam (2008) – we use an average of the estimates in our meta-analysis in
order to not give more weight to a study with multiple models relative to studies with just one
principal model.
For studies looking at different classes of countries (e.g. rich and poor), we report both estimates
in Table 1 but use the estimate for rich Western countries in our meta-analysis, where we derive
common estimates for Europe and the United States.
Effects are measured “relative to Sweden in the spring of 2020”
Virtually all countries in the world implemented mandated NPIs in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. Hence, most estimates are relative to “doing the least,” which in many Western
countries means relative to doing as Sweden has done, especially during the first wave, when
Sweden, do to constitutional constraints, implemented very few restrictions compared to other
western countries (Jonung and Hanke 2020). However, some studies do compare the effect of
doing something to the effect of doing absolutely nothing (e.g. Bonardi et al. (2020)).
The consequence is that some estimates are relative to “doing the least” while others are relative
to “doing nothing.” This may lead to biases if “doing the least” works as a signal (or warning)
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We describe how we arrive at the 2.4% in Section 4.
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which alters the behavior of the public. For example, Gupta et al. (2020) find a large effect of
emergency declarations, which they argue “are best viewed as an information instrument that
signals to the population that the public health situation is serious and they act accordingly,” on
social distancing but not of other policies such as SIPOs (shelter-in-place orders). Thus, if we
compare a country issuing a SIPO to a country doing nothing, we may overestimate the effect of
a SIPO, because it is the sum of the signal and the SIPO. Instead, we should compare the country
issuing the SIPO to a country “doing the least” to estimate the marginal effect of the SIPO.
To take an example, Bonardi et al. (2020) find relatively large effects of doing something but no
effect of doing more. They find no extra effect of stricter lockdowns relative to less strict
lockdowns and state that “our results point to the fact that people might adjust their behaviors
quite significantly as partial measures are implemented, which might be enough to stop the
spread of the virus.” Hence, whether the baseline is Sweden, which implemented a ban on large
gatherings early in the pandemic, or the baseline is “doing nothing” can affect the magnitude of
the estimated impacts. There is no obvious right way to resolve this issue, but since estimates in
most studies are relative to doing less, we report results as compared to “doing less” when
available. Hence, for Bonardi et al. we state that the effect of lockdowns is zero (compared to
Sweden’s “doing the least”).

3.2

Overview of the findings of eligible studies

Table 1 covers the 34 studies eligible for our review.24 Out of these 34 studies, 22 were peerreviewed and 12 were working papers. The studies analyze lockdowns during the first wave.
Most of the studies (29) use data collected before September 1st, 2020 and 10 use data collected
before May 1st, 2020. Only one study uses data from 2021. All studies are cross-sectional,
ranging across jurisdictions. Geographically, 14 studies cover countries worldwide, four cover
European countries, 13 cover the United States, two cover Europe and the United States, and one
covers regions in Italy. Seven studies analyze the effect of SIPOs, 10 analyze the effect of stricter
lockdowns (measured by the OxCGRT stringency index), 16 studies analyze specific NIP’s
independently, and one study analyzes other measures (length of lockdown).
Several studies find no statistically significant effect of lockdowns on mortality. For example,
this includes Bjørnskov (2021a) and Stockenhuber (2020) who find no significant effect of
stricter lockdowns (higher OxCGRT stringency index), Sears et al. (2020) and Dave et al.
(2021), who find no significant effect of SIPOs, and Chaudhry et al. (2020), Aparicio and
Grossbard (2021) and Guo et al. (2021) who find no significant effect of any of the analyzed
NIP’s, including business closures, school closures and border closures.
Other studies find a significant negative relationship between lockdowns and mortality. Fowler
et al. (2021 find that SIPOs reduce COVID-19 mortality by 35%, while Chernozhukov et al.
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The following information can be found for each study in Table 2.
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(2021) find that employee mask mandates reduces mortality by 34% and closing businesses and
bars reduces mortality by 29%.
Some studies find a significant positive relationship between lockdowns and mortality. This
includes Chisadza et al. (2021), who find that stricter lockdowns (higher OxCGRT stringency
index) increases COVID-19 mortality by 0.01 deaths/million per stringency point and Berry et
al. (2021), who find that SIPOs increase COVID-19 mortality by 1% after 14 days.
Most studies use the number of official COVID-19 deaths as the dependent variable. Only one
study, Bjørnskov (2021a), looks at total excess mortality which – although is not perfect – we
perceive to be the best measure, as it overcomes the measurement problems related to properly
reporting COVID-19 deaths.
Several studies explicitly claim that they estimate the actual causal relationship between
lockdowns and COVID-19 mortality. Some studies use instrumental variables to justify the
causality associated with their analysis, while others make causality probable using anecdotal
evidence.25 But, Sebhatu et al. (2020) show that government policies are strongly driven by the
policies initiated in neighboring countries rather than by the severity of the pandemic in their
own countries. In short, it is not the severity of the pandemic that drives the adoption of
lockdowns, but rather the propensity to copy policies initiated by neighboring countries. The
Sebhatu et al. conclusion throws into doubt the notion of a causal relationship between
lockdowns and COVID-19 mortality.

Table 1: Summary of eligible studies
1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

4. Results

Alderman and Harjoto
(2020); "COVID-19: U.S.
shelter-in-place orders
and demographic
characteristics linked to
cases, mortality, and
recovery rates"
Aparicio and Grossbard
(2021); "Are Covid
Fatalities in the U.S.
Higher than in the EU,
and If so, Why?"

COVID19
mortality

Use State-level data from the COVID-19
Tracking Project data all U.S. states, and a
multivariate regression analysis to
empirically investigate the impacts of the
duration of shelter-in-place orders on
mortality.

Find that shelter-inplace orders are - for
the average duration associated with 1%
(insignificant) fewer
deaths per capita.

COVID19
mortality

Their main focus is to explain the gap in
COVID-19-fatalities between Europe and
the United States based on COVID-deaths
and other data from 85 nations/states.
They include status for "social events"
(ban on public gatherings, cancellation of
major events and conferences), school
closures, shop closures "partial
lockdowns" (e.g. night curfew) and
"lockdowns" (all-day curfew) 100 days
after the pandemic onset in a
country/state. None of these
interventions have a significant effect on
COVID-19 mortality. They also find no

Find no effect of "social
events" (ban on public
gatherings, cancellation
of major events and
conferences), school
closures, shop closures
"partial lockdowns" (e.g.
night curfew) and
"lockdowns" (all-day
curfew) 100 days after
the pandemic onset.
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5. Comments

In the abstract the authors states that "various
types of social distance measures such as school
closings and lockdowns, and how soon they
were implemented, help explain the
U.S./EUROPE gap in cumulative deaths
measured 100 days after the pandemic’s onset
in a state or country" although their estimates
are insignificant.

E.g. Dave et al. (2021) states that “estimated case reductions accelerate over time, becoming largest after 20 days
following enactment of a SIPO. These findings are consistent with a causal interpretation.”
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1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

Ashraf (2020);
"Socioeconomic
conditions, government
interventions and health
outcomes during COVID19"

COVID19
mortality

Auger et al. (2020);
"Association between
statewide school closure
and COVID-19 incidence
and mortality in the U.S."

COVID19
mortality

Berry et al. (2021);
"Evaluating the effects of
shelter-in-place policies
during the COVID-19
pandemic"

COVID19
mortality

Bjørnskov (2021a); "Did
Lockdown Work? An
Economist's CrossCountry Comparison"

Excess
mortality

Blanco et al. (2020); "Do
Coronavirus Containment
Measures Work?
Worldwide Evidence"

COVID19
mortality

4. Results

5. Comments

significant effect of early cancelling of
social events, school closures, shop
closures, partial lockdowns and full
lockdowns.
Their main focus is on the effectiveness of
policies targeted to diminish the effect of
socioeconomic inequalities (economic
support) on COVID-19-deaths. They use
data from 80 countries worldwide and
include the OxCGRT stringency as a
control variable in their models. The paper
finds a significant negative (fewer deaths)
effect of stricter lockdowns. The effect of
lockdowns is insignificant, when they
include an interaction term between the
socioeconomic conditions index and the
economic support index in their model.

For each 1-unit increase
in OxCGRT stringency
index, the cumulative
mortality changes by 0.326 deaths per million
(fewer deaths). The
estimate is -0.073
deaths per million but
insignificant, when
including an interaction
term between the
socioeconomic
conditions index and
the economic support
index.
U.S. population-based observational study State that they adjust
which uses interrupted time series
for several factors (e..g
analyses incorporating a lag period to
percentage of state’s
allow for potential policy-associated
population aged 15
changes to occur. To isolate the
years and 65 years,
association of school closure with
CDC's social
outcomes, state-level nonpharmaceutical vulnerability index,
interventions and attributes were
stay-at-home or
included in negative binomial regression
shelter-in-place order,
models. Models were used to derive the
restaurant and bar
estimated absolute differences between
closure, testing rate per
schools that closed and schools that
1000 residents etc.),
remained open. The main outcome of the but does not specify
study is COVID-19 daily incidence and
how and do not present
mortality per 100000 residents.
estimates.
The authors use U.S. county data on
SIPO increases the
COVID-19 deaths from Johns Hopkin and number of deaths by
SIPO data from the University of
0,654 per million after
Washington to estimate the effect of
14 days (see Fig. 2)
SIPO's. They find no detectable effects of
SIPO on deaths. The authors stress that
their findings should not be interpreted as
evidence that social distancing behaviors
are not effective. Many people had
already changed their behaviors before
the introduction of shelter-in-place
orders, and shelter-in-place orders appear
to have been ineffective precisely because
they did not meaningfully alter social
distancing behavior.
Uses excess mortality and OxCGRT
A stricter lockdown
stringency from 24 European countries to (OxCGRT stringency)
estimate the effect of lockdown on the
does not have a
number of deaths one, two, three and
significant effect on
four weeks later. Finds no effect (negative excess mortality.
but insignificant) of (stricter) lockdowns.
The author’s specification using
instrument variables yields similar results.
Use data for deaths and NPIs from Hale et When using the naïve
al. (2020) covering 158 countries between dummy variable
January and August 2020 to evaluate the approach, all
effect of eight different NPIs (stay at
parameters are
home, bans on gatherings, bans on public statistically
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All 50 states closed schools between March 13,
2020, and March 23, 2020. Hence, all
difference-in-difference is based on maximum
10 days, and given the long lag between
infection and death, there is a risk that their
approach is more an interrupted time series
analysis, where they compare United States
before and after school closures, rather than a
true difference-in-difference approach.
However, we choose to include the study in our
review as it - objectively speaking - lives up to
the eligibility criteria specified in our protocol.

The authors conclude that "We do not find
detectable effects of these policies [SIPO] on
disease spread or deaths.” However, this
statement does not correspond to their results.
In figure 2 they show that the effect on deaths
is significant after 14 days. Looks at the effect
14 days after SIPO's are implemented which is a
short lag given that the time between infection
and deaths is at least 2-3 weeks.

Finds a positive (more deaths) effect after one
and two weeks, which could indicate that other
factors (omitted variables) affect the results.

Run the same model four times for each of the
different NPIs (stay at home-orders, ban on
meetings, ban on public events and mobility
restrictions). These NPIs were often introduced
almost simultaneously so there is a high risk of

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure
events, closing schools, lockdowns of
workplaces, interruption of public
transportation services, and international
border closures. They address the
possible endogeneity of the NPIs by using
instrumental variables.

Bonardi et al. (2020);
"Fast and local: How did
lockdown policies affect
the spread and severity of
the covid-19"

Growth
rates

Use NPI data scraped from news
headlines from LexisNexis and death data
from Johns Hopkins University up to April
1st 2020 in a panel structure with 184
countries. Controls for country fixed
effects, day fixed effects and withincountry evolution of the disease.

Bongaerts et al. (2021);
"Closed for business: The
mortality impact of
business closures during
the Covid-19 pandemic"

COVID19
mortality

Uses variation in exposure to closed
sectors (e.g. tourism) in municipalities
within Italy to estimate the effect of
business closures. Assuming that
municipalities with different exposures to
closed sectors are not inherently
different, they find that municipalities
with higher exposure to closed sectors
experienced subsequently lower mortality
rates.
Uses information on COVID-19 related
national policies and health outcomes
from the top 50 countries ranked by
number of cases. Finds no significant
effect of any NPI on the number of
COVID-19-deaths.

Chaudhry et al. (2020); "A COVIDcountry level analysis
19
measuring the impact of
mortality
government actions,
country preparedness and
socioeconomic factors on
COVID-19 mortality and
related health outcomes"

Chernozhukov et al.
(2021); "Causal impact of
masks, policies, behavior
on early covid-19
pandemic in the U.S."

Growth
rates

Uses COVID-deaths from the New York
Times and Johns Hopkins and data for
U.S. States from Raifman et al. (2020) to
estimate the effect of SIPO, closed
nonessential businesses, closed K-12
schools, closed restaurants except
takeout, closed movie theaters, and face
mask mandates for employees in public
facing businesses.
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4. Results

5. Comments

insignificant. On the
contrary, estimates
using the instrumental
variable approach
indicate that NPIs are
effective in reducing
the growth rate in the
daily number of deaths
14 days later.
Find that certain
interventions (SIPO,
regional lockdown and
partial lockdown) work
(in developed
countries), but that
stricter interventions
(SIPO) do not have a
larger effect than less
strict interventions (e.g.
restrictions on
gatherings). Find no
effect of border
closures.
Business shutdown
saved 9,439 Italian lives
by April 13th 2020. This
corresponds to a
reduction of deaths by
32%, as there were
20,465 COVID-19deaths in Italy by mid
April 2020.

multicollinearity with each run capturing the
same underlying effect. Indeed, the size and
standard errors of the estimates are worryingly
similar. Looks at the effect 14 days after NPIs
are implemented which is a fairly short lag given
the time between infection and deaths is 2-3
weeks, cf. e.g. Flaxman et al. (2020), which
according to Bjørnskov (2020) appears to be the
minimum typical time from infection to death).
Find a positive (more deaths) effect on day 1
after lockdown which may indicate that their
results are driven by other factors (omitted
variables). We rely on their publicly available
version submitted to CEPR Covid Economics,
but estimates on the effect of deaths can be
found in Supplementary material, which is
available in an updated version hosted on the
Danish Broadcasting Corporation's webpage:
https://www.dr.dk/static/documents/2021/03/
04/managing_pandemics_e3911c11.pdf

Finds no significant
effect on mortality of
any of the analyzed
interventions (partial
border closure,
complete border
closure, partial
lockdown (physical
distancing measures
only), complete
lockdown (enhanced
containment measures
including suspension of
all non-essential
services), and curfews).
Finds that mandatory
masks for employees
and closing K-12
schools reduces deaths.
SIPO and closing
business (average of
closed businesses,
restaurants and movie
theaters) has no
statistically significant
effect. The effect of
school closures is highly
sensitive to the

They (implicitly) assume that municipalities with
different exposures to closed sectors are not
inherently different. This assumption could be
problematic, as more touristed municipalities
can be very different from e.g. more
industrialized municipalities.

States that ”our regression specification for case
and death growths is explicitly guided by a SIR
model although our causal approach does not
hinge on the validity of a SIR model.” We are
uncertain if this means that data are managed to
fit an SIR-model (and thus should fail our
eligibility criteria).

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

4. Results

5. Comments

inclusion of national
case and death data.
Chisadza et al. (2021);
"Government
Effectiveness and the
COVID-19 Pandemic"

COVID19
mortality

Uses COVID-19-deaths and OxCGRT
stringency from 144 countries to estimate
the effect of lockdown on the number of
COVID-19-deaths. Find a significant
positive (more deaths) non-linear
association between government
response indices and the number of
deaths.

Dave et al. (2021); "When
Do Shelter-in-Place
Orders Fight Covid-19
Best? Policy
Heterogeneity Across
States and Adoption
Time"

COVID19
mortality

Dergiades et al. (2020);
"Effectiveness of
government policies in
response to the COVID19 outbreak"

COVID19
mortality

Uses smartphone location tracking and
state data on COVID-19 deaths and SIPO
data (supplemented by their own
searches) collected by the New York
Times to estimate the effect of SIPO's.
Finds that SIPO was associated with a
9%–10% increase in the rate at which
state residents remained in their homes
full-time, but overall they do not find an
significant effect on mortality after 20+
days (see Figure 4). Indicate that the
lacking significance may be due to long
term estimates being identified of a few
early adopting states.
Uses daily deaths from the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control and OxCGRT stringency from 32
countries worldwide (including U.S.) to
estimates the effect of lockdown on the
number of deaths.

Fakir and Bharati (2021);
COVID"Pandemic catch-22: The 19
role of mobility
mortality
restrictions and
institutional inequalities in
halting the spread of
COVID-19"

Fowler et al. (2021);
"Stay-at-home orders
associate with
subsequent decreases in
COVID-19 cases and
fatalities in the United
States"

COVID19
mortality

An increase by 1 on
"stringency index"
increases the number of
deaths by 0.0130 per
million. The sign of the
squared term is
negative, but the
combined non-linear
estimate is positive
(increases deaths) and
larger than the linear
estimate for all values
of the OxCGRT
stringency index.
Finds no overall
significant effect of
SIPO on deaths but
does find a negative
effect (fewer deaths) in
early adopting states.

Finds that the greater
the strength of
government
interventions at an early
stage, the more
effective these are in
slowing down or
reversing the growth
rate of deaths.
Uses data from 127 countries. combining Find large causal effects
high-frequency measures of mobility data of stricter restrictions
from Google’s daily mobility reports,
on the weekly growth
country-date-level information on the
rate of recorded deaths
stringency of restrictions in response to
attributed to COVIDthe pandemic from Oxford’s Coronavirus
19. Show that more
Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT), stringent interventions
and daily data on deaths attributed to
help more in richer,
COVID-19 from Our World In Data and
more educated, more
the Johns Hopkins University. Instrument democratic, and less
stringency using day-to-day changes in
corrupt countries with
the stringency of the restrictions in the
older, healthier
rest of the world.
populations and more
effective governments.
Uses U.S. county data on COVID-19
Stay-at-home orders
deaths and SIPO data collected by the
are also associated with
New York Times to estimate the effect of a 59.8 percent (18.3 to
SIPO's using a two-way fixed-effects
80.2) average reduction
difference-in-differences model. Find a
in weekly fatalities after
large and early (after few days) effect of
three weeks. These
SIPO on COVID-19 related deaths.
results suggest that
stay-at-home orders
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The author states that "less stringent
interventions increase the number of deaths,
whereas more severe responses to the
pandemic can lower fatalities.” However,
according to their estimates this is not correct,
as the combined non-linear estimate cannot be
negative for relevant values of the OxCGRT
stringency index (0 to 100).

Find large effects of SIPO on deaths after 6-14
days in early adopting states (see Table 8),
which is before an SIPO-related effect would be
seen. This could indicate that other factors
rather than SIPO's drive the results.

Focus is on the effect of early stage NPIs and
thus does not absolutely live up to our eligibility
criteria. However, we include the study as it
differentiates between lockdown strength at an
early stage.

Finds a larger effect on deaths after 0 days than
after 14 and 21 days (Table 3). This is surprising
given that it takes 2-3 weeks from infection to
death, and it may indicate that their results are
driven by other factors.

Finds the largest effect of SIPO on deaths after
10 days (see Figure 4), before a SIPO-related
effect could possibly be seen as it takes 2-3
weeks from infection to death. This could
indicate that other factors drive their results.

1. Study (Author &
title)

Fuller et al. (2021);
"Mitigation Policies and
COVID-19–Associated
Mortality — 37 European
Countries, January 23–
June 30, 2020"

2.
3. Description
Measure

COVID19
mortality

Gibson (2020);
COVID"Government mandated
19
lockdowns do not reduce mortality
Covid-19 deaths:
implications for evaluating
the stringent New
Zealand response"

Goldstein et al. (2021);
"Lockdown Fatigue: The
Diminishing Effects of
Quarantines on the
Spread of COVID-19 "

COVID19
mortality

Guo et al. (2021);
"Mitigation Interventions
in the United States: An
Exploratory Investigation
of Determinants and
Impacts"

COVID19
mortality

4. Results

Uses COVID-19-deaths and OxCGRT
stringency in 37 European countries to
estimate the effect of lockdown on the
number of COVID-19-deaths. Find a
significant negative (fewer deaths) effect
of stricter lockdowns after mortality
threshold is reached (the threshold is a
daily rate of 0.02 new COVID-19 deaths
per 100,000 population (based on a 7-day
moving average))
Uses data for every county in the United
States from March through June 1, 2020,
to estimate the effect of SIPO (called
"lockdown") on COVID-19 mortality.
Policy data are acquired from American
Red Cross reporting on emergency
regulations. His control variables include
county population and density, the elder
share, the share in nursing homes, nine
other demographic and economic
characteristics and a set of regional fixed
effects. Handles causality problems using
instrument variables (IV).
Uses panel data from 152 countries with
data from the onset of the pandemic until
December 31, 2020. Finds that lockdowns
tend to reduce the number of COVID-19
related deaths, but also that this benign
impact declines over time: after four
months of strict lockdown, NPIs have a
significantly weaker contribution in terms
of their effect in reducing COVID-19
related fatalities.

might have reduced
confirmed cases by
390,000 (170,000 to
680,000) and fatalities
by 41,000 (27,000 to
59,000) within the first
three weeks in localities
that implemented stayat-home orders.
For each 1-unit increase
in OxCGRT stringency
index, the cumulative
mortality decreases by
0.55 deaths per
100,000.

Find no statistically
significant effect of
SIPO.

Stricter lockdowns
reduce deaths for the
first 60 days,
whereafter the
cumulative effect
begins to decrease. If
reintroduced after 120,
the effect of lockdowns
is smaller in the short
run, but after 90 days
the effect is almost the
same as during first
lockdown (only app.
10% lower).
Uses policy data from 1,470 executive
Two mitigation
orders from the state–government
strategies (all school
websites for all 50 states and Washington closure and mandatory
DC and COVID-19-deaths from Johns
self-quarantine of
Hopkins University in a random-effect
travelers) showed
spatial error panel model to estimate the
positive (more deaths)
effect of nine NPIs (SIPO, strengthened
impact on COVID-19SIPO, public school closure, all school
deaths per 10,000. Six
closure, large-gathering ban of more than mitigation strategies
10 people, any gathering ban,
(SIPO, public school
restaurant/bar limit to dining out only,
closure, large gathering
nonessential business closure, and
bans (>10), any
mandatory self-quarantine of travelers) on gathering ban,
COVID-19 deaths.
restaurant/bar limit to
dining out only, and
nonessential business
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5. Comments

Gibson use the word "lockdown" as synonym
for SIPO (writes "technically, governmentordered community quarantine")

There is little documentation in the study (e.g.
no tables with estimates).

Only conclude on NPIs which reduce mortality.
However, the conclusion is based on one-tailed
tests, which means that all positive estimates
(more deaths) are deemed insignificant. Thus, in
their mortality-specification (Table 3, Proportion
of Cumulative Deaths Over the Population), the
estimate of all school closures (.204) and
mandatory self-quarantine of travelers (0.363) is
deemed insignificant based on schools CI [.029,
.379] and quarantine CI [.193, .532]. We
believe, these results should be interpreted as a
significant increase in mortality, and that these
results should have been part of their
conclusion.

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

Hale et al. (2020); "Global
assessment of the
relationship between
government response
measures and COVID-19
deaths"

COVID19
mortality

Hunter et al. (2021);
"Impact of nonpharmaceutical
interventions against
COVID-19 in Europe: A
quasi-experimental nonequivalent group and
time-series"

COVID19
mortality

Langeland et al. (2021);
"The Effect of State Level
COVID-19 Stay-at-Home
Orders on Death Rates"

COVID19
mortality

Leffler et al. (2020);
"Association of countrywide coronavirus
mortality with
demographics, testing,
lockdowns, and public
wearing of masks"

COVID19
mortality

Mccafferty and Ashley
Other
(2021); "Covid-19 Social
Distancing Interventions
by Statutory Mandate and
Their Observational

4. Results

closure) did not show
any impact (Table 3,
"Proportion of
Cumulative Deaths
Over the Population).
Uses the OxCGRT stringency and COVID- Finds that higher
19-deaths from the European Centre for
stringency in the past
Disease Prevention and Control for 170
leads to a lower growth
countries. Estimates both cross-sectional
rate in the present, with
models in which countries are the unit of
each additional point of
analysis, as well as longitudinal models on stringency
time-series panel data with country-day
corresponding to a
as the unit of analysis (including models
0.039%-point reduction
that use both time and country fixed
in daily deaths growth
effects).
rates six weeks later.
Uses death data from the European
Finds that mass
Centre for Disease Prevention and
gathering restrictions
Control (ECDC) and NPI-data from the
and initial business
Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation. closures (businesses
Argues that they use a quasi-experimental such as entertainment
approach to identify the effect of NPIs
venues, bars and
because no analyzed intervention was
restaurants) reduces the
imposed by all European countries and
number of deaths,
interventions were put in place at
whereas closing
different points in the development of the educational facilities
epidemics.
and issuing SIPO
increases the number of
deaths. Finds no effect
of closing non-essential
services and
mandating/recommendi
ng masks (Table 3)
Estimates the effect of state-level
Finds no significant
lockdowns on COVID-19 deaths using
effect of SIPO on the
multiple quasi-Poisson regressions with
number of deaths after
lockdown time length as the explanatory
2-4, 4-6 and 6+ weeks.
variable. Does not specify how lockdown
is defined and what their data sources are.
Use COVID-19 deaths from Worldometer
and info about NPIs (mask/mask
recommendations, international travel
restrictions and lockdowns (defined as any
closure of schools or workplaces, limits on
public gatherings or internal movement, or
stay-at-home orders) from Hale et al.
(2020) for 200 countries to estimate the
effect of the duration of NPIs on the
number of deaths.

Use data from 27 U.S. states and 12
European countries to analyze the effect
of NPIs on peak morality rate using
general linear mixed effects modelling.
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Finds that masking
(mask
recommendations)
reduces mortality. For
each week that masks
were recommended the
increase in per-capita
mortality was 8.1%
(compared to 55.7%
increase when masks
were not
recommended). Finds
no significant effect of
the number of weeks
with internal lockdowns
and international travel
restrictions (Table 2).
Finds that no mandate
(school closures,
prohibition on mass
gatherings, business
closures, stay at home

5. Comments

Finds an effect of closing educational facilities
and non-essential services after 1-7 days before
lockdown could possibly have an effect on the
number of deaths. This may indicate that other
factors are driving their results.

They write that "6+ weeks of lockdown is the
only setting where the odds of dying are
statistically higher than in the no lockdown
case.” However, all estimates are insignificant in
Table C. Looks as if lockdown duration may
cause a causality problem, because politicians
may be less likely to ease restrictions when
there are many cases/deaths.
Their "mask recommendation" category includes
some countries, where masks were mandated
(see Supplemental Table A1) and may (partially)
capture the effect of mask mandates. Looks at
duration which may cause a causality problem,
because politicians may be less likely to ease
restrictions when there are many cases/deaths.

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

4. Results

Correlation to Mortality in
the United States and
Europe"

Pan et al. (2020); "Covid19: Effectiveness of nonpharmaceutical
interventions in the
united states before
phased removal of social
distancing protections
varies by region"

COVID19
mortality

Pincombe et al. (2021);
"The effectiveness of
national-level
containment and closure
policies across income
levels during the COVID19 pandemic: an analysis
of 113 countries"

COVID19
mortality

Sears et al. (2020); "Are
we #stayinghome to
Flatten the Curve?"

COVID19
mortality

Uses county-level data for all U.S. states.
Mortality is obtained from Johns Hopkins,
while policy data are obtained from
official governmental websites.
Categorizes 12 policies into 4 levels of
disease control; Level 1 (low) - State of
Emergency; Level 2 (moderate) - school
closures, restricting access (visits) to
nursing homes, or closing restaurants and
bars; Level 3 (high) - non-essential
business closures, suspending non-violent
arrests, suspending elective medical
procedures, suspending evictions, or
restricting mass gatherings of at least 10
people; and Level 4 (aggressive) sheltering in place / stay-at-home, public
mask requirements, or travel restrictions.
Use stepped-wedge cluster randomized
trial (SW-CRT) for clustering and negative
binomial mixed model regression.
Uses daily data for 113 countries on
cumulative COVID-19 death counts over
130 days between February 15, 2020,
and June 23, 2020, to examine changes in
mortality growth rates across the World
Bank’s income group classifications
following shelter-in-place
recommendations or orders (they use one
variable covering both recommendations
and orders).
Uses cellular location data from all 50
states and the District of Columbia to
investigate mobility patterns during the
pandemic across states and time. Adding
COVID-19 death tolls and the timing of
SIPO for each state they estimate the
effect of stay-at-home policies on
COVID-19 mortality.
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orders, severe travel
restrictions, and closure
of non-essential
businesses) was
effective in reducing
the peak COVID-19
mortality rate.
Concludes that only
(duration of, see
comment in next
column) level 4
restrictions are
associated with reduced
risk of death, with an
average 15% decline in
the COVID-19 death
rate per day.
Implementation of level
3 and level 2
restrictions increased
death rates in 6 of 6
regions, while longer
duration increased
death rates in 5 of 6
regions.
Finds that shelter-inplace
recommendations/orde
rs reduces mortality
growth rates in high
income countries
(although insignificant)
but increases growth
rates in countries in
other income groups.
Find that SIPOs lower
deaths by 0.13- 0.17
per 100,000 residents,
equivalent to death
rates 29-35% lower
than in the absence of
policies. However,
these estimates are
insignificant at a 95%
confidence interval (see
Table 4). The study also
finds reductions in
activity levels prior to
mandates. Human
encounter rate fell by
63 percentage points
and nonessential visits
by 39 percentage
points relative to preCOVID-19 levels, prior
to any state
implementing a
statewide mandate

5. Comments

They focus on the negative estimate of duration
of Level 4. However, their implementation
estimate is large and positive, and the combined
effect of implementation and duration is
unclear.

In the abstract the authors state that death
rates would be 42-54% lower than in the
absence of policies. However, this includes
averted deaths due to pre-mandate social
distancing behavior (p. 6). The effect of SIPO is
a reduction in deaths by 29%-35% compared to
a situation without SIPO but with pre-mandate
social distancing. These estimates are
insignificant at a 95% confidence interval.

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

4. Results

Shiva and Molana (2021);
"The Luxury of
Lockdown"

COVID19
mortality

A stricter lockdown (1
stringency point)
reduces deaths by 0,1%
after 4 weeks. After 8
weeks the effect is
insignificant.

Spiegel and Tookes
(2021); "Business
restrictions and Covid-19
fatalities"

COVID19
mortality

Stockenhuber (2020);
"Did We Respond Quickly
Enough? How PolicyImplementation Speed in
Response to COVID-19
Affects the Number of
Fatal Cases in Europe"
Stokes et al. (2020); "The
relative effects of nonpharmaceutical
interventions on early
Covid-19 mortality:
natural experiment in 130
countries"

COVID19
mortality

COVID19
mortality

Uses COVID-19-deaths and OxCGRT
stringency from 169 countries to estimate
the effect of lockdown on the number of
deaths 1-8 weeks later. Finds that stricter
lockdowns reduce COVID-19-deaths 4
weeks later (but insignificant 8 weeks
later) and have the greatest effect in high
income countries. Finds no effect of
workplace closures in low-income
countries.
Use data for every county in the United
States from March through December
2020 to estimate the effect of various
NPIs on the COVID-19-deaths growth
rate. Derives causality by 1) assuming that
state regulators primarily focus on the
state’s most populous counties, so state
regulation in smaller counties can be
viewed as a quasi randomized experiment,
and 2) conducting county pair analysis,
where similar counties in different states
(and subject to different state policies) are
compared.

Uses data for the number of COVID‐19
infections and deaths and policy
information for 24 countries from
OxCGRT to estimate the effect of stricter
lockdowns on the number of deaths using
principal component analysis and a
generalized linear mixed model.
Uses daily Covid-19 deaths for 130
countries from the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
and daily policy data from the Oxford
COVID-19 Government Response Tracker
(OxCGRT). Looks at all levels of
restrictions for each of the nine subcategories of the OxCGRT stringency
index (school, work, events, gatherings,
transport, SIPO, internal movement,
travel).
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5. Comments

Finds that some
interventions (e.g. mask
mandates, restaurant
and bar closures, gym
closures, and high-risk
business closures)
reduces mortality
growth, while other
interventions (closures
of low- to medium-risk
businesses and personal
care/spa services) did
not have an effect and
may even have
increased the number
of deaths.
Finds no significant
effect of stricter
lockdowns on the
number of fatalities
(Table 4).

In total they analyze the lockdown effect of 21
variables. 14 of 21 estimates are significant, and
of these 6 are negative (reduces deaths) while 8
are positive (increases deaths). Some results are
far from intuitive. E.g. mask recommendations
increases deaths by 48% while mask mandates
reduces deaths by 12%, and closing restaurants
and bars reduces deaths by 50%, while closing
bars but not restaurants only reduces deaths by
5%.

Of the nine subcategories in the
OxCGRT stringency
index, only travel
restrictions are
consistently significant
(with level 2
"Quarantine arrivals
from high-risk regions"
having the largest
effect, and the strictest
level 4 "Total border
closure" having the
smallest effect).
Restrictions on very
large gatherings
(>1,000) has a large
significant negative
(fewer deaths) effect,
while the effect of
stricter restrictions on
gatherings are
insignificant. Authors
recommend that the
closing of schools (level
1) has a very large (in
absolute terms it's twice
the effect of border
quarantines) positive

Their results are counter intuitive and
somewhat inconclusive. Why does limiting very
large gatherings (>1,000) work, while stricter
limits do not? Why do recommending school
closures cause more deaths? Why is the effect
of border closures before 1st death insignificant,
while the effect of closing borders after 1st
death is significant (and large)? And why does
quarantining arrivals from high-risk regions work
better than total border closures? With 23
estimated parameters in total these counter
intuitive and inconclusive results could be
caused by multiple test bias (we correct for this
in the meta-analysis), but may also be caused by
other factors such as omitted variable bias.

Groups data on lockdown strictness into four
groups and lose significant information and
variation.

1. Study (Author &
title)

2.
3. Description
Measure

4. Results

Toya and Skidmore
COVID(2020); "A Cross-Country 19
Analysis of the
mortality
Determinants of Covid-19
Fatalities"

Uses COVID-19-deaths and lockdown
info from various sources from 159
countries in a cross-country event study.
Controls for country specifics by including
socio-economic, political, geographic, and
policy information. Finds little evidence
for the efficacy of NPIs.

Tsai et al. (2021);
"Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19)
Transmission in the
United States Before
Versus After Relaxation
of Statewide Social
Distancing Measures"

Uses data for NPIs that were
implemented and/or relaxed in U.S. states
between 10 March and 15 July 2020.
Using segmented linear regression, they
estimate the extent to which relaxation of
social distancing affected epidemic
control, as indicated by the time-varying,
state-specific effective reproduction
number (Rt). Rt is based on death tolls.

Reproduc
tion rate,
Rt

effect (more deaths)
while stricter
interventions on
schools have no
significant effect.
Required cancelling of
public events also has a
significant positive
(more deaths) effect.
We focus on their 1438 days results, as they
catch the longest time
frame (their 0-24 day
model returns mostly
insignificant results).
Complete travel
restrictions prior to
April 2020 reduced
deaths by -0.226 per
100.000 by April 1st
2021, while mandatory
national lockdown prior
to April 2020 increased
deaths by 0.166 by
April 1st 2021.
Recommended local
lockdowns reduced
deaths but results are
based on one
observation. Partial
travel restrictions,
mandatory local
lockdowns and
recommended national
lockdowns did not have
a significant effect on
deaths.
Finds that in the 8
weeks prior to relaxing
NPIs, Rt was declining,
while after relaxation Rt
started to increase.

5. Comments

The study looks at the lockdown status prior to
April 2020 and the effect on deaths the
following year (until April 1st 2021). The authors
state this is to reduce concerns about
endogeneity but do not explain why the
lockdowns in the spring of 2020 are a good
instrument for lockdowns during later waves
are.

Their Figure 1 shows that Rt on average
increases app. 10 days before relaxation, which
could indicate that other factors (omitted
variables) affect the results.

Note: All comments on the significance of estimates are based on a 5% significance level unless otherwise stated.

It is difficult to make a conclusion based on the overview in Table 1. Is -0.073 to -0.326
deaths/million per stringency point, as estimated by Ashraf (2020), a large or a small effect
relative to. the 98% reduction in mortality predicted by the study published by the Imperial
College London (Ferguson et al. (2020). This is the subject for our meta-analysis in the next
section. Here, it turns out that -0.073 to -0.326 deaths/million per stringency point is a relatively
modest effect and only corresponds to a 2.4% reduction in COVID-19 mortality on average in
the U.S. and Europe.
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Meta-analysis: The impact of lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality

We now turn to the meta-analysis, where we focus on the impact of lockdowns on COVID-19
mortality.
In the meta-analysis, we include 24 studies in which we can derive the relative effect of
lockdowns on COVID-19 mortality, where mortality is measured as COVID-19-related deaths
per million. In practice, this means that the studies we included estimate the effect of lockdowns
on mortality or the effect of lockdowns on mortality growth rates, while using a counterfactual
estimate.26
Our focus is on the effect of compulsory non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI), policies that
restrict internal movement, close schools and businesses, and ban international travel, among
others. We do not look at the effect of voluntary behavioral changes (e.g. voluntary mask
wearing), the effect of recommendations (e.g. recommended mask wearing), or governmental
services (voluntary mass testing and public information campaigns), but only on mandated NPIs.
The studies we examine are placed in three categories. Seven studies analyze the effect of stricter
lockdowns based on the OxCGRT stringency indices, 13 studies analyze the effect of SIPOs (6
studies only analyze SIPOs, while seven analyze SIPOs among other interventions), and 11
studies analyze the effect of specific NPIs independently (lockdown vs. no lockdown).27 Each of
these categories is handled so that comparable estimates can be made across categories. Below,
we present the results for each category and show the overall results, as well as those based on
various quality dimensions.
Quality dimensions
We include quality dimensions because there are reasons to believe that can affect a study’s
conclusion. Below we describe the dimensions, as well as our reasons to believe that they are
necessary to fully understand the empirical evidence.
•

Peer-reviewed vs. working papers: We distinguish between peer-reviewed studies and
working papers as we consider peer-reviewed studies generally being of higher quality than
working papers.28

•

Long vs. short time period: We distinguish between studies based on long time periods (with
data series ending after May 31, 2020) and short time periods (data series ending at or before
May 31, 2020), because the first wave did not fully end before late June in the U.S. and
Europe. Thus, studies relying on short data periods lack the last part of the first wave and
may yield biased results if lockdowns only “flatten the curve” and do not prevent deaths.

26

As a minimum requirement, one needs to know the effect on the top of the curve.
The total is larger than 21 because the 11 SIPO studies include seven studies which look at multiple measures.
28
Vetted papers from CEPR Covid Economics are considered as working papers in this regard.
27
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•

No early effect on mortality: On average, it takes approximately three weeks from infection
to death.29 However, several studies find effects of lockdown on mortality almost
immediately. Fowler et al. (2021) find a significant effect of SIPOs on mortality after just
four days and the largest effect after 10 days. An early effect may indicate that other factors
(omitted variables) drive the results, and, thus, we distinguish between studies which find an
effect on mortality sooner than 14 days after lockdown and those that do not.30 Note that
many studies do not look at the short term and thus fall into the latter category by default.

•

Social sciences vs. other sciences: While it is true that epidemiologists and researchers in
natural sciences should, in principle, know much more about COVID-19 and how it spreads
than social scientists, social scientists are, in principle, experts in evaluating the effect of
various policy interventions. Thus, we distinguish between studies published by scholars in
social sciences and by scholars from other fields of research. We perceive the former as
being better suited for examining the effects of lockdowns on mortality. For each study, we
have registered the research field for the corresponding author’s associated institute (e.g., for
a scholar from “Institute of economics” research field is registered as “Economics”). Where
no corresponding author was available, the first author has been used. Afterwards, all
research fields have been classified as either from the “Social Science” or “Other.””31

We also considered including a quality dimension to distinguish between studies based on excess
mortality and studies based on COVID-19 mortality, as we believe that excess mortality is
potentially a better measure for two reasons. First, data on total deaths in a country is far more
precise than data on COVID-19 related deaths, which may be both underreported (due to lack of
tests) or overreported (because some people die with – but not because of – COVID-19).
Secondly, a major purpose of lockdowns is to save lives. To the extend lockdowns shift deaths
from COVID-19 to other causes (e.g. suicide), estimates based on COVID-19 mortality will
overestimate the effect of lockdowns. Likewise, if lockdowns save lives in other ways (e.g. fewer
traffic accidents) lockdowns’ effect on mortality will be underestimated. However, as only one

Leffler et al. (2020) writes, “On average, the time from infection with the coronavirus to onset of symptoms is 5.1
days, and the time from symptom onset to death is on average 17.8 days. Therefore, the time from infection to
death is expected to be 23 days.” Meanwhile, Stokes et al. (2020) writes that “evidence suggests a mean lag
between virus transmission and symptom onset of 6 days, and a further mean lag of 18 days between onset of
symptoms and death.”
30
Some of the authors are aware of this problem. E.g. Bjørnskov (2021a) writes ”when the lag length extends to
three or fourth weeks, that is, the length that is reasonable from the perspective of the virology of Sars-CoV-2, the
estimates become very small and insignificant” and ”these results confirm the overall pattern by being negative
and significant when lagged one or two weeks (the period when they cannot have worked) but turning positive and
insignificant when lagged four weeks.”
31
Research fields classified as social sciences were economics, public health, management, political science,
government, international development, and public policy, while research fields not classified as social sciences
were ophthalmology, environment, medicine, evolutionary biology and environment, human toxicology,
epidemiology, and anesthesiology.
29
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of the 34 studies (Bjørnskov (2021a)) is based on excess mortality, we are unfortunately forced
to disregard this quality dimension.
Meta-data used for our quality dimensions as well as other relevant information are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: Metadata for the studies included in the meta-analysis
1. Study (Author & title)

2. Included
in metaanalysis

3.
Publication
status

4. End of
data
period

5.
Earliest
effect

6. Field of
research

7.
Lockdown
measure

8.
Geographical
coverage

Alderman and Harjoto (2020); "COVID-19:
U.S. shelter-in-place orders and
demographic characteristics linked to
cases, mortality, and recovery rates"
Aparicio and Grossbard (2021); "Are Covid
Fatalities in the U.S. Higher than in the EU,
and If so, Why?"
Ashraf (2020); "Socioeconomic conditions,
government interventions and health
outcomes during COVID-19"
Auger et al. (2020); "Association between
statewide school closure and COVID-19
incidence and mortality in the U.S."
Berry et al. (2021); "Evaluating the effects
of shelter-in-place policies during the
COVID-19 pandemic"
Bjørnskov (2021a); "Did Lockdown Work?
An Economist's Cross-Country
Comparison"
Blanco et al. (2020); "Do Coronavirus
Containment Measures Work? Worldwide
Evidence"
Bonardi et al. (2020); "Fast and local: How
did lockdown policies affect the spread and
severity of the covid-19"
Bongaerts et al. (2021); "Closed for
business: The mortality impact of business
closures during the Covid-19 pandemic"
Chaudhry et al. (2020); "A country level
analysis measuring the impact of
government actions, country preparedness
and socioeconomic factors on COVID-19
mortality and related health outcomes"
Chernozhukov et al. (2021); "Causal impact
of masks, policies, behavior on early covid19 pandemic in the U.S."
Chisadza et al. (2021); "Government
Effectiveness and the COVID-19
Pandemic"
Dave et al. (2021); "When Do Shelter-inPlace Orders Fight Covid-19 Best? Policy
Heterogeneity Across States and Adoption
Time"
Dergiades et al. (2020); "Effectiveness of
government policies in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak"
Fakir and Bharati (2021); "Pandemic catch22: The role of mobility restrictions and
institutional inequalities in halting the
spread of COVID-19"

Yes

Peer-review

11-Jun-20

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

SIPO

United States

Yes

Peer-review

22-Jul-20

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

Europe and
United States

Yes

WP

20-May20

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Stringency

World

Yes

Peer-review

07-May20

>21 days

Medicine (Other)

Specific NPIs

United States

Yes

Peer-review

30-May20

8-14 days Public policy (Social
science)

SIPO

United States

Yes

Peer-review

30-Jun-20

<8 days

Stringency

Europe

No

WP

31-Aug-20 8-14 days Economics (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

World

Yes

WP

13-Apr-20

<8 days

Specific NPIs

World

Yes

Peer-review

13-Apr-20

8-14 days Management
(Social science)

Specific NPIs

One country

Yes

Peer-review

01-Apr-20

n/a

Anesthesiology
(Other)

Specific NPIs

World

Yes

Peer-review

03-Aun-20 n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

United States

Yes

Peer-review

01-Sep-20

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Stringency

World

Yes

Peer-review

20-Apr-20

Finds no
effect

Economics (Social
science)

SIPO

United States

No

WP

30-Apr-20

n/a

Management
(Social science)

Stringency

World

No

Peer-review

30-Jul-20

<8 days

Economics (Social
science)

Stringency

World
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Economics (Social
science)

Economics (Social
science)

1. Study (Author & title)

2. Included
in metaanalysis

3.
Publication
status

4. End of
data
period

5.
Earliest
effect

6. Field of
research

7.
Lockdown
measure

8.
Geographical
coverage

Fowler et al. (2021); "Stay-at-home orders
associate with subsequent decreases in
COVID-19 cases and fatalities in the
United States"
Fuller et al. (2021); "Mitigation Policies and
COVID-19–Associated Mortality — 37
European Countries, January 23–June 30,
2020"

Yes

Peer-review

07-May20

<8 days

Public Health
(Social science)

SIPO

United States

Yes

WP

30-Jun-20

n/a

Epidemiology
(Other)

Stringency

Europe

Gibson (2020); "Government mandated
lockdowns do not reduce Covid-19 deaths:
implications for evaluating the stringent
New Zealand response"
Goldstein et al. (2021); "Lockdown Fatigue:
The Diminishing Effects of Quarantines on
the Spread of COVID-19 "
Guo et al. (2021); "Mitigation Interventions
in the United States: An Exploratory
Investigation of Determinants and Impacts"
Hale et al. (2020); "Global assessment of
the relationship between government
response measures and COVID-19 deaths"
Hunter et al. (2021); "Impact of nonpharmaceutical interventions against
COVID-19 in Europe: A quasi-experimental
non-equivalent group and time-series"
Langeland et al. (2021); "The Effect of State
Level COVID-19 Stay-at-Home Orders on
Death Rates"
Leffler et al. (2020); "Association of
country-wide coronavirus mortality with
demographics, testing, lockdowns, and
public wearing of masks"
Mccafferty and Ashley (2021); "Covid-19
Social Distancing Interventions by
Statutory Mandate and Their Observational
Correlation to Mortality in the United
States and Europe"
Pan et al. (2020); "Covid-19: Effectiveness
of non-pharmaceutical interventions in the
united states before phased removal of
social distancing protections varies by
region"
Pincombe et al. (2021); "The effectiveness
of national-level containment and closure
policies across income levels during the
COVID-19 pandemic: an analysis of 113
countries"
Sears et al. (2020); "Are we #stayinghome
to Flatten the Curve?"

Yes

Peer-review

01-Jun-20

Finds no
effect

Economics (Social
science)

SIPO

United States

Yes

WP

31-Dec-20 <8 days

Stringency

World

Yes

Peer-review

07-Apr-20

n/a

International
Development
(Social science)
Social work (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

United States

No

WP

27-May20

n/a

Government (Social
science)

Stringency

World

No

Peer-review

24-Apr-20

<8 days

Medicine (Other)

Specific NPIs

Europe

No

WP

Not
specified

Finds no
effect

Political Science
(Social science)

Other

United States

Yes

Peer-review

09-May20

n/a

Ophthalmology
(Other)

Specific NPIs

World

No

Peer-review

12-Apr-20

Finds no
effect

Ophthalmology
(Other)

Specific NPIs

Europe and
United States

No

WP

29-May20

n/a

Environment
(Other)

Specific NPIs

United States

No

Peer-review

23-Jun-20

n/a

Health Science
(Social science)

SIPO

World

Yes

WP

29-Apr-20

Finds no
effect

Economics (Social
science)

SIPO

United States

Shiva and Molana (2021); "The Luxury of
Lockdown"

Yes

Peer-review

08-Jun-20

15-21
days

Government (Social
science)

Stringency

World

Spiegel and Tookes (2021); "Business
restrictions and Covid-19 fatalities"

Yes

Peer-review

31-Dec-20 <8 days

Management
(Social science)

Specific NPIs

United States

Stockenhuber (2020); "Did We Respond
Quickly Enough? How PolicyImplementation Speed in Response to
COVID-19 Affects the Number of Fatal
Cases in Europe"
Stokes et al. (2020); "The relative effects of
non-pharmaceutical interventions on early

Yes

Peer-review

12-Jul-20

n/a

Evolutionary
Biology and
Environment
(Other)

Stringency

Europe

Yes

WP

01-Jun-20

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

World
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1. Study (Author & title)

2. Included
in metaanalysis

3.
Publication
status

4. End of
data
period

5.
Earliest
effect

6. Field of
research

7.
Lockdown
measure

8.
Geographical
coverage

Yes

WP

01-Apr-21

n/a

Economics (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

World

No

Peer-review

15-Jul-20

<8 days

Psychiatry (Social
science)

Specific NPIs

United States

Covid-19 mortality: natural experiment in
130 countries"
Toya and Skidmore (2020); "A CrossCountry Analysis of the Determinants of
Covid-19 Fatalities"
Tsai et al. (2021); "Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19) Transmission in the
United States Before Versus After
Relaxation of Statewide Social Distancing
Measures"

Note: Research fields classified as social sciences were economics, public health, health science, management, political science, government,
international development, and public policy, while research fields not classified as social sciences were ophthalmology, environment,
medicine, evolutionary biology and environment, human toxicology, epidemiology and anesthesiology.

Interpreting and weighting estimates
The estimates used in the meta-analysis are not always readily available in the studies shown in
Table 2. In Appendix B Table 9, we describe for each paper how we interpret the estimates and
how they are converted to a common estimate (the relative effect of lockdowns on COVID-19
mortality) which is comparable across all studies.
Following Paldam (2015) and Stanley and Doucouliagos (2010), we also convert standard
errors32 and use the precision of each estimate (defined as 1/SE) to calculate the precisionweighted average of all estimates and present funnel plots. The precision-weighted average is our
primary indicator of the efficacy of lockdowns, but we also report arithmetic averages and
medians in the meta-analysis.
In the following sections, we present the meta-analysis for each of the three groups of studies
(stringency index-studies, SIPO-studies, and studies analyzing specific NPIs).
4.1

Stringency index studies

Seven eligible studies examine the link between lockdown stringency and COVID-19 mortality.
The results from these studies, converted to common estimates, are presented in Table 3 below.
All studies are based on the COVID-19 Government Response Tracker’s (OxCGRT) stringency
index of Oxford University’s Blavatnik School of Government (Hale et al. (2020)).
The OxCGRT stringency index neither measures the expected effectiveness of the lockdowns
nor the expected costs. Instead, it describes the stringency based on nine equally weighted
parameters.33 Many countries followed similar patterns and almost all countries closed schools,

32

Standard errors are converted such that the t-value, calculated based on common estimates and standard errors, is
unchanged. When confidence intervals are reported rather than standard errors, we calculate standard errors using
t-distribution with ∞ degrees of freedom (i.e. 1.96 for 95% confidence interval).
33
The nine parameters are "C1 School closing,” "C2 Workplace closing,” "C3 Cancel public events,” "C4
Restrictions on gatherings,” "C5 Close public transport,” "C6 Stay at home requirements,” "C7 Restrictions on
internal movement,” "C8 International travel controls" and "H1 Public information campaigns.” The latter, "H1
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while only a few countries issued SIPOs without closing businesses. Hence, it is reasonable to
perceive the stringency index as continuous, although not necessarily linear. The index includes
recommendations (e.g. “workplace closing” is 1 if the government recommends closing (or work
from home), cf. Hale et al. (2021)), but the effect of including recommendations in the index is
primarily to shift the index parallelly upward and should not alter the results relative to our focus
on mandated NPIs. It is important to note that the index is not perfect. As pointed out by Book
(2020), it is certainly possibly to identify errors and omissions in the index. However, the index
is objective and unbiased and as such, useful for cross-sectional analysis with several
observations, even if not suitable for comparing the overall strictness of lockdowns in two
countries.
Since the studies examined use different units of estimates, we have created common estimates
for Europe and United States to make them comparable. The common estimates show the effect
of the average lockdown in Europe and United States (with average stringencies of 76 and 74,
respectively, between March 16th and April 15th, 2020, compared to a policy based solely on
recommendations (stringency 44)). For example, Ashraf (2020) estimates that the effect of
stricter lockdowns is -0.073 to -0.326 deaths/million per stringency point. We use the average of
these two estimates (-0.200) in the meta-analysis (see Table 9 in Appendix B for a description
for all studies). The average lockdown in Europe between March 16th and April 15th, 2020, was
32 points stricter than a policy solely based on recommendations (76 vs. 44). In United States, it
was 30 points. Hence, the total effect of the lockdowns compared to the recommendation policy
was -6.37 deaths/million in Europe (32 x -0.200) and -5.91 deaths/million in United States. With
populations of 748 million and 333 million, respectively the total effect as estimated by Ashraf
(2020) is 4,766 averted COVID-19 deaths in Europe and 1,969 averted COVID-19 deaths in
United States. By the end of the study period in Ashraf (2020), which is May 20, 2020, 164,600
people in Europe and 97,081 people in the United States had died of COVID-19. Hence, the
4,766 averted COVID-19 deaths in Europe and the 1,969 averted COVID-19 deaths in the
United States corresponds to 2.8% and 2.0% of all COVID-19 deaths, respectively, with an
arithmetic average of 2.4%. Our common estimate is thus -2.4%, cf. Table 3. So, this means that
Ashraf (2020) estimates that without lockdowns, COVID-19 deaths in Europe would have been
169,366 and COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. would have been 99,050. Our approach is not
unproblematic. First of all, the level of stringency varies over time for all countries. We use the
stringency between March 16th and April 15th, 2020 because this period covers the main part of
the first wave which most of the studies analyze. Secondly, OxCGRT has changed the index over
time and a 10-point difference today may not be exactly the same as a 10-point difference when
the studies were finalized. However, we believe these problems are unlikely to significantly alter
our results.

Public information campaigns,” is not an intervention following our definition, as it is not a mandatory
requirement. However, of 97 European countries and U.S. States in the OxCGRT database, only Andorra, Belarus,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Faeroe Islands, and Moldova – less than 1.6% of the population – did not get the
maximum score by March 20, 2020, so the parameter simply shifts the index parallelly upward and should not
have notable impact on the analyzes.
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Table 3 demonstrates that the studies find that lockdowns, on average, have reduced COVID-19
mortality rates by 0.2% (precision-weighted). The results yield a median of -2.4% and an
arithmetic average of -7.3%. Only one of the seven studies, Fuller et al. (2021), finds a
significant and (relative to the effect predicted in studies like Ferguson et al. (2020)) substantial
effect of lockdowns (-35%). The other six studies find much smaller effects. Hence, based on the
stringency index studies, we find little to no evidence that mandated lockdowns in Europe and
the United States had a noticeable effect on COVID-19 mortality rates. And, as will be discussed
in the next paragraph, the fifth column of Table 3 displays the number of quality dimensions (out
of 4) met by each study.

Table 3: Overview of common estimates from studies based on stringency indexes
Effect on COVID-19 mortality
Bjørnskov (2021)

Estimate
(Estimated Averted Deaths
/
Total Deaths)
-0.3%

Standard
error

Weight
(1/SE)

Quality
dimension
s

0.8%

119

3

0.4%

248

4

Shiva and Molana (2021)

-4.1%

Stockenhuber (2020)*

0.0%

n/a

n/a

3

Chisadza et al. (2021)

0.1%

0.0%

7,390

4

Goldstein et al. (2021)
Fuller et al. (2021)
Ashraf (2020)
Precision-weighted average (arithmetic average /
median)

-9.0%

3.8%

26

2

-35.3%

9.1%

11

2

-2.4%

0.4%

256

2

-0.2% (-7.3%/-2.4%)

Note: The table shows the estimates for each study converted to a common estimate, i.e. the implied effect on COVID-19
mortality in Europe and United States. A negative number corresponds to fewer deaths, so -5% means 5% lover COVID-19
mortality. For studies which report estimates in deaths per million, the common estimate is calculated as: (COVID-19 mortality
with "common area's" policy) / (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation policy) -1, where (COVID-19 mortality with
recommendation policy) is calculated as ((COVID-19 mortality with "common area's" policy) - Estimate x Difference in
stringency x population). Stringencies in Europe and United States are equal to the average stringency from March 16th to April
15th 2020 (76 and 74 respectively) and the stringency for the policy based solely on recommendations is 44 following Hale et al.
(2020). For the conversion of other studies see Table 9 in appendix B.
* It is not possible to calculate a common estimate for Stockenhuber (2020). When calculating arithmetic average / median, the
study is included as 0%, because estimates are insignificant and signs of estimates are mixed (higher strictness can cause both
lower and higher COVID-19 mortality).

We now turn to the quality dimensions. Table 4 presents the results differentiated by the four
quality dimensions. Two studies, Shiva and Molana (2021) and Chisadza et al. (2021), meet all
quality dimensions. The precision-weighted average for these studies is 0.0%, meaning that
lockdowns had no effect on COVID-19 mortality. Two studies live up to 3 of 4 quality
dimensions (Bjørnskov (2021a) and Stockenhuber (2020)). The precision-weighted average for
these studies is -0.3%, meaning that lockdowns reduced COVID-19 mortality by 0.3%. Three
studies lack at least two quality dimensions.34 These studies find that lockdowns reduce COVID19 mortality by 4.2%. To sum up, we find that the studies that meet at least 3 of 4 quality
measures find that lockdowns have little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality, while studies that
34

In fact, the working papers by P. Goldstein et al. (2021), Fuller et al. (2021) and Ashraf (2020) all lack exactly
two quality parameters.
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meet 2 of 4 quality measures find a small effect on COVID-19 mortality. These results are far
from those estimated with the use of epidemiological models, such as the Imperial College
London (Ferguson et al. (2020).

Table 4: Overview of common estimates split on quality dimensions for studies based on
stringency indexes
Precision-weighted
average*

Arithmetic
average

Median

Peer-reviewed [4]

0.0%

-1.1%

-0.2%

Working paper [3]

-4.2%

-15.6%

-9.0%

Data series ends after 31 May 2020 [6]

-0.1%

-8.1%

-0.2%

Data series ends before 31 May 2020 [1]

-2.4%

-2.4%

-9.0%

Does not find an effect within the first 14 days (including n/a) [5]

-0.2%

-8.3%

-2.4%

Finds effect within the first 14 days [2]

-1.9%

-4.7%

-4.7%

Social sciences [5]

-0.1%

-3.1%

-2.4%

Other sciences [2]

-35.3%

-17.7%

-17.7%

4 of 4 quality dimensions [2]

0.0%

-2.0%

-2.0%

3 of 4 quality dimensions [2]

-0.3%

-0.2%

-0.2%

2 of 4 quality dimensions or fewer [3]

-4.2%

-15.6%

-9.0%

Values show effect on COVID-19 mortality
Peer-reviewed vs. working papers

Long vs. short time period

No early effect on mortality

Social sciences vs. other sciences

Note: The table shows the common estimate as described in Table 3 for each quality dimension. The number of studies in each
category is in square brackets. * The precision-weighted average does not include studies where no common standard error is
available, cf. Table 3.

Figure 5 shows a funnel plot for the studies in Table 3, except Stockenhuber (2020), where
common estimate standard errors cannot be derived. Chisadza et al. (2021) has a far higher
precision than the other studies (1/SE is 7,398 and the estimate is 0.1%)35, and there are
indications that the estimate from Fuller et al. (2021) (the bottom left) is an imprecise outlier.36
Figure 5 The plot also shows that the studies with at least 3 of 4 quality dimensions are centered
around zero and generally have higher precision than other studies.

35
36

Excluding Chisadza et al. (2021) from the precision-weighted average changes the average to -3.5%.
Excluding Fuller et al. (2021) from the precision-weighted average only marginally changes the average because
the precision is very low.
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were issued 7½ days after both schools and workplaces closed, and 12 days after the first of the
two closed. Only one state, Tennessee, issued a SIPO before schools and workplaces closed. The
10 states that did not issue SIPOs all closed schools. Moreover, of those 10 states, three closed
some non-essential businesses, while the remaining 7 closed all non-essential businesses.
Because of this, we perceive estimates for SIPOs based on U.S.-data as the marginal effect of
SIPOs on top of other restrictions, although we acknowledge that the estimates may capture the
effects of other NPI measures as well.
The results of eligible studies based on SIPOs are presented in Table 5. The table demonstrates
that the studies generally find that SIPOs have reduced COVID-19 mortality by 2.9% (on a
precision-weighted average). There is an apparent difference between studies in which a SIPO is
one of multiple NPIs, and studies in which a SIPO is the only examined intervention. The former
group generally finds that SIPOs increase COVID-19 mortality marginally, whereas the latter
finds that SIPOs decrease COVID-19 mortality. As we will see below, this difference could be
explained by differences in the quality dimensions, and especially the time period covered by
each study.

Table 5: Overview of estimates from studies based on SIPOs
Estimate
(Estimated Averted Deaths /
Total Deaths)

Values show effect on COVID-19 mortality

Standard
error

Weight (1/SE)

Studies where SIPO is one of several examined interventions and not (as) likely to capture the effect of other interventions
Chernozhukov et al. (2021)
-17.7%
14.3%

Quality
dimensions

7

4

Chaudhry et al. (2020) *

0.0%

n/a

n/a

2

Aparicio and Grossbard (2021)

2.6%

2.8%

35

4

0.8%

11.1%

9

3

13.1%

6.6%

15

3

Stokes et al. (2020)
Spiegel and Tookes (2021)
Bonardi et al. (2020)

0.0%

n/a

n/a

1

Guo et al. (2021)

4.6%

14.8%

4

3

-32.2%

17.6%

6

2

Alderman and Harjoto (2020)

-1.0%

0.6%

169

4

Berry et al. (2020)

1.1%

n/a

n/a

2

-35.0%

7.0%

14

2

-6.0%

24.3%

4

4

-40.8%

36.1%

3

3

Average (median) where SIPO is one of several variables

2.8% (0.5%/0.8%)

Studies where SIPO is the only examined intervention and may capture the effect of other interventions
Sears et al. (2020)

Fowler et al. (2021)
Gibson (2020)
Dave et al. (2020)
Average (median) where SIPO is the only variable

-5.1% (-19.0%/-19.1%)

Precision-weighted average (arithmetic average / median) for all
studies

-2.9% (-8.5%/0.0%)

Note: * Chaudhry et al. (2020) does not provide an estimate but states that SIPO is insignificant. We use 0% when calculating the
arithmetic average and median. Chaudhry et al. (2020) and Berry et al. (2021) do not affect the precision-weighted average, as
we do not know the standard errors.

Table 6 presents the results differentiated by quality dimensions. Four studies (Chernozhukov et
al. (2021), Aparicio and Grossbard (2021), Alderman and Harjoto (2020) and Gibson (2020))
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meet all quality dimensions but find vastly different effects of SIPOs on COVID-19 mortality.
The precision weighted average of the four studies is -1.0%. Four studies meet 3 of 4 quality
dimensions. They overall find that SIPOs increase COVID-19 mortality, as the precisionweighted average is positive (3.7%). The five studies that meet 2 of 4 quality dimensions or
fewer37 find a substantial reduction in COVID-19-mortality (-34.2%). This substantial reduction
seems to be driven by relatively short data series. The latest data point for the three studies which
find large effects of lockdowns (Sears et al. (2020), Fowler et al. (2021), and Dave et al. (2021))
are April 29, May 7, and April 20, respectively. This may indicate that SIPOs can delay deaths
but not eliminate them completely. Disregarding these studies with short data series, the
precision-weighted average is -0.1%.

Table 6: Quality dimensions for studies based on SIPOs
Precisionweighted average*

Arithmetic average

Median

-2.4%

-7.9%

-0.5%

-12.0%

-10.5%

0.0%

-0.1%

-1.4%

-0.1%

-25.9%

-14.6%

0.0%

-2.0%

-10.0%

-1.0%

-10.3%

-5.2%

0.0%

Social sciences [12]

-2.9%

-9.2%

-0.5%

Other sciences [1]

n/a

0.0%

0.0%

4 of 4 quality dimensions [4]

-1.0%

-5.5%

-3.5%

3 of 4 quality dimensions [4]

3.7%

-5.6%

2.7%

-34.2%

-13.2%

0.0%

Values show effect on COVID-19 mortality
Peer-reviewed vs. working papers
Peer-review [10]
Working paper [3]
Long vs. short time period
Data serie ends after 31 May 2020 [6]
Data serie ends before 31 May 2020 [7]
No early effect on mortality
Finds effect within the first 14 days [9]
Does not find an effect within the first 14 days (including n/a) [4]
Social sciences vs. other sciences

2 of 4 quality dimensions or fewer [5]

Note: The table shows the common estimate as described in Table 5 for each quality dimension. The number of studies in each
category is in square brackets. * The precision-weighted average does not include studies where no common standard error is
available, cf. Table 5.

Figure 6 shows a funnel plot for the studies in Table 5, except Chaudhry et al. (2020) and Berry
et al. (2021), where common standard errors cannot be derived. Sears et al. (2020) stands out
with a precision far higher than those of the other studies. But generally, the precisions of the
studies are low and the estimates are placed on both sides of the zero-line with some ‘tail’ to the

37

Bonardi et al. (2020) only meet one quality dimension (social science).
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respiratory pathogen, quarantine may be the least likely NPI to be effective in controlling the
spread due to high transmissibility” and World Health Organization Writing Group (2006), who
conclude that “forced isolation and quarantine are ineffective and impractical.”40
In the following section, we will look at the effect found in studies analyzing specific NPIs.

4.3

Studies of specific NPIs

A total of 11 eligible studies look at (multiple) specific NPIs independently or simply lockdown
vs. no lockdown.41 The definition of the specific NPIs varies from study to study and are
somewhat difficult to compare. The variety in the definitions can be seen in the analysis of nonessential business closures and bar/restaurant closures. Chernozhukov et al. (2021) focus on a
combined parameter (the average of business closure and bar/restaurant closure in each state),
Aparicio and Grossbard (2021) look at business closure but not bar/restaurant closure, Spiegel
and Tookes (2021) examine bar/restaurant closure but not business closure, and Guo et al. (2021)
look at both business closures and bar/restaurant closures independently.
Some studies include several NPIs (e.g. Stokes et al. (2020) and Spiegel and Tookes (2021)),
while others cover very few. Bongaerts et al. (2021) only study business closures, and Leffler et
al. (2020) look at internal lockdown and international travel restrictions). Few NPIs in a model
are potentially a problem because they can capture the effect of excluded NPIs. On the other
hand, several NPIs in a model increase the risk of multiple test bias.
The differences in the choice of NPIs and in the number of NPIs make it challenging to create an
overview of the results. In Table 7, we have merged the results in six overall categories but note
that the estimates may not be fully comparable across studies. In particular, the lockdownmeasure varies from study to study and in some cases is poorly defined by the authors. Also,
there are only a few estimates within some of the categories. For instance, the estimate of the
effect of facemasks is based on only two studies.
Table 7 illustrates that generally there is no evidence of a noticeable relationship between the
most-used NPIs and COVID-19. Overall, lockdowns and limiting gatherings seem to increase
COVID-19 mortality, although the effect is modest (0.6% and 1.6%, respectively) and border
closures has little to no effect on COVID-19 mortality, with a precision-weighted average of 0.1% (removing the imprecise outlier from Guo et al. (2021) changes the precision-weighted
average to -0.2%). We find a small effect of school closure (-4.4%), but this estimate is mainly
driven by Auger et al. (2020), who – as noted earlier – use an “interrupted time series study”

40

Both Nuzzo et al. (2019) and World Health Organization Writing Group (2006) focus on quarantining infected
persons. However, if quarantining infected persons is not effective, it should be no surprise that quarantining
uninfected persons could be ineffective too.
41
Note that we – according to our search strategy – did not search on specific measures such as “school closures”
but on words describing the overall political approach to the COVID-19 pandemic such as “non-pharmaceutical,”
“NPIs,” ”lockdown” etc.
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approach and may capture other effects such as seasonal and behavioral effects. The absence of a
notable effect of school closures is in line with Irfan et al. (2021), who – based on a systematic
review and meta-analysis of 90 published or preprint studies of transmission in children –
concluded that “risks of infection among children in educational-settings was lower than in
communities. Evidence from school-based studies demonstrate it is largely safe for young
children (<10 years of age ) to be at schools; however, older children (between 10 and 19 years
of age) might facilitate transmission.” UNICEF (2021) and ECDC (2020) reach similar
conclusions.42
Mandating facemasks – an intervention that was not widely used in the spring of 2020, and in
many countries was even discouraged – seems to have a large effect (-21.2%), but this
conclusion is based on only two studies.43 Again, our categorization may play a role, as the
larger mask-estimate from Chernozhukov et al. (2021) is in fact “employee facemasks,” not a
general mask mandate. Our findings are somewhat in contrast to the result found in a review by
Liu et al. (2021), who conclude that “fourteen of sixteen identified randomized controlled trials
comparing face masks to no mask controls failed to find statistically significant benefit in the
intent-to-treat populations.” Similarly, a pre-COVID Cochrane review concludes, “There is low
certainty evidence from nine trials (3507 participants) that wearing a mask may make little or no
difference to the outcome of influenza-like illness (ILI) compared to not wearing a mask (risk
ratio (RR) 0.99, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.82 to 1.18). There is moderate certainty evidence
that wearing a mask probably makes little or no difference to the outcome of laboratory‐
confirmed influenza compared to not wearing a mask (RR 0.91, 95% CI 0.66 to 1.26; 6 trials;
3005 participants)” (Jefferson et al. (2020)).44 However, it should be noted that even if no effect
is found in controlled settings, this does not necessarily imply that mandated face masks does not
reduce mortality, as other factors may play a role (e.g. wearing a mask may function as a tax on
socializing if people are bothered by wearing a face masks when they are socializing).

UNICEF (2021) concludes, “The preliminary findings thus far suggest that in-person schooling – especially when
coupled with preventive and control measures – had lower secondary COVID-19 transmission rates compared to
other settings and do not seem to have significantly contributed to the overall community transmission risks.”
Whereas, ECDC (2020) conclude, “School closures can contribute to a reduction in SARS-CoV-2 transmission,
but by themselves are insufficient to prevent community transmission of COVID-19 in the absence of other
nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) such as restrictions on mass gathering,” and states, “There is a general
consensus that the decision to close schools to control the COVID-19 pandemic should be used as a last resort.
The negative physical, mental health and educational impact of proactive school closures on children, as well as
the economic impact on society more broadly, would likely outweigh the benefits.”
43
Note again, that we – according to our search strategy – did not search on the specific measures such as “masks,”
“face masks,” “surgical masks” but on words describing the overall political approach to the COVID-19 pandemic
such as “non-pharmaceutical,” “NPIs,” ”lockdown” etc. Thus, we do not include most of the studies in mask
reviews such as Liu et al. (2021) and Jefferson et al. (2020).
44
Lipp and Edwards (2014) also find no evidence of an effect and – looking at disposable surgical face masks for
preventing surgical wound infection in clean surgery – conclude, “Three trials were included, involving a total of
2113 participants. There was no statistically significant difference in infection rates between the masked and
unmasked group in any of the trials.” Meanwhile, Li et al. (2021) – based on six case-control studies – conclude,
“In general, wearing a mask was associated with a significantly reduced risk of COVID-19 infection (OR = 0.38,
95% CI: 0.21-0.69, I2 = 54.1%).
42
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Only business closure consistently shows evidence of a negative relationship with COVID-19
mortality, but the variation in the estimated effect is large. Three studies find little to no effect,
and three find large effects. Two of the larger effects are related to closing bars and restaurants.
The “close business” category in Chernozhukov et al. (2021) is an average of closed businesses,
restaurants, and movie theaters, while that same category is “closing restaurants and bars” in
Spiegel and Tookes (2021). The last study finding a large effect is Bongaerts et al. (2021), the
only eligible single-country study.45
As a final observation on Table 7, studies with fewer quality dimensions seem to find larger
effects, but the pattern is not systematic.46

Table 7: Overview of estimates from studies of specific NPIs
Lockdown
(complete/
partial)
Chernozhukov et al. (2021)

Facemasks/
Employee face
masks

Business closure
(/bars &
restaurants)

-34.0%

-28.6%

4

-31.6%

2

Bongaerts et al. (2021)
Chaudhry et al. (2020)

*

Toya & Skidmore (2021)

Border closure
(/quarantine)

2

0.5%

-0.1%

3

-1.3%

0.5%

0.8%

1.7%

Spiegel & Tookes (2021)

2

-15.6%
0.3%
-13.5%

-24.6%

-0.1%

-50.2%

0.0%

-6.3%

3

11.8%

3
1

0.0%

Guo et al. (2021)

-0.4%

36.3%

-0.2%

5.7%

-21.2%

-10.6%

-0.1%

-4.4%

1.6%

0.6%

-23.8%

-18.6%

-0.7%

-14.4%

3.0%

4 of 4 quality dimensions

0.3%
n/a [0]

-23.8%
-34.0% [1]

-14.9%
-2.9% [2]

0.0%
n/a [0]

-0.1%
0.5% [1]

3.2%
0.8% [1]

3 of 4 quality dimensions

0.5% [1]

-13.5% [1]

-21.5% [3]

0.0% [3]

-0.1% [2]

5.6% [3]

2 of 4 quality dimensions or fewer

1.7% [2]

n/a [1]

-31.6% [2]

-15.6% [2]

-58.0% [1]

n/a [1]

Precision-weighted average

0.6%

Arithmetic average

* It

Note:
is not possible to derive common estimates and standard errors from Chaudhry et al. (2020) and Bonardi et al. (2020). Chaudhry
et al. (2020) states that the effect of the various NPIs is insignificant without listing the estimates and standard errors. Bonardi et al.
(2020) states that partial or regional lockdowns are as effective as stricter NPIs but does not provide information to calculate common
estimates. Instead, we assume the estimate is 0% when calculating arithmetic average and median, while the estimates are excluded from
the calculation of precision-weighted averages because there are no standard errors.

45

Bongaerts et al. (2021) (implicitly) assume that municipalities with different exposures to closed sectors are not
inherently different, which may be a relatively strong assumption and could potentially drive their results.
46
We saw with SIPOs that studies based on short data series tended to find larger effects than studies based on short
data series. This is also somewhat true for studies examining multiple specific measures. If we focus on studies
with long data series (>May 31st, 2020), the precision-weighted estimates are as follows (average for all studies in
parentheses for easy comparison): Lockdown (complete/partial): 0.5% (0.6%), Facemasks/Employee face masks: 21.2% (-21.2%), Business closures (/bars & restaurants): -8.1% (-10.6%), Border closures (/quarantine): -0.1% (0.1%), School closures: 0.5% (-4.4%), Limiting gatherings: 1.4% (1.6%).
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4
2

-58.0%

Stokes et al. (2020)

Median

Quality
dimensions

0.0%

Auger et al. (2020)

Bonardi et al. (2020) *

Limiting
gathering
s

0.0%

Aparicio & Grossbard (2021)
Leffler et al. (2020)

School
closures

3

5

Concluding observations

Public health experts and politicians have – based on forecasts in epidemiological studies such as
that of Imperial College London (Ferguson et al. (2020) – embraced compulsory lockdowns as
an effective method for arresting the pandemic. But, have these lockdown policies been effective
in curbing COVID-19 mortality? This is the main question answered by our meta-analysis.
Adopting a systematic search and title-based screening, we identified 1,048 studies published by
July 1st, 2020, which potentially look at the effect of lockdowns on mortality rates. To answer
our question, we focused on studies that examine the actual impact of lockdowns on COVID-19
mortality rates based on registered cross-sectional mortality data and a counterfactual differencein-difference approach. Out of the 1,048 studies, 34 met our eligibility criteria.
Conclusions
Overall, our meta-analysis fails to confirm that lockdowns have had a large, significant effect on
mortality rates. Studies examining the relationship between lockdown strictness (based on the
OxCGRT stringency index) find that the average lockdown in Europe and the United States only
reduced COVID-19 mortality by 0.2% compared to a COVID-19 policy based solely on
recommendations. Shelter-in-place orders (SIPOs) were also ineffective. They only reduced
COVID-19 mortality by 2.9%.
Studies looking at specific NPIs (lockdown vs. no lockdown, facemasks, closing non-essential
businesses, border closures, school closures, and limiting gatherings) also find no broad-based
evidence of noticeable effects on COVID-19 mortality. However, closing non-essential
businesses seems to have had some effect (reducing COVID-19 mortality by 10.6%), which is
likely to be related to the closure of bars. Also, masks may reduce COVID-19 mortality, but
there is only one study that examines universal mask mandates. The effect of border closures,
school closures and limiting gatherings on COVID-19 mortality yields precision-weighted
estimates of -0.1%, -4.4%, and 1.6%, respectively. Lockdowns (compared to no lockdowns) also
do not reduce COVID-19 mortality.

Discussion
Overall, we conclude that lockdowns are not an effective way of reducing mortality rates during
a pandemic, at least not during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our results are in line
with the World Health Organization Writing Group (2006), who state, “Reports from the 1918
influenza pandemic indicate that social-distancing measures did not stop or appear to
dramatically reduce transmission […] In Edmonton, Canada, isolation and quarantine were
instituted; public meetings were banned; schools, churches, colleges, theaters, and other public
gathering places were closed; and business hours were restricted without obvious impact on the
epidemic.” Our findings are also in line with Allen's (2021) conclusion: “The most recent
research has shown that lockdowns have had, at best, a marginal effect on the number of Covid19 deaths.” Poeschl and Larsen (2021) conclude that “interventions are generally effective in
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mitigating COVID-19 spread”. But, 9 of the 43 (21%) results they review find “no or uncertain
association” between lockdowns and the spread of COVID-19, suggesting that evidence from
that own study contradicts their conclusion.
The findings contained in Johanna et al. (2020) are in contrast to our own. They conclude that
“for lockdown, ten studies consistently showed that it successfully reduced the incidence,
onward transmission, and mortality rate of COVID-19.” The driver of the difference is threefold. First, Johanna et al. include modelling studies (10 out of a total of 14 studies), which we
have explicitly excluded. Second, they included interrupted time series studies (3 of 14 studies),
which we also exclude. Third, the only study using a difference-in-difference approach (as we
have done) is based on data collected before May 1st, 2020. We should mention that our results
indicate that early studies find relatively larger effects compared to later studies.
Our main conclusion invites a discussion of some issues. Our review does not point out why
lockdowns did not have the effect promised by the epidemiological models of Imperial College
London (Ferguson et al. (2020). We propose four factors that might explain the difference
between our conclusion and the view embraced by some epidemiologists.
First, people respond to dangers outside their door. When a pandemic rages, people believe in
social distancing regardless of what the government mandates. So, we believe that Allen (2021)
is right, when he concludes, “The ineffectiveness [of lockdowns] stemmed from individual
changes in behavior: either non-compliance or behavior that mimicked lockdowns.” In economic
terms, you can say that the demand for costly disease prevention efforts like social distancing
and increased focus on hygiene is high when infection rates are high. Contrary, when infection
rates are low, the demand is low and it may even be morally and economically rational not to
comply with mandates like SIPOs, which are difficult to enforce. Herby (2021) reviews studies
which distinguish between mandatory and voluntary behavioral changes. He finds that – on
average – voluntary behavioral changes are 10 times as important as mandatory behavioral
changes in combating COVID-19. If people voluntarily adjust their behavior to the risk of the
pandemic, closing down non-essential businesses may simply reallocate consumer visits away
from “nonessential” to “essential” businesses, as shown by Goolsbee and Syverson (2021), with
limited impact on the total number of contacts.47 This may also explain why epidemiological
model simulations such as Ferguson et al. (2020) – which do not model behavior endogenously –
fail to forecast the effect of lockdowns.
Second, mandates only regulate a fraction of our potential contagious contacts and can hardly
regulate nor enforce handwashing, coughing etiquette, distancing in supermarkets, etc. Countries
like Denmark, Finland, and Norway that realized success in keeping COVID-19 mortality rates
relatively low allowed people to go to work, use public transport, and meet privately at home
during the first lockdown. In these countries, there were ample opportunities to legally meet with
others.

47

In economic terms, lockdowns are substitutes for – not complements to – voluntary behavioral changes.
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Third, even if lockdowns are successful in initially reducing the spread of COVID-19, the
behavioral response may counteract the effect completely, as people respond to the lower risk by
changing behavior. As Atkeson (2021) points out, the economic intuition is straightforward. If
closing bars and restaurants causes the prevalence of the disease to fall toward zero, the demand
for costly disease prevention efforts like social distancing and increased focus on hygiene also
falls towards zero, and the disease will return.48
Fourth, unintended consequences may play a larger role than recognized. We already pointed to
the possible unintended consequence of SIPOs, which may isolate an infected person at home
with his/her family where he/she risks infecting family members with a higher viral load, causing
more severe illness. But often, lockdowns have limited peoples’ access to safe (outdoor) places
such as beaches, parks, and zoos, or included outdoor mask mandates or strict outdoor gathering
restrictions, pushing people to meet at less safe (indoor) places. Indeed, we do find some
evidence that limiting gatherings was counterproductive and increased COVID-19 mortality.
One objection to our conclusions may be that we do not look at the role of timing. If timing is
very important, differences in timing may empirically overrule any differences in lockdowns. We
note that this objection is not necessarily in contrast to our results. If timing is very important
relative to strictness, this suggests that well-timed, but very mild, lockdowns should work as well
as, or better than, less well-timed but strict lockdowns. This is not in contrast to our conclusion,
as the studies we reviewed analyze the effect of lockdowns compared but to doing very little (see
Section 3.1 for further discussion). However, there is little solid evidence supporting the timing
thesis, because it is inherently difficult to analyze (see Section 2.2 for further discussion). Also,
even if it can be empirically stated that a well-timed lockdown is effective in combating a
pandemic, it is doubtful that this information will ever be useful from a policy perspective.
But, what explains the differences between countries, if not differences in lockdown policies?
Differences in population age and health, quality of the health sector, and the like are obvious
factors. But several studies point at less obvious factors, such as culture, communication, and
coincidences. For example, Frey et al. (2020) show that for the same policy stringency, countries
with more obedient and collectivist cultural traits experienced larger declines in geographic
mobility relative to their more individualistic counterpart. Data from Germany Laliotis and
Minos (2020) shows that the spread of COVID-19 and the resulting deaths in predominantly
Catholic regions with stronger social and family ties were much higher compared to nonCatholic ones at the local NUTS 3 level.49
Government communication may also have played a large role. Compared to its Scandinavian
neighbors, the communication from Swedish health authorities was far more subdued and
embraced the idea of public health vs. economic trade-offs. This may explain why Helsingen et
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This kind of behavior response may also explain why Subramanian and Kumar (2021) find that increases in
COVID-19 cases are unrelated to levels of vaccination across 68 countries and 2947 counties in the United States.
When people are vaccinated and protected against severe disease, they have less reason to be careful.
49
The NUTS classification (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) is a hierarchical system for dividing up
the economic territory of the EU and the UK. There are 1215 regions at the NUTS 3-level.
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al. (2020), found, based on questionnaire data collected from mid-March to mid-April, 2020, that
even though the daily COVID-19 mortality rate was more than four times higher in Sweden than
in Norway, Swedes were less likely than Norwegians to not meet with friends (55% vs. 87%),
avoid public transportation (72% vs. 82%), and stay home during spare time (71% vs. 87%).
That is, despite a more severe pandemic, Swedes were less affected in their daily activities (legal
in both countries) than Norwegians.
Many other factors may be relevant, and we should not underestimate the importance of
coincidences. An interesting example illustrating this point is found in Arnarson (2021) and
Björk et al. (2021), who show that areas where the winter holiday was relatively late (in week 9
or 10 rather than week 6, 7 or 8) were hit especially hard by COVID-19 during the first wave
because the virus outbreak in the Alps could spread to those areas with ski tourists. Arnarson
(2021) shows that the effect persists in later waves. Had the winter holiday in Sweden been in
week 7 or week 8 as in Denmark, the Swedish COVID-19 situation could have turned out very
differently.50
Policy implications
In the early stages of a pandemic, before the arrival of vaccines and new treatments, a society
can respond in two ways: mandated behavioral changes or voluntary behavioral changes. Our
study fails to demonstrate significant positive effects of mandated behavioral changes
(lockdowns). This should draw our focus to the role of voluntary behavioral changes. Here, more
research is needed to determine how voluntary behavioral changes can be supported. But it
should be clear that one important role for government authorities is to provide information so
that citizens can voluntarily respond to the pandemic in a way that mitigates their exposure.
Finally, allow us to broaden our perspective after presenting our meta-analysis that focuses on
the following question: “What does the evidence tell us about the effects of lockdowns on
mortality?” We provide a firm answer to this question: The evidence fails to confirm that
lockdowns have a significant effect in reducing COVID-19 mortality. The effect is little to none.
The use of lockdowns is a unique feature of the COVID-19 pandemic. Lockdowns have not been
used to such a large extent during any of the pandemics of the past century. However, lockdowns
during the initial phase of the COVID-19 pandemic have had devastating effects. They have
contributed to reducing economic activity, raising unemployment, reducing schooling, causing
political unrest, contributing to domestic violence, and undermining liberal democracy. These
costs to society must be compared to the benefits of lockdowns, which our meta-analysis has
shown are marginal at best. Such a standard benefit-cost calculation leads to a strong conclusion:
lockdowns should be rejected out of hand as a pandemic policy instrument.

50

Another case of coincidence is illustrated by Shenoy et al. (2022), who find that areas that experienced rainfall
early in the pandemic realized fewer deaths because the rainfall induced social distancing.
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6

Appendix A. The role of timing

Some of the included papers study the importance of the timing of lockdowns, while several
other papers only looking at timing of (but not on the inherent effect of) lockdowns have been
excluded from the literature list in this review. There’s no doubt that being prepared for a
pandemic and knowing when it arrives at your doorstep is vital. However, two problems arise
with respect to imposing early lockdowns.
First of all, it was virtually impossible to determine the right timing when COVID-19 hit Europe
and the United States. The World Health Organization declared the outbreak of a pandemic on
11 March 2020, but at that date Italy had already registered 13.7 COVID-19-deaths per million
(all infected before approximately 22 February, because of the roughly 18 day gap between
infection and death, c.f. e.g.. Bjørnskov (2021a)). On 29 March 2020, 18 days after WHO
declared the outbreak a pandemic and the earliest a lockdown response to WHO’s announcement
could have an effect, the death toll in Italy was a staggering 178 COVID-19-deaths per million
with an additionally 13 per million dying each day.
There are reasons to believe that many countries and regions were hit particularly hard during the
first wave of COVID, because they had no clue about how bad it really was. This point is
illustrated in Figure 8 (and Figure 9), which show that countries (and states), which were hit hard
and early, experienced large death tolls compared to countries where the pandemic had a slower
start. Björk et al. (2021) and Arnarson (2021) show that areas with a winter holiday in week 10
and – especially – week 9 were hit hard, because they imported cases from the Alps before they
knew the pandemic was wide spread at the ski resorts. Hence, while acting early by warning
citizens and closing business may be an effective strategy; this was not a feasible strategy for
most countries in the spring of 2020.
The second problem is that it is extremely difficult to differentiate between the effect of public
awareness and the effect of lockdowns. If people and politicians react to the same information,
for example deaths in geographical neighboring countries (many EU-countries reacted to deaths
in Italy) or in another part of the same country, the effect of lockdowns cannot easily be
separated from the effect of voluntary social distancing or, use of hand sanitizers. Hence, we find
it problematic to use national lockdowns and differences in the progress of the pandemic in
different regions to say anything about the effect of early lockdowns on the pandemic, as the
estimated effect might just as well come from voluntary behavior changes, when people in
Southern Italy react to the situation in Northern Italy.
We have seen no studies which we believe credibly separate the effect of early lockdown from
the effect of early voluntary behavior changes. Instead, the estimates in these studies capture the
effects of lockdowns and voluntary behavior changes. As Herby (2021) illustrates, voluntary
behavior changes are essential to a society’s response to an pandemic and can account for up to
90% of societies’ total response to the pandemic.
Including these studies will greatly overestimate the effect of lockdowns, and, hence, we chose
not to include studies focusing on timing of lockdowns in our review.
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Figure 8: Taken by surprise. The importance of having time to prepare in Europe
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Appendix B. Supplementary information
Excluded studies

Below is a list will the studies excluded during the eligibility phase of our identification process
and a short description of our basis for excluding the study.

Table 8: Studies excluded during the eligibility phase of our identification process
1. Study (Author & title)
Alemán et al. (2020); "Evaluating the effectiveness of policies against a pandemic"
Alshammari et al. (2021); "Are countries' precautionary actions against COVID-19 effective? An assessment study of 175 countries worldwide"
Amuedo-Dorantes et al. (2020); "Timing is Everything when Fighting a Pandemic: COVID-19 Mortality in Spain"
Amuedo-Dorantes et al. (2021); "Early adoption of non-pharmaceutical interventions and COVID-19 mortality"
Amuedo-Dorantes, Kaushal and Muchow (2020); "Is the Cure Worse than the Disease? County-Level Evidence from the COVID-19 Pandemic in the United States"
Amuedo-Dorantes, Kaushal and Muchow (2021); "Timing of social distancing policies and COVID-19 mortality: county-level evidence from the U.S."
Arruda et al. (2021); "ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL DISTANCING ON COVID-19 CASES AND DEATHS IN BRAZIL: AN INSTRUMENTED DIFFERENCE-INBakolis et al. (2021); "Changes in daily mental health service use and mortality at the commencement and lifting of COVID-19 ‘lockdown’ policy in 10 UK sites: a regression
Bardey, Fernández and Gravel (2021); "Coronavirus and social distancing: do non-pharmaceutical-interventions work (at least) in the short run?"
Berardi et. Al. (2020); "The COVID-19 pandemic in Italy: policy and technology impact on health and non-health outcomes"
Bhalla (2020); "Lockdowns and Closures vs COVID–19: COVID Wins"
Björk et al. (2021); "Impact of winter holiday and government responses on mortality in Europe during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic"
Bongaerts, Mazzola and Wagner (2020); "Closed for business"
Born, Dietrich and Müller (2021); "The lockdown effect: A counterfactual for Sweden"
Born, Dietrich and Müller (2021); "The lockdown effect: A counterfactual for Sweden"
Bushman et al. (2020); "Effectiveness and compliance to social distancing during COVID-19"
Castaneda and Saygili (2020); "The effect of shelter-in-place orders on social distancing and the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic: a study of Texas"
Cerqueti et al. (2021); "The sooner the better: lives saved by the lockdown during the COVID-19 outbreak. The case of Italy"
Chernozhukov, Kasahara and Schrimpf (2021); "Mask mandates and other lockdown policies reduced the spread of COVID-19 in the U.S."
Chin et al. (2020); "Effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions on COVID-19: A Tale of Three Models"
Cho (2020); "Quantifying the impact of nonpharmaceutical interventions during the COVID-19 outbreak: The case of Sweden"
Coccia (2020); "The effect of lockdown on public health and economic system: findings from first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic for designing effective strategies to cope
Coccia (2021); "Different effects of lockdown on public health and economy of countries: Results from first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic"
Conyon and Thomsen (2021); "COVID-19 in Scandinavia"
Conyon et al. (2020); "Lockdowns and COVID-19 deaths in Scandinavia"
Dave et al. (2020); "Did the Wisconsin Supreme Court restart a COVID-19 epidemic? Evidence from a natural experiment"
Delis, Iosifidi and Tasiou (2021); "Efficiency of government policy during the COVID-19 pandemic"
Dreher et al. (2021); "Policy interventions, social distancing, and SARS-CoV-2 transmission in the United States: a retrospective state-level analysis"
Duchemin, Veber and Boussau (2020); "Bayesian investigation of SARS-CoV-2-related mortality in France"
Fair et. Al. (2021); "Estimating COVID-19 cases and deaths prevented by non-pharmaceutical interventions in 2020-2021, and the impact of individual actions: a retrospective
Filias (2020); "The impact of government policies effectiveness on the officially reported deaths attributed to covid-19."
Fowler et al. (2021); "Stay-at-home orders associate with subsequent decreases in COVID-19 cases and fatalities in the United States"
Friedson et al. (2020); "Did California's shelter-in-place order work? Early coronavirus-related public health effects"
Friedson et al. (2020); "Shelter-in-place orders and public health: evidence from California during the COVID-19 pandemic"
Fuss, Weizman and Tan (2020); "COVID19 pandemic: how effective are interventive control measures and is a complete lockdown justified? A comparison of countries and
Ghosh, Ghosh and Narymanchi (2020); "A Study on The Effectiveness of Lock-down Measures to Control The Spread of COVID-19"
Glogowsky et al. (2021); "How Effective Are Social Distancing Policies? Evidence on the Fight Against COVID-19"
Glogowsky, Hansen and Schächtele (2020); "How effective are social distancing policies? Evidence on the fight against COVID-19 from Germany"
Glogowsky, Hansen and Schächtele (2020); "How Effective Are Social Distancing Policies? Evidence on the Fight Against COVID-19 from Germany"
Gordon, Grafton and Steinshamn (2021); "Cross-country effects and policy responses to COVID-19 in 2020: The Nordic countries"
Gordon, Grafton and Steinshamn (2021); "Statistical Analyses of the Public Health and Economic Performance of Nordic Countries in Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic"
Guo et al. (2020); "Social distancing interventions in the United States: An exploratory investigation of determinants and impacts"
Huber and Langen (2020); "The impact of response measures on COVID-19-related hospitalization and death rates in Germany and Switzerland"
Huber and Langen (2020); "Timing matters: the impact of response measures on COVID-19-related hospitalization and death rates in Germany and Switzerland"
Jain et al. (2020); "A comparative analysis of COVID-19 mortality rate across the globe: An extensive analysis of the associated factors"
Juranek and Zoutman (2021); "The effect of non-pharmaceutical interventions on the demand for health care and mortality: evidence on COVID-19 in Scandinavia"
Kakpo and Nuhu (2020); "Effects of Social Distancing on COVID-19 Infections and Mortality in the U.S."
Kapoor and Ravi (2020); "Impact of national lockdown on COVID-19 deaths in select European countries and the U.S. using a Changes-in-Changes model"
Khatiwada and Chalise (2020); "Evaluating the efficiency of the Swedish government policies to control the spread of Covid-19."
Korevaar et al. (2020); "Quantifying the impact of U.S. state non-pharmaceutical interventions on COVID-19 transmission"
Kumar et. Al. (2020); "Prevention-Versus Promotion-Focus Regulatory Efforts on the Disease Incidence and Mortality of COVID-19: A Multinational Diffusion Study Using
Le et al. (2020); "Impact of government-imposed social distancing measures on COVID-19 morbidity and mortality around the world"
Liang et al. (2020); "Covid-19 mortality is negatively associated with test number and government effectiveness"
Mader and Rütternauer (2021); "The effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions on COVID-19-related mortality: A generalized synthetic control approach across 169 countries"
Matzinger and Skinner (2020); "Strong impact of closing schools, closing bars and wearing masks during the Covid-19 pandemic: results from a simple and revealing analysis"
Mccafferty and Ashley (2020); "Covid-19 Social Distancing Interventions by State Mandate and their Correlation to Mortality in the United States"
Medline et al. (2020); "Evaluating the impact of stay-at-home orders on the time to reach the peak burden of Covid-19 cases and deaths: does timing matter?"
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2. Reason for
exclusion
Too few observations
Is purely descriptive
Duplicate
Only looks at timing
Duplicate
Only looks at timing
Social distancing (not
Uses a time series approach
Only looks at timing
Too few observations
Uses modelling
Only looks at timing
Duplicate
Synthetic control study
Duplicate
Social distancing (not
Uses a time series approach
Synthetic control study
Duplicate
Uses modelling
Synthetic control study
Only looks at timing
Too few observations
Synthetic control study
Too few observations
Synthetic control study
Do not look at mortality
Do not look at mortality
Uses modelling
Uses modelling
Student paper
Duplicate
Duplicate
Synthetic control study
Do not look at mortality
Synthetic control study
Only looks at timing
Duplicate
Duplicate
Do not look at mortality
Too few observations
Duplicate
Duplicate
Only looks at timing
Do not look at mortality
Too few observations
Social distancing (not
Too few observations
Student paper
Do not look at mortality
Do not look at mortality
Uses a time series approach
Not effect of lockdowns
Synthetic control study
Uses modelling
Duplicate
Only looks at timing

1. Study (Author & title)

2. Reason for
exclusion

Mu et al. (2020); "Effect of social distancing interventions on the spread of COVID-19 in the state of Vermont"
Nakamura (2020); "The Impact of Rapid State Policy Response on Cumulative Deaths Caused by COVID-19"
Neidhöfer and Neidhöfer (2020); "The effectiveness of school closures and other pre-lockdown COVID-19 mitigation strategies in Argentina, Italy, and South Korea"
Oliveira (2020); "Does' Staying at Home'Save Lives? An Estimation of the Impacts of Social Isolation in the Registered Cases and Deaths by COVID-19 in Brazil"
Palladina et al. (2020); "Effect of Implementation of the Lockdown on the Number of COVID-19 Deaths in Four European Countries"
Palladina et al. (2020); "Effect of timing of implementation of the lockdown on the number of deaths for COVID-19 in four European countries"
Palladino et al. (2020); "Excess deaths and hospital admissions for COVID-19 due to a late implementation of the lockdown in Italy"
Peixoto et al. (2020); "Rapid assessment of the impact of lockdown on the COVID-19 epidemic in Portugal"
Piovani et. Al. (2021); "Effect of early application of social distancing interventions on COVID-19 mortality over the first pandemic wave: An analysis of longitudinal data from 37
Reinbold (2021); "Effect of fall 2020 K-12 instruction types on CoViD-19 cases, hospital admissions, and deaths in Illinois counties"
Renne, Roussellet and Schwenkler (2020); "Preventing COVID-19 Fatalities: State versus Federal Policies"
Siedner et al. (2020); "Social distancing to slow the U.S. COVID-19 epidemic: Longitudinal pretest–posttest comparison group study"
Siedner et al. (2020); "Social distancing to slow the U.S. COVID-19 epidemic: Longitudinal pretest–posttest comparison group study"
Silva, Filho and Fernandes (2020); "The effect of lockdown on the COVID-19 epidemic in Brazil: evidence from an interrupted time series design"
Stamam et al. (2020); "IMPACT OF LOCKDOWN MEASURE ON COVID-19 INCIDENCE AND MORTALITY IN THE TOP 31 COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD."
Steinegger et al. (2021); "Retrospective study of the first wave of COVID-19 in Spain: analysis of counterfactual scenarios"
Stephens et al. (2020); "Does the timing of government COVID-19 policy interventions matter? Policy analysis of an original database."
Supino et al. (2020); "The effects of containment measures in the Italian outbreak of COVID-19"
Timelli and Girardi (2021); "Effect of timing of implementation of containment measures on Covid-19 epidemic. The case of the first wave in Italy"
Trivedi and Das (2020); "Effect of the timing of stay-at-home orders on COVID-19 infections in the United States of America"
Umer and Khan (2020); "Evaluating the Effectiveness of Regional Lockdown Policies in the Containment of Covid-19: Evidence from Pakistan"
VoPham et al. (2020); "Effect of social distancing on COVID-19 incidence and mortality in the U.S."
Wu and Wu (2020); "Stay-at-home and face mask policies intentions inconsistent with incidence and fatality during U.S. COVID-19 pandemic"
Xu et al. (2020); "Associations of Stay-at-Home Order and Face-Masking Recommendation with Trends in Daily New Cases and Deaths of Laboratory-Confirmed COVID-19 in
Yehya, Venkataramani and Harhay (2020); "Statewide Interventions and Coronavirus Disease 2019 Mortality in the United States: An Observational Study"
Ylli et al. (2020); "The lower COVID-19 related mortality and incidence rates in Eastern European countries are associated with delayed start of community circulation Alban
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Uses modelling
Student paper
Synthetic control study
Social distancing (not
Uses a time series approach
Duplicate
Uses a time series approach
Uses modelling
Only looks at timing
Synthetic control study
Uses modelling
Duplicate
Uses a time series approach
Uses a time series approach
Uses a time series approach
Only looks at timing
Only looks at timing
Uses a time series approach
Only looks at timing
Only looks at timing
Too few observations
Do not look at mortality
Too few observations
Do not look at mortality
Only looks at timing
Not effect of lockdowns

Interpretation of estimates and conversion to common estimates

In Table 9, we describe for each study used in the meta-analysis how we interpret their results
and convert the estimates to our common estimate. Standard errors are converted such that the tvalue, calculated based on common estimates and standard errors, is unchanged. When
confidence intervals are reported rather than standard errors, we calculate standard errors using tdistribution with ∞ degrees of freedom (i.e. 1.96 for 95% confidence interval).

Table 9: Notes on studies included in the meta-analysis
1. Study (Author & title)

2. Date
Published

Alderman and Harjoto
(2020); "COVID-19: U.S.
shelter-in-place orders and
demographic characteristics
linked to cases, mortality,
and recovery rates"
Aparicio and Grossbard
(2021); "Are Covid Fatalities
in the U.S. Higher than in the
EU, and If so, Why?"

26-Nov20

Ashraf (2020);
"Socioeconomic conditions,
government interventions
and health outcomes during
COVID-19"

1-Jul-20

16-Jan-21

3. Journal

4. Comments regarding meta-analysis

Transformin
g
Government:
People,
Process and
Policy
Review of
Economics
of the
Household

We use the 1% effect noted by the authors in "We find that the natural log of the duration (in days)
that the state instituted shelter-in-place reduces percentages of mortality by 0.0001%, or
approximately 1% of the means of percentages of deaths per capita in our sample. The standard error
is calculated on basis of the t-value in Table 3.

ResearchGat
e

We use estimates from Table 3, model 5. For each estimate the common estimate is calculated as
(difference in COVID-19 mortality with NPI)/(difference in COVID-19 mortality without NPI)-1,
where (difference in COVID-19 mortality with NPI) is 237.89 (Table 2 states that deaths per million is
406.99 in U.S. and 169.10 in Europe) and (difference in COVID-19 mortality without NPI) is estimated
as exp(ln(difference in COVID-19 mortality with NPI)-estimate).
It is unclear whether they prefer the model with or without the interaction term. In the meta-analysis,
we use an average of -0.326 (Table 3, without) and -0.073 (Table 6, with) deaths per million per
stringency point (i.e. -0.200). The common estimate is the average effect in Europe and United States
respectively calculated as (Actual COVID-19 mortality) / (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation
policy) -1, where (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation policy) is calculated as ((Actual COVID19 mortality) - Estimate x Difference in stringency x population). Stringencies in Europe and United
States are equal to the average stringency from March 16th to April 15th 2020 (76 and 74
respectively) and the stringency for the policy based solely on recommendations is 44 following Hale
et al. (2020).
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1. Study (Author & title)

2. Date
Published

3. Journal
JAMA

4. Comments regarding meta-analysis

Auger et al. (2020);
"Association between
statewide school closure and
COVID-19 incidence and
mortality in the U.S."
Berry et al. (2021);
"Evaluating the effects of
shelter-in-place policies
during the COVID-19
pandemic"

1-Sep-20

Bjørnskov (2021a); "Did
Lockdown Work? An
Economist's Cross-Country
Comparison"
Blanco et al. (2020); "Do
Coronavirus Containment
Measures Work? Worldwide
Evidence"

29-Mar21

CESifo
Economic
Studies

The estimated effect of SIPO's, an increase in deaths by 0,654 per million after 14 days (significant, cf.
Fig. 2), is converted to a relative effect on a state basis based on data from OurWorldInData. For
states which did implement SIPO, we calculate the number of deaths without SIPO as the number of
official COVID-19 deaths 14 days after SIPO was implemented minus 0,654 extra deaths per million.
For states which did not implement SIPO, we calculate the number of deaths with SIPO as the
number of official COVID-19 deaths 14 days after March 31 2020 plus 0,654 extra deaths per million.
We use March 31 2020 as this was the average date on which SIPO was implemented in the 40 states
which did implement SIPO. Using this approximation, the effect of SIPO's in the U.S. is 1,1% more
deaths after 14 days. Common standard errors are not available.
We use estimates from Table 2 (four weeks). Common estimate is calculated as the average of the
effect in Europe and United States, where the effect for each is calculated as (ln(policy stringency) ln(recommendation stringency)) x estimate.

1-Dec-20

World Bank
Group

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on growth rates and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality.

Bonardi et al. (2020); "Fast
8-Jun-20
and local: How did lockdown
policies affect the spread and
severity of the covid-19"

0

Bongaerts et al. (2021);
"Closed for business: The
mortality impact of business
closures during the Covid-19
pandemic"
Chaudhry et al. (2020); "A
country level analysis
measuring the impact of
government actions, country
preparedness and
socioeconomic factors on
COVID-19 mortality and
related health outcomes"
Chernozhukov et al. (2021);
"Causal impact of masks,
policies, behavior on early
covid-19 pandemic in the
U.S."

14-May21

PLOS ONE

Find that, world-wide, internal NPIs have prevented about 650,000 deaths (3.11 deaths were
prevented for each death that occurred, i.e. 76% effect). However, this effect is for any lockdown
including a Swedish lockdown. They do not find an extra effect of stricter lockdowns and state that
“our results point to the fact that people might adjust their behaviors quite significantly as partial
measures are implemented, which might be enough to stop the spread of the virus.” Hence, whether
the baseline is Sweden, which implemented a ban on large gatherings early in the pandemic, or the
baseline is “doing nothing” can affect the magnitude of the estimated impacts. Since all Western
countries did something and estimates in other reviewed studies are relative to doing less – and,
hence not to doing nothing, we report the result from Bonardi et al. as compared to “doing less.”
Hence, for Bonardi et al. we use 0% as the common estimate in the meta-analysis for each NPI (SIPO,
regional lockdown, partial lockdown, and border closure (stage 1, stage 2 and full) because all NPIs are
insignificant (compared to Sweden’s “doing the least”-lockdown).
Business shutdown saved 9,439 Italian lives by 13th 2020. This corresponds to 32%, as there were
20,465 COVID-19-deaths in Italy by mid April 2020.

1-Aug-20

EClinacalMedicine

Finds no effect of partial border closure, complete border closure, partial lockdown (physical
distancing measures only), complete lockdown (enhanced containment measures including suspension
of all non-essential services), and curfews. In the meta-analysis we use a common estimate of 0%, as
estimates and standard errors are not available.

1-Jan-21

Journal of
Econometric
s

Chisadza et al. (2021);
"Government Effectiveness
and the COVID-19
Pandemic"

10-Mar21

MDPI

Dave et al. (2021); "When
Do Shelter-in-Place Orders

3-Aug-20

Economic
Inpuiry

The study looks at the effect of NPIs on growth rates but does include an estimate of the effect on
total mortality at the end of the study period for employee face masks (-34%), business closure (29%). and SIPO (-18%), but not for school closures (which we therefore exclude). In reporting the
results of their counterfactual, they alter between "fewer deaths with NPI" and "more deaths without
NPI.” We have converted the latter to the former as estimate/(1+estimate) so "without business
closures deaths would be about 40% higher" corresponds to "with business closures deaths would be
about 29% lower.”
The common estimate is the average effect in Europe and United States respectively calculated as
(Actual COVID-19 mortality) / (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation policy) -1, where (COVID19 mortality with recommendation policy) is calculated as ((Actual COVID-19 mortality) - Estimate x
Difference in stringency x population). Stringencies in Europe and United States are equal to the
average stringency from March 16th to April 15th 2020 (76 and 74 respectively) and the stringency
for the policy based solely on recommendations is 44 following Hale et al. (2020). In the meta-analysis
we use the non-linear estimate, but the squared estimate yields similar results.
The study looks at the effect of SIPO's on growth rates but does include an estimate of the effect on
total mortality after 20+ days for model 1 and 2 in Table 7. Since model 3, 4 and 5 have estimates

24-Feb-21 PNAS

Estimate that school closure was associated with a 58% decline in COVID-19 mortality and that the
effect was largest in states with low cumulative incidence of COVID-19 at the time of school closure.
States with the lowest incidence of COVID-19 had a −72% relative change in incidence compared
with −49% for those states with the highest cumulative incidence.
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1. Study (Author & title)
Fight Covid-19 Best? Policy
Heterogeneity Across States
and Adoption Time"
Dergiades et al. (2020);
"Effectiveness of
government policies in
response to the COVID-19
outbreak"
Fakir and Bharati (2021);
"Pandemic catch-22: The
role of mobility restrictions
and institutional inequalities
in halting the spread of
COVID-19"
Fowler et al. (2021); "Stayat-home orders associate
with subsequent decreases
in COVID-19 cases and
fatalities in the United
States"
Fuller et al. (2021);
"Mitigation Policies and
COVID-19–Associated
Mortality — 37 European
Countries, January 23–June
30, 2020"

2. Date
Published

3. Journal

4. Comments regarding meta-analysis
similar to model 2, we use an average of model 1 to 5, where the estimates of model 3 to 5 are
calculated as (common estimate model 2) / (estimate model 2) x estimate model 3/4/5.

28-Aug20

SSRN

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on growth rates and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality.

28-Jun-21

PLOS ONE

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on growth rates and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality.

10-Jun-21

PLOS ONE

The study looks at the effect of SIPO's on growth rates but does include an estimate of the effect on
total mortality after three weeks (35% reduction in deaths) which is used in the meta-analysis.

15-Jan-21

Morbidity
and
Mortality
Weekly
Report

For each 1-unit increase in OxCGRT stringency index, the cumulative mortality decreases by 0.55
deaths per 100,000. The common estimate is the average effect in Europe and United States
respectively calculated as (Actual COVID-19 mortality) / (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation
policy) -1, where (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation policy) is calculated as ((Actual COVID19 mortality) - Estimate x Difference in stringency x population). Stringencies in Europe and United
States are equal to the average stringency from March 16th to April 15th 2020 (76 and 74
respectively) and the stringency for the policy based solely on recommendations is 44 following Hale
et al. (2020).
New Zealand We use the two graphs to the left in figure 3, where we extract the data from the rightmost datapoint
Economic
(I.e. % impact of county lockdowns on Covid-19 deaths by 1/06/2020). We then take the average of
Papers
the estimates found in the two graphs, because it is unclear which estimate the author prefers.

Gibson (2020); "Government
mandated lockdowns do not
reduce Covid-19 deaths:
implications for evaluating
the stringent New Zealand
response"
Goldstein et al. (2021);
"Lockdown Fatigue: The
Diminishing Effects of
Quarantines on the Spread
of COVID-19 "

18-Aug20

Guo et al. (2021); "Mitigation
Interventions in the United
States: An Exploratory
Investigation of
Determinants and Impacts"
Hale et al. (2020); "Global
assessment of the
relationship between
government response
measures and COVID-19
deaths"
Hunter et al. (2021); "Impact
of non-pharmaceutical
interventions against
COVID-19 in Europe: A
quasi-experimental nonequivalent group and timeseries"

21-Sep-20 Research on
Social Work
Practice

4-Feb-21

CID Faculty
Working

We convert the effect in Figure 4 after 90 days (log difference -1.16 of a standard deviation change)
to deaths per million per stringency following footnote 3 (the footnote says "weekly deaths,” but we
believe this should be "daily deaths"), so the effect is e^-1.16 − 1 = −0.69 decline in daily deaths per
million per SD. We convert to total effect by multiplying with 90 days and "per point" by dividing with
SD = 22.3 (corresponding to the SD for the 147 countries with data before March 19, 2020 - using all
data yields similar results) yielding -2.77 deaths per million per stringency point. The common
estimate is the average effect in Europe and United States respectively calculated as (Actual COVID19 mortality) / (COVID-19 mortality with recommendation policy) -1, where (COVID-19 mortality
with recommendation policy) is calculated as ((Actual COVID-19 mortality) - Estimate x Difference in
stringency x population). Stringencies in Europe and United States are equal to the average stringency
from March 16th to April 15th 2020 (76 and 74 respectively) and the stringency for the policy based
solely on recommendations is 44 following Hale et al. (2020).
We use estimates for "Proportion of Cumulative Deaths Over the Population" (per 10,000) in Table 3.
We interpret this number as the change in cumulative deaths over the population in percent and is
therefore the same as our common estimate.

6-Jul-20

medRxiv

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on growth rates and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality. They ascertain that "sustained over three
months, this would correspond to a cumulative number of deaths 30% lower,” however this is not a
counterfactual estimate and three months goes beyond the period they have data for.

15-Jul-21

Eurosurveilla
nce

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as they report the effect of NPIs in incident risk ratio
which are not easily converted to relative effects.
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1. Study (Author & title)

2. Date
Published

3. Journal

Langeland et al. (2021); "The
Effect of State Level COVID19 Stay-at-Home Orders on
Death Rates"
Leffler et al. (2020);
"Association of country-wide
coronavirus mortality with
demographics, testing,
lockdowns, and public
wearing of masks"
Mccafferty and Ashley
(2021); "Covid-19 Social
Distancing Interventions by
Statutory Mandate and Their
Observational Correlation to
Mortality in the United
States and Europe"
Pan et al. (2020); "Covid-19:
Effectiveness of nonpharmaceutical interventions
in the united states before
phased removal of social
distancing protections varies
by region"
Pincombe et al. (2021); "The
effectiveness of nationallevel containment and
closure policies across
income levels during the
COVID-19 pandemic: an
analysis of 113 countries"
Sears et al. (2020); "Are we
#stayinghome to Flatten the
Curve?"
Shiva and Molana (2021);
"The Luxury of Lockdown"

5-Mar-21

Culture &
Crisis
Conference

Spiegel and Tookes (2021);
"Business restrictions and
Covid-19 fatalities"

18-Jun-21

Stockenhuber (2020); "Did
We Respond Quickly
Enough? How PolicyImplementation Speed in
Response to COVID-19
Affects the Number of Fatal
Cases in Europe"
Stokes et al. (2020); "The
relative effects of nonpharmaceutical interventions
on early Covid-19 mortality:
natural experiment in 130
countries"

10-Nov20

4. Comments regarding meta-analysis
The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on odds-ratios and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality.

26-Oct-20 ASTMH

Their "mask recommendation" includes some countries, where masks were mandated and may
(partially) capture the effect of mask mandates. However, the authors' focus is on recommendation,
so we do interpret their result as a voluntary effect - not an effect of mask mandate. Using estimates
from Table 2 and assuming NPIs were implemented March 15 (8 weeks in total by end of study
period), common estimates are calculated as 8^est-1.

27-Apr-21 Pragmatic
and
Observation
al Research

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as it looks at the effect of NPIs on peak mortality and
does not include an estimate of the effect on total mortality.

20-Aug20

medRxiv

The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as the cluster the NPIs (e.g. SIPO, mask mandata amd
travel restricions are clustered in Level 4).

4-May-21

Health Policy Policy implementations were assigned according to the first day that a country received a policy
and Planning stringency rating above 0 in the OxCGRT stay-at-home measure. As the value 1 is a recommendation
"recommend not leaving house,” we cannot distinguish recommendations from mandates, and, thus,
the study is not included in the meta-analysis.

6-Aug-20

medRxiv

9-Apr-21

6-Oct-20

Find that SIPOs lower mortality by 29-35%. We use the average (32%) as our common estimate.
Common standard errors are calculated based on estimates and standard errors from (Table 4)
assuming they are linearly related to estimates.
The
The estimate with 8 weeks lag is insignificant, and preferable given our empirical strategy. However,
European
they use the 4-week lag when elaborating the model to differentiate between high- and low-income
Journal of
countries, so the 4-week lag estimate for rich countries is used in our meta-analysis. Common
Develepmen estimate is calculated as the average of the effect in Europe and United States, where the effect for
t Research
each is calculated as (policy stringency - recommendation stringency) x estimate.
The Review
We use weighted average of estimates for Table 4, 6, and 9. Since authors state that they place more
of Financial
weight on the findings in Table 9, Table 9 weights by 50% while Table 4 and 6 weights by 25%. We
Studies
estimate the effect on total mortality from effect on growth rates based on authors calculation
showing that estimates of -0.049 and -0.060 reduces new deaths by 12.5% 15.3% respectively. We
use the same relative factor on other estimates.
World
When calculating arithmetic average / median, the study is included as 0%, because estimates in Table
Medical &
6 are insignificant and signs of estimates are mixed (higher strictness can cause both fewer and more
Health Policy deaths). We don't calculate common standard errors.

medRxiv

We use estimates from regression on strictness alone (Right panel in Table "Regression results, policy
strictness. Baseline is "policy not introduced within policy analysis period" in "Additional file"). We use
the average of 24 and 38 days from model 5. There are 23 relevant estimates in total (they analyze all
levels within the eight NPI measures in the OxCGRT stringency index). We calculate the effect of
each NPI (e.g. closing schools) as the average effect in all of U.S./Europe. This is done by calculating
the effect for each state/country based on the maximum level for each measure between Mar 16 and
Apr 15 (e.g. if all schools in a state/country are required to close (school closing level 3) the relevant
estimate for that state/level is -0.031 (average of -0.464 and 0.402). We assume all NPIs are effective
for 54 days (from March 15 to June 1 minus 24 days to reach full effect). Standard errors are
converted to common standard errors following the same process (this approach is unique for Stokes,
as our general approach is not possible).
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1. Study (Author & title)
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Published

3. Journal

Toya and Skidmore (2020);
"A Cross-Country Analysis of
the Determinants of Covid19 Fatalities"

1-Apr-20

CESifo
Working
Papers

Tsai et al. (2021);
"Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) Transmission in
the United States Before
Versus After Relaxation of
Statewide Social Distancing
Measures"

3-Oct-20

Oxford
academic

4. Comments regarding meta-analysis
It is unclear how they define "lockdown.” They write that "many countries [...] imposed lockdowns of
varying degrees, some imposing mandatory nationwide lockdowns, restricting economic and social
activity deemed to be non-essential,” and since all European countries and all states in the U.S.
imposed restrictions on economic (closing unessential businesses) and/or social (limiting large
gatherings) activity, we interpret this as all European countries and all U.S. states had mandatory
nationwide lockdowns. The effect of recommended lockdowns is set to zero in the meta-analysis, as
only one country was in this lockdown category (i.e. too few observations, cf. eligibility criteria). The
estimate for complete travel closure is -0.226 COVID-deaths per 100,000. Hence, if all of Europe
imposed complete travel closure, the total effect would be -0.266 * 748 million (population) * 10
(100,000/1,000,000) equal to 1,690 averted COVID-19 deaths. However, according to OxCGRT-data
European countries only had complete travel bans (Level 4: "Ban on all regions or total border
closure") in 11% of the time between March 16 and April 15, 2020. So the total effect is 1,690 * 11%
= 194 averted deaths. During the first wave 188,000 deaths in Europe was related to COVID-19 (by
June 30, 2020), so the total effect is approximated to -0.1% in Europe and, following the same logic,
0% in U.S., where no states closed their borders completely. We use the average, -0.05%, in the metaanalysis. The estimate for mandatory national lockdown is 0.166 (>0) COVID-deaths per 100,000.
Since all European countries (and U.S. states) imposed lockdowns, the total effect is 1,241 (553) extra
COVID-19 deaths corresponding to 0.7% (0.4%). We use the average of Europe and the U.S., 0.5%, in
the meta-analysis. Calculations of the effect of "Mandatory national lockdown" follow the same logic,
but we assume 100% of Europe and United States have had "Mandatory national lockdown.”
The study is not included in the meta-analysis, as they report the effect of NPIs on Rt which are not
easily converted to relative effects.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Heron, Lori (DH/MS); NBPH CRT (DH/MS)
FW: RE: Performance venues
February 9, 2022 4:40:27 PM

Hi Jen,
We met with THC and I think we are good.   They wanted any preview into the future plan, so timing was
good, as could point to press conference today    Matt Steeves was going to do an Order Interpretation for
them so that they have it around distancing vs 50 % capacity.   It won’t matter once we move to level 1.

16(1.1)

Penny

_____________________________________________
From: Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC) <Jocelyne.Mills@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 9, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Bourque, Gilles (THC/TPC)
<Gilles.Bourque@gnb.ca>; Steeves, Matt (JPS/JSP) <Matt.Steeves@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne
(DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Heron, Lori (DH/MS) <lori.heron@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>;
NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: Performance venues

Thanks Jennifer,
No problem. Would appreciate connecting with those that are available. Good luck with the rest
of your day.
Jocelyne Mills
Assistant Deputy Minister | Sous ministre adjointe                  
Culture, Sport and Performance Excellence | Culture, Sport et Excellence du rendement
Tourism, Heritage and Culture | Tourisme, Patrimoine et Culture
506-471-3118| jocelyne mills@gnb.ca

This message is intended for the person to whom it is addressed and is to be treated as confidential or private
communications. It must not be forwarded unless permission has been received from the originator. If you have

received this message inadvertently, please notify the sender and delete the message. Then delete your response.
Thank you for your cooperation.
-------------------------------------------------------------Ce message est destiné à la personne désignée dans la présente et il doit demeurer confidentiel. Il ne doit pas être
réacheminé sans la permission de l’expéditeur. Si ce message vous a été envoyé par erreur, veuillez aviser l’expéditeur
et effacer le message. Effacez ensuite votre réponse. Merci de votre collaboration.

_____________________________________________
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 1:22 PM
To: Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC) <Jocelyne.Mills@gnb.ca>; Bourque, Gilles (THC/TPC)
<Gilles.Bourque@gnb.ca>; Steeves, Matt (JPS/JSP) <Matt.Steeves@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne
(DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Heron, Lori (DH/MS) <lori.heron@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>;
NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: Performance venues

I apologize of the late notice, however I need to join a call prior to the news cast today to provide
an update to stakeholders and partners. CRT leads are still available if you wish to proceed.
Jennifer

-----Original Appointment----From: Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC) <Jocelyne.Mills@gnb.ca>
Sent: Friday, February 4, 2022 7:08 PM
To: Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC); Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC); Bourque, Gilles (THC/TPC); Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS); Steeves, Matt (JPS/JSP); Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
Cc: Heron, Lori (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS); NBPH_CRT (DH/MS)
Subject: RE: Performance venues
When: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 1:30 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-04:00) Atlantic Time (Canada).
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting

------------

From:   Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Sent:   Thursday, February 3, 2022 12:51 PM

To:     Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC)
Cc:     Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS); Steeves, Matt (JPS/JSP)
Subject:        RE: Performance venues
Hi Jocelyne;

Thinking it will also be good to have the JPS team at this touchpoint as they are the
interpreters of the MO.

Jennifer

From: Mills, Jocelyne (THC/TPC) <Jocelyne.Mills@gnb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: Performance venues

Hi Jennifer,
Hope all is well with you. I was wondering if you might have time next week to discuss
some questions we have been receiving from the cultural sector with respect to
mandatory order. These are clarity and consistency of application questions, not
requests for changes, but my understanding is that they are longstanding and they have
received different interpretations from different sources. I would like to assist them in
providing some clarity to these questions and I thought an opportunity to discuss might
help.

Thanks,

Jocelyne

Jocelyne Mills
Assistant Deputy Minister | Sous ministre adjointe                  
Culture, Sport and Performance Excellence | Culture, Sport et Excellence du rendement
Tourism, Heritage and Culture | Tourisme, Patrimoine et Culture

506-471-3118| jocelyne.mills@gnb.ca

This message is intended for the person to whom it is addressed and is to be treated as
confidential or private communications. It must not be forwarded unless permission has
been received from the originator. If you have received this message inadvertently,
please notify the sender and delete the message. Then delete your response. Thank you
for your cooperation.
-------------------------------------------------------------Ce message est destiné à la personne désignée dans la présente et il doit demeurer
confidentiel. Il ne doit pas être réacheminé sans la permission de l’expéditeur. Si ce
message vous a été envoyé par erreur, veuillez aviser l’expéditeur et effacer le
message. Effacez ensuite votre réponse. Merci de votre collaboration.

________________________________________________________________________________

Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
Learn More | Meeting options
________________________________________________________________________________

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE)
FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
February 15, 2022 10:09:27 AM

, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2022 10:04 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE)
<Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS)
<Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
Good morning, for approval and next steps, please see suggested response below – approved by
policy and FTB.
Thank you!
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Telegraph Journal
CONTACT
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
Looking for clarity on what COVID measures would be possible under the Public Health Act alone,
with no Mandatory Order in effect from the emergency measures act. If Dr. Russell is available to
speak to this by phone please let me know, as that would be preferred.
Ideally looking for this today, but if she is only available tomorrow I would prefer to do that. Let me
know what works.
-- Can the province still enforce mandatory vaccination to be employed in the four parts of
government? Would that be something under the Public Health Act (PHA) or a lawful employer
decision?
-- Can the PHA allow the province to maintain proof of vaccination/"vaccine passport" rules for
people to enter certain settings? And what settings might that extend to -- i.e. only hospitals or
provincially run facilities? Private businesses?
-- Can masking rules be enforced in all settings under the PHA? In what settings?
-- Are there any parts of the current Level 1 rules are *not* able to be replicated/enforced using only
the PHA? Which ones?
FOR APPROVAL:
21(1)

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 15, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS)
<Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>; Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS) <anick.levesque@gnb.ca>; Clair,
Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
Approved.
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 15, 2022 09:46
To: Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>; Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS)
<anick.levesque@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
Thank you Laura Neill and Suzanne – need your approvals (or edits), per our new comms process.
Please see below.
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Telegraph Journal
CONTACT 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
Looking for clarity on what COVID measures would be possible under the Public Health Act alone,
with no Mandatory Order in effect from the emergency measures act. If Dr. Russell is available to
speak to this by phone please let me know, as that would be preferred.
Ideally looking for this today, but if she is only available tomorrow I would prefer to do that. Let me
know what works.
-- Can the province still enforce mandatory vaccination to be employed in the four parts of
government? Would that be something under the Public Health Act (PHA) or a lawful employer
decision?
-- Can the PHA allow the province to maintain proof of vaccination/"vaccine passport" rules for
people to enter certain settings? And what settings might that extend to -- i.e. only hospitals or
provincially run facilities? Private businesses?
-- Can masking rules be enforced in all settings under the PHA? In what settings?
-- Are there any parts of the current Level 1 rules are *not* able to be replicated/enforced using only

the PHA? Which ones?
FOR APPROVAL:

26(1)(a)

From: Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 15, 2022 9:06 AM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS)
<anick.levesque@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
See my comments below in green. Thanks!

From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 14, 2022 2:38 PM
To: Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS) <anick.levesque@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS)
<Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
Thanks for your input – see revised response below for additions, and edits. I’ve packaged into one
statement, just need the info on what employers can, or can’t mandate.
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Telegraph Journal
CONTACT 21(1)
EMAIL:
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
Looking for clarity on what COVID measures would be possible under the Public Health Act alone,
with no Mandatory Order in effect from the emergency measures act. If Dr. Russell is available to
speak to this by phone please let me know, as that would be preferred.
Ideally looking for this today, but if she is only available tomorrow I would prefer to do that. Let me
know what works.
-- Can the province still enforce mandatory vaccination to be employed in the four parts of
government? Would that be something under the Public Health Act (PHA) or a lawful employer
21(1)

decision?
-- Can masking rules be enforced in all settings under the PHA? In what settings?
-- Are there any parts of the current Level 1 rules are *not* able to be replicated/enforced using only
the PHA? Which ones?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From: Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS) <anick.levesque@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 14, 2022 1:42 PM
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
I have nothing to add to Neill’s responses.

Anick Ouellette-Levesque
Senior Policy Advisor / Conseillère principale en matière de politiques
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
506.444.5078
From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2022 1:36 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Ouellette-Levesque, Anick (DH/MS) <anick.levesque@gnb.ca>; Turgeon,
Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
I’ll insert my comments in red below. I’m copying Anick, who is closer to the COVID-19 Preventative
Measures Regulation – Public Health Act than I am, and Laura, because I see that there are some HR

policy questions as well.
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 14, 2022 11:41
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
TELEGRAPH JOURNAL, LEVEL 1
Hi Neill – we have a media request looking for a general overview of what’s to be expected once the
MO is lifted, esp with regards to the Public Health Act. Please see below, and loop in anyone I’ve
missed.
Thank you
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Telegraph Journal
CONTACT 21(1)
EMAIL:
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
Looking for clarity on what COVID measures would be possible under the Public Health Act alone,
with no Mandatory Order in effect from the emergency measures act. If Dr. Russell is available to
speak to this by phone please let me know, as that would be preferred.
Ideally looking for this today, but if she is only available tomorrow I would prefer to do that. Let me
know what works.
21(1)

26(1)(a)

-- Can the province still enforce mandatory vaccination to be employed in the four parts of
government? Would that be something under the Public Health Act (PHA) or a lawful employer
decision?

26(1)(a)
-- Can the PHA allow the province to maintain proof of vaccination/"vaccine passport" rules for
people to enter certain settings? And what settings might that extend to -- i.e. only hospitals or
provincially run facilities? Private businesses?

26(1)(a)

-- Can masking rules be enforced in all settings under the PHA? In what settings?

26(1)(a)
-- Are there any parts of the current Level 1 rules are *not* able to be replicated/enforced using only

the PHA? Which ones?

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
, HILL TIMES, LIFTING OF PANDEMIC RESTRICTIONS
February 15, 2022 3:08:47 PM

Vetted by CRT Team
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: The Hill Times
CONTACT : 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST: I'd like to request an update regarding New Brunswick's
COVID-19 mandates and restrictions, for a possible story in The Hill
Times.
I'm hoping to do a run down of the current pandemic restrictions for all
provinces and territories, and when they might be lifted.
New Brunswick plans to move to Level 1 of its winter plan on Feb. 18.
1. Can you provide any details for when New Brunswick's public
health measures, such as mask mandates or proof of vaccination
requirements, may be lifted entirely? What is the timeline looking
like for removing pandemic restrictions?
3. How are you making sure that pandemic restrictions are being
imposed or lifted properly? What is the balancing act like between
allowing open businesses or social gatherings, versus ensuring
public health? Is it tricky as we approach the warmer spring
weather?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Guenard, Michelle (ECO/BCE); Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE); Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE); MacLean, Dave (ECO/BCE);
Campbell, Tyler (ECO/BCE); Vass, Alex (ECO/BCE); Bertin, Jean (ECO/BCE); Bowie, Adam (ECO/BCE); Boudreau,
René (DH/MS); Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Galvin, Carolin (DH/MS); Levesque, Eric J.
(DH/MS); Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS); Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS); Wies, Mark (DH/MS)
DH Media List 515pm.docx
February 15, 2022 5:18:20 PM
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As of 5:15 p.m.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
FOR APPROVAL: FW: COVID-19 path forward timeline
February 24, 2022 12:56:40 PM
13667-COVID-the-path-forward-R6.pdf

For approval
From: Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 12:44 PM
To: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori
(ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Hi all – please advance this version for approval (minor edit to last bullet).
We should have a translated version within the hour.
Nancy
From: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 24, 2022 12:39 PM
To: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE)
<Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori
(ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Update attached with the revised wording below included.
Thanks!
Jo
From: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 24, 2022 12:29 PM
To: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>; Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE)
<Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori
(ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Some public health protections recommended in vulnerable sectors.
They won’t be restrictions based in law, but guidance provided by public health.
From: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 12:17 PM
To: Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE)
<Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori

(ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Hi Folks,
Updated version attached here for review, 26(1)(a)
Cheers
Jo
From: Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 24, 2022 12:04 PM
To: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
<Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE) <Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda
(ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori (ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Will do – we’ll clean up the graphic and resend shortly.
From: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 24, 2022 12:00 PM
To: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
<Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE) <Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Champion, Nancy
(ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>;
Gallagher, Lori (ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 path forward timeline

26(1)(a)
Paul
On Feb 24, 2022, at 11:57 AM, Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
wrote:

26(1)(a)

T.
From: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 11:50 AM
To: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
<Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE) <Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>;
Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE)

<Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>; Gallagher, Lori (ECO/BCE) <Lori.Gallagher@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Okay. 26(1)(a)
. Copying Lori as
well
Paul
On Feb 24, 2022, at 11:47 AM, Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca> wrote:

26(1)(a)
From: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 11:38 AM
To: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail
(ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Champion, Nancy (ECO/BCE)
<Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Brown, Amanda (ECO/BCE)
<Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 path forward timeline
Good from my end. 26(1)(a)
.
Paul
On Feb 24, 2022, at 11:33 AM, Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE)
<Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca> wrote:

Hi folks,
We have made a few adjustments as per Paul’s comments
bellow, 26(1)(a)

Please let us know if this is more on par with what you all
had in mind
Cheers
Jo
From: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 24, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Mills, Joanna (ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>;
Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Winsor,
Christina (ECO/BCE) <Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>; Champion,

Nancy (ECO/BCE) <Nancy.Champion@gnb.ca>; Brown,
Amanda (ECO/BCE) <Amanda.Brown@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 path forward timeline

26(1)(a)

.
Paul
On Feb 24, 2022, at 9:52 AM, Mills, Joanna
(ECO/BCE) <Joanna.Mills@gnb.ca> wrote:

Hi Folks,
Nancy and I put this together this morning
based off the cabinet presentation and the
news release.
It’s a first kick at the can to get this moving
along and get the conversation started.
Can you take a look and please let us know if
you have any feedback.
Also just a side note, we went with the brand
gold to give a bit lighter feel and step away
from the heavier colours we have used in the
past for COVID-19 materials - steering clear of
green!

Joanna Mills
Marketing and Communications Advisor / Conseillère
en marketing et en communications
Corporate Communications / Communications
corporatives
Executive Council Office / Bureau du Conseil exécutif
E-mail / Courriel : joanna.mills@gnb.ca
Cell Phone / Téléphone cellulaire: (506) 230-2743
www.gnb.ca
This message is intended for the person to whom it is addressed and is to be
treated as confidential or private communications. It must not be forwarded
unless permission has been received from the originator. If you have received
this message inadvertently, please notify the sender and delete the message.
Then delete your response. Thank you for your cooperation.

-------------------------------------------------------------Ce message est destiné à la personne désignée dans la présente et il doit
demeurer confidentiel. l ne doit pas être réacheminé sans la permission de

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
RE: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Proof of Vaccination - February 25
February 25, 2022 4:46:02 PM

Good here.
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2022 4:35 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Proof of Vaccination - February 25

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2022 4:21 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE)
<Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Subject: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST 21(1)
– CBC – Proof of Vaccination - February 25
Good afternoon Bruce, resubmitting the final response for the question on businesses able to ask for
POV going forward - with a slight adjustment from Nina. Okayed by Suzanne and Nina.
NAME 21(1)
OUTLET: CBC
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
Following yesterday's news, one question that I've been left with so far is whether businesses will
have the ability to still require people show proof of vaccination starting Monday, and then be able
to enforce masking within their businesses starting March 14 when that requirement ends.
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

Barbara Day
COVID-19 Response Team / Équipe d’intervention COVID-19
NB Department of Health / Ministère de la santé du Nouveau-Brunswick
Fredericton, NB

16(1.1)
↓ Mar 14: The provincial government will remove all remaining COVID-19 mandatory measures (Ref.)
NB ↓ Feb 18: Province moving to Level 1 of Winter Plan; business can increase to full capacity; gatherings limited to 20 indoors or 50 outdoors (Ref.)
↓ Feb 12: Children aged five to 11 to participate in game play with a two-team bubble (Ref )

NL

PEI

16(1.1)

YT

NT
NU

2

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
FW: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
March 1, 2022 1:40:47 PM

– BN – Winter Plan - March 1 3PM

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:40 PM
To: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina
(DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS)
<Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Winter Plan - March 1 3PM
I have updated below, and removed that line.
From: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 1, 2022 1:33 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina
(DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS)
<Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Winter Plan - March 1 3PM
Don’t believe the bit I highlighted below is still correct. Government has picked a date.
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:28 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux,
Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE)
<Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: FOR APPROVAL: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Winter Plan - March 1 3PM
Good afternoon Bruce, for next steps, see below. Approved by Suzanne and Nina.
Thanks!
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT #:
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 3 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:

Looking at the assessment criteria for moving up or down levels, there isn't one for moving from
Level 1 to the elimination of the plan.
Why is that?
Does it mean that there won't be an assessment of the data before the March 14 move?
If not, why not?
If there will be an assessment, why isn't it shown on the government's page?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

they show?

26(1)(a)

You say, "Public Health will continue to conduct ongoing surveillance." Can you please elaborate on
how this will be done?

26(1)(a)

NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT #:
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 3 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
Looking at the assessment criteria for moving up or down levels, there isn't one for moving from
Level 1 to the elimination of the plan.
Why is that?
Does it mean that there won't be an assessment of the data before the March 14 move?
If not, why not?
If there will be an assessment, why isn't it shown on the government's page?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
FW: Questions about winter plan
March 1, 2022 3:30:04 PM

See follow up question below
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: 21(1)
@brunswicknews.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:23 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Questions about winter plan
Received with thanks.
Just one follow-up: it is accurate to say there won't be a formal review of the COVID data before
March 14, correct?
When I say formal, I mean in the way the data has been reviewed before moving up and down levels
in the winter plan.
Thanks
On Tue, Mar 1, 2022 at 3:17 PM Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca> wrote:

21(1) (please confirm receipt)

Public Health will continue monitoring and surveillance for COVID-19,
following the lifting of mandated restrictions. Monitoring will allow us to
evaluate our progress, manage ongoing risks, update
recommendations and remain ready to respond to new risks like the
emergence of variants of concern.
In response to Omicron, and increased transmission from indoor
gatherings for the Holidays and colder weather, a three level alert
system was developed “the Winter Plan” so that a clear framework
was in place to guide New Brunswickers throughout the season on
how best to live with COVID-19 and protect the health care system
overall.
The government reviews the mandatory order every two weeks. As
hospitalization numbers decrease, the mandatory order and public
health measures have remained in place so far to ensure
hospitalizations stabilize.
As New Brunswick’s mandatory measures are eased and masking is
no long required, Public health continues to recommend using layers

of personal protective strategies, particularly if you are an at-risk
individual or not yet vaccinated employing the following strategies and
measures as required:
o Assess your local level of risk before gathering with others
o Put some space between yourself and others, when able
o Wear a multi-layer well-fitting mask
o Wash or sanitize hands frequently
o Stay home when symptomatic
The pandemic is not over, however, we are moving closer to living
with COVID-19. With 87 per cent of eligible New Brunswickers fully
vaccinated and 75% of our 50+ population having received a booster
dose, we know our province is prepared for the transition to living with
COVID-19. If you have not received a booster dose, especially if you
are over 50+ , Public Health recommends you should consider doing
so.
Bruce Macfarlane
Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: 21(1)
brunswicknews.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: Questions about winter plan

ATTENTION! External email / courriel externe.
Hi Bruce,
I have some questions about the winter plan.
Looking at the assessment criteria for moving up or down levels, there isn't one for moving from
Level 1 to the elimination of the plan.
Why is that?
Does it mean that there won't be an assessment of the data before the March 14 move?
If not, why not?
If there will be an assessment, why isn't it shown on the government's page?
My deadline is 3pm. I am unsure at this stage whether I'll be doing an early hit.
Thanks

--

21(1)

21(1)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Desjardins, Wendy (SD/DS)
Dubee, Elizabeth (SD/DS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Leger, Dr. Yves (DH/MS); Mehan, Jim (SD/DS); Roussel,
Liena (SD/DS); Hawley, Rashmi (SD/DS); Weir, Julie (SD/DS); Davies, Bronwyn (SD/DS); Macknight, Sydney
(SD/DS); "rboulay@dal.ca"; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Hallam, Evangeline (DH/MS); Ginette Pellerin; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS);
McCormack, Mary (SD/DS); Forestell, Greg (SD/DS); Allison, Tara (HorizonNB); Jones, Brittany (SD/DS); Gaudet,
Alesha (SD/DS); Breen, Trevor (SD/DS)
RE: SD De-escalation Committee Meeting- SUMMARY NOTES-ACTION ITEMS
March 1, 2022 3:37:33 PM
Summary Notes Action Items SD De-Escalation Meeting with DoH March 1 2022 (001).doc
New COVID approach proposal DRAFT March 1 2022.docx
2022 03 01 Living with COVID-19 for LTC - measures effective March 14 2022 DRAFT (002).docx

Good afternoon everyone,
Attached are today’s high level summary notes/action Items, as well as both documents presented
by Julie and Liena.
As discussed, in view of the upcoming presentation to the Clerk, our SD Internal Communication lead
is currently working on preparing a DRAFT collaborative slide deck to send to you, as soon as
possible.
Thank you kindly.

Wendy Desjardins, RSW/TS, Process Improvement Facilitator/Facilitatrice de

l’amelioration des processus
SD Covid Response Team (CRT) Co Lead / Co Responsible Equipe Intervention Covid DS
Department of Social Development / Ministere du developpement social
-----Original Appointment----From: Dubee, Elizabeth (SD/DS) <Elizabeth.Dubee@gnb.ca>
Sent: February 25, 2022 4:13 PM
To: Dubee, Elizabeth (SD/DS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Leger, Dr. Yves (DH/MS); Mehan, Jim
(SD/DS); Roussel, Liena (SD/DS); Hawley, Rashmi (SD/DS); Weir, Julie (SD/DS); Davies, Bronwyn
(SD/DS); Macknight, Sydney (SD/DS); 'rboulay@dal.ca'; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny
(DH/MS); Desjardins, Wendy (SD/DS)
Cc: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Hallam, Evangeline (DH/MS); Ginette Pellerin; Robichaud-Savoie,
Janique (DH/MS); McCormack, Mary (SD/DS); Forestell, Greg (SD/DS); Allison, Tara (HorizonNB);
Jones, Brittany (SD/DS); Gaudet, Alesha (SD/DS); Breen, Trevor (SD/DS)
Subject: SD De-escalation Committee Meeting
When: March 1, 2022 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (UTC-04:00) Atlantic Time (Canada).
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting
It’s very important that everybody attends, however, if you are unable to attend on Monday please
send the invite to someone that can attend on your behalf. Your participation on this committee will
help support the long-term care sector as they pivot to live in the new normal.
Social Development oversees a number of programs that deliver services to vulnerable
sector/settings (e.g., long-term care facilities, homeless shelters, groups home etc). Current deescalation of measures provincially also requires a re-assessment of outbreak responses and how
those can be de-escalated and aligned among all vulnerable sectors. The goal of the working group is
to develop a Guidance document for Outbreak management in vulnerable sectors to be released to
the sectors on March 11, 2022 and to discuss the strategy for ongoing de-escalation going forward.
________________________________________________________________________________

Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
Learn More | Meeting options

________________________________________________________________________________

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
Day, Barbara (DH/MS); McKay, Neill (DH/MS)
NBPH CRT (DH/MS); Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS); Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
March 2, 2022 2:54:03 PM

Hi Neill, we are getting this from everywhere…
Businesses, PETL says universities are asking, etc.
Here was our initial media response, but given the broad scope of attention and questions, wanted
your eyes, thoughts and if we need to consult futher:

26(1)(a)

.

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi everyone,

26(1)(a)
. Here’s the media story, can/should I loop in Neill from
policy?

Business owners want clarity on vaccine policies: Chamber

Savannah Awde|Legislature Bureau
New Brunswick is rolling back its proof of COVID-19 vaccination rules this month, but
the change is leaving some businesses uncertain about what that means for their own
customer and staff policies.
As of Monday, CEO David Duplisea said about 10 per cent of 400 businesses have
told the Saint John Region Chamber of Commerce by survey they plan to keep
vaccination rules in place for staff, customers, or both.
"What I'm hearing is that most companies that required vaccinations are only going to
require them now for new hires," he said on Tuesday.
"Most people are pondering, 'Okay, now what do we do?' Because it all happened
very quickly. We've gone from locked tight, to not so tight, to wide open in a week.
"It's pretty much up to the businesses, as far as we know now, and maybe
government felt that's enough, but there are some underlying questions out there," he
said.
"And most of them are, 'Am I allowed to do this?'"
WorkSafe NB doesn't provide advice or resources to employers on whether they can
ask staff for proof of vaccination, or how to go about doing that.
"Guidance on requesting proof of vaccination is outside our jurisdiction,"
spokesperson Laragh Dooley said by email, directing the question to Public Health.
Brunswick News has reached out to the province and is awaiting a response.
The provincial government, too, is in the process of deciding the future of its proof of
vaccination policy for existing staff.
New hires to government, however, will have to give proof as a condition for
employment, Premier Blaine Higgs said on Thursday.
More to come...

From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:49 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
I haven’t worked on these except for the following:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:47 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi ladies,
As someone worked on this already?
Merci,
Sophie
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:23 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Cc: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, have we drafted some key messaged on why POV is being eliminated. Regional teams are looking
for it to help support answering questions.
Thanks Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
Day, Barbara (DH/MS); McKay, Neill (DH/MS)
NBPH CRT (DH/MS); Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS); Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
March 2, 2022 3:54:31 PM

Yes, I think a statement would be helpful. Is this something that can be moved up via Comms?
Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 3:53 PM
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi,
Would the following work / make sense if gov goes on to make an explicit statement? We don’t have
any media on this yet, so just clarifying in the meantime.

26(1)(a)

From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 3:30 PM
To: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
<Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>

Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, Nina.
I saw that, or something substantially the same, in a draft letter earlier this week and didn’t have any
substantive concerns with it. There may be an increasing push for government to make an explicit
public statement to the effect that businesses are within their rights to continue to require POV
and/or masks when the last public health measures have lifted.
Early in the pandemic the Human Rights Commission published some guidance on requiring masks:

My service provider is requiring all patrons to wear a face mask. I am unable to wear a face
mask due to medical reasons. Is it discriminatory for the service provider to require me to
wear one?
Answer: The New Brunswick Human Rights Act does not prevent service providers from
requiring patrons to wear a face mask. However, should a patron be unable to wear a face
mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron has a duty to inform the service
provider of their inability to do so. Once the service provider is advised of same, the service
provider has a duty to accommodate to the point of undue hardship.
If a service provider, however, requires medical documentation to support that the patron
cannot wear a mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron needs to provide it.
The medical documentation would need to set out that for medical reasons, the patron is
unable to wear a community face mask or any other type of mask. The service provider’s
duty to accommodate would be on hold until such documentation has been provided.
Requests for medical documentation beyond this may not suspend the service provider’s
duty to accommodate until it has been provided.
Even though the patron cannot wear a mask for medical reasons, they must continue to
follow recommendations from the New Brunswick Chief Medical Officer such as following
physical distancing rules, coughing into their sleeve, hand washing, etc.

The whole FAQ list is here.
Neill
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 14:54
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>

Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi Neill, we are getting this from everywhere…
Businesses, PETL says universities are asking, etc.
Here was our initial media response, but given the broad scope of attention and questions, wanted
your eyes, thoughts and if we need to consult futher:

26(1)(a)

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi everyone,

26(1)(a)
. Here’s the media story, can/should I loop in Neill from
policy?

Business owners want clarity on vaccine policies: Chamber
Savannah Awde|Legislature Bureau
New Brunswick is rolling back its proof of COVID-19 vaccination rules this month, but
the change is leaving some businesses uncertain about what that means for their own

customer and staff policies.
As of Monday, CEO David Duplisea said about 10 per cent of 400 businesses have
told the Saint John Region Chamber of Commerce by survey they plan to keep
vaccination rules in place for staff, customers, or both.
"What I'm hearing is that most companies that required vaccinations are only going to
require them now for new hires," he said on Tuesday.
"Most people are pondering, 'Okay, now what do we do?' Because it all happened
very quickly. We've gone from locked tight, to not so tight, to wide open in a week.
"It's pretty much up to the businesses, as far as we know now, and maybe
government felt that's enough, but there are some underlying questions out there," he
said.
"And most of them are, 'Am I allowed to do this?'"
WorkSafe NB doesn't provide advice or resources to employers on whether they can
ask staff for proof of vaccination, or how to go about doing that.
"Guidance on requesting proof of vaccination is outside our jurisdiction,"
spokesperson Laragh Dooley said by email, directing the question to Public Health.
Brunswick News has reached out to the province and is awaiting a response.
The provincial government, too, is in the process of deciding the future of its proof of
vaccination policy for existing staff.
New hires to government, however, will have to give proof as a condition for
employment, Premier Blaine Higgs said on Thursday.
More to come...

From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:49 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
I haven’t worked on these except for the following:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:47 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi ladies,
As someone worked on this already?
Merci,
Sophie
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:23 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Cc: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, have we drafted some key messaged on why POV is being eliminated. Regional teams are looking
for it to help support answering questions.
Thanks Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

McKay, Neill (DH/MS)
Day, Barbara (DH/MS); van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
NBPH CRT (DH/MS); Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS); Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
March 2, 2022 4:03:00 PM

Hi, Barbara.
I’ve made a few suggestions below in red.
Neill
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 15:53
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi,
Would the following work / make sense if gov goes on to make an explicit statement? We don’t have
any media on this yet, so just clarifying in the meantime.

26(1)(a)

From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 3:30 PM
To: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
<Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, Nina.
I saw that, or something substantially the same, in a draft letter earlier this week and didn’t have any
substantive concerns with it. There may be an increasing push for government to make an explicit
public statement to the effect that businesses are within their rights to continue to require POV
and/or masks when the last public health measures have lifted.

Early in the pandemic the Human Rights Commission published some guidance on requiring masks:

My service provider is requiring all patrons to wear a face mask. I am unable to wear a
face mask due to medical reasons. Is it discriminatory for the service provider to require
me to wear one?
Answer: The New Brunswick Human Rights Act does not prevent service providers from
requiring patrons to wear a face mask. However, should a patron be unable to wear a
face mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron has a duty to inform the
service provider of their inability to do so. Once the service provider is advised of same,
the service provider has a duty to accommodate to the point of undue hardship.
If a service provider, however, requires medical documentation to support that the
patron cannot wear a mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron needs to
provide it. The medical documentation would need to set out that for medical reasons,
the patron is unable to wear a community face mask or any other type of mask. The
service provider’s duty to accommodate would be on hold until such documentation has
been provided. Requests for medical documentation beyond this may not suspend the
service provider’s duty to accommodate until it has been provided.
Even though the patron cannot wear a mask for medical reasons, they must continue to
follow recommendations from the New Brunswick Chief Medical Officer such as
following physical distancing rules, coughing into their sleeve, hand washing, etc.
The whole FAQ list is here.
Neill
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 14:54
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi Neill, we are getting this from everywhere…
Businesses, PETL says universities are asking, etc.
Here was our initial media response, but given the broad scope of attention and questions, wanted
your eyes, thoughts and if we need to consult futher:

26(1)(a)

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi everyone,
Just flagging this, as I think we need stronger messaging for media in the next day or so to explain
businesses being allowed to ask for POV. Here’s the media story, can/should I loop in Neill from
policy?

Business owners want clarity on vaccine policies: Chamber
Savannah Awde|Legislature Bureau
New Brunswick is rolling back its proof of COVID-19 vaccination rules this month, but
the change is leaving some businesses uncertain about what that means for their own
customer and staff policies.
As of Monday, CEO David Duplisea said about 10 per cent of 400 businesses have
told the Saint John Region Chamber of Commerce by survey they plan to keep
vaccination rules in place for staff, customers, or both.
"What I'm hearing is that most companies that required vaccinations are only going to
require them now for new hires," he said on Tuesday.
"Most people are pondering, 'Okay, now what do we do?' Because it all happened
very quickly. We've gone from locked tight, to not so tight, to wide open in a week.

"It's pretty much up to the businesses, as far as we know now, and maybe
government felt that's enough, but there are some underlying questions out there," he
said.
"And most of them are, 'Am I allowed to do this?'"
WorkSafe NB doesn't provide advice or resources to employers on whether they can
ask staff for proof of vaccination, or how to go about doing that.
"Guidance on requesting proof of vaccination is outside our jurisdiction,"
spokesperson Laragh Dooley said by email, directing the question to Public Health.
Brunswick News has reached out to the province and is awaiting a response.
The provincial government, too, is in the process of deciding the future of its proof of
vaccination policy for existing staff.
New hires to government, however, will have to give proof as a condition for
employment, Premier Blaine Higgs said on Thursday.
More to come...

From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:49 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
I haven’t worked on these except for the following:

26(1)(a)

From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:47 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi ladies,
As someone worked on this already?

Merci,
Sophie
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:23 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Cc: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, have we drafted some key messaged on why POV is being eliminated. Regional teams are looking
for it to help support answering questions.
Thanks Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
Day, Barbara (DH/MS); McKay, Neill (DH/MS); van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
NBPH CRT (DH/MS); Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS)
RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
March 2, 2022 4:29:37 PM

Hi,
Hoping to meet with our Comms tomorrow as we have a number of things to discuss…will add this
one to the list.
Suzanne
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: March-02-22 4:27 PM
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>;
van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Will have to defer to Nina and Suzanne to send onto comms but yes agree, since we have a quote
out in the media referring to Worksafe earlier this week, and it’s been volleyed back to gov since.
The version below has Neill’s suggestions incorporated.

26(1)(a)

From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 4:21 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?

26(1)(a)

From: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 16:17

To: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
<Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?

26(1)(a)

From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: March-02-22 3:55 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Yes, I think a statement would be helpful. Is this something that can be moved up via Comms?
Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 3:53 PM
To: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi,
Would the following work / make sense if gov goes on to make an explicit statement? We don’t have
any media on this yet, so just clarifying in the meantime.

26(1)(a)
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From: McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 3:30 PM
To: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Day, Barbara (DH/MS)
<Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, Nina.
I saw that, or something substantially the same, in a draft letter earlier this week and didn’t have any
substantive concerns with it. There may be an increasing push for government to make an explicit
public statement to the effect that businesses are within their rights to continue to require POV
and/or masks when the last public health measures have lifted.
Early in the pandemic the Human Rights Commission published some guidance on requiring masks:

My service provider is requiring all patrons to wear a face mask. I am unable to wear a face
mask due to medical reasons. Is it discriminatory for the service provider to require me to
wear one?
Answer: The New Brunswick Human Rights Act does not prevent service providers from
requiring patrons to wear a face mask. However, should a patron be unable to wear a face
mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron has a duty to inform the service
provider of their inability to do so. Once the service provider is advised of same, the service
provider has a duty to accommodate to the point of undue hardship.
If a service provider, however, requires medical documentation to support that the patron
cannot wear a mask due to a mental or physical disability, the patron needs to provide it.
The medical documentation would need to set out that for medical reasons, the patron is
unable to wear a community face mask or any other type of mask. The service provider’s
duty to accommodate would be on hold until such documentation has been provided.
Requests for medical documentation beyond this may not suspend the service provider’s
duty to accommodate until it has been provided.
Even though the patron cannot wear a mask for medical reasons, they must continue to
follow recommendations from the New Brunswick Chief Medical Officer such as following
physical distancing rules, coughing into their sleeve, hand washing, etc.

The whole FAQ list is here.
Neill
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 2, 2022 14:54
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; McKay, Neill (DH/MS) <Neill.McKay@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>;
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi Neill, we are getting this from everywhere…
Businesses, PETL says universities are asking, etc.
Here was our initial media response, but given the broad scope of attention and questions, wanted
your eyes, thoughts and if we need to consult futher:
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Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes
Public Health New Brunswick/ Santé publique Nouveau-Brunswick
Department of Health/ Ministère de la Santé
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 2, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS)
<nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Cc: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi everyone,

26(1)(a)
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Here’s the media story, can/should I loop in Neill from

policy?

Business owners want clarity on vaccine policies: Chamber
Savannah Awde|Legislature Bureau
New Brunswick is rolling back its proof of COVID-19 vaccination rules this month, but
the change is leaving some businesses uncertain about what that means for their own
customer and staff policies.
As of Monday, CEO David Duplisea said about 10 per cent of 400 businesses have
told the Saint John Region Chamber of Commerce by survey they plan to keep
vaccination rules in place for staff, customers, or both.
"What I'm hearing is that most companies that required vaccinations are only going to
require them now for new hires," he said on Tuesday.
"Most people are pondering, 'Okay, now what do we do?' Because it all happened
very quickly. We've gone from locked tight, to not so tight, to wide open in a week.
"It's pretty much up to the businesses, as far as we know now, and maybe
government felt that's enough, but there are some underlying questions out there," he
said.
"And most of them are, 'Am I allowed to do this?'"
WorkSafe NB doesn't provide advice or resources to employers on whether they can
ask staff for proof of vaccination, or how to go about doing that.
"Guidance on requesting proof of vaccination is outside our jurisdiction,"
spokesperson Laragh Dooley said by email, directing the question to Public Health.
Brunswick News has reached out to the province and is awaiting a response.
The provincial government, too, is in the process of deciding the future of its proof of
vaccination policy for existing staff.
New hires to government, however, will have to give proof as a condition for
employment, Premier Blaine Higgs said on Thursday.
More to come...

From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS)

Sent: March 1, 2022 3:49 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Elimination of POV messaging?
I haven’t worked on these except for the following:

26(1)(a)

From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 1, 2022 3:47 PM
To: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>; Mullin, Tanya (DH/MS) <Tanya.Mullin@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi ladies,
As someone worked on this already?
Merci,
Sophie
From: van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 3:23 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Cc: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Subject: Elimination of POV messaging?
Hi, have we drafted some key messaged on why POV is being eliminated. Regional teams are looking
for it to help support answering questions.
Thanks Nina

Nina van der Pluijm
January – March 2022- HEOC Case & Contact Management Cell- Lead Alternate
Janvier - mars 2022- COUMS Cellule de gestion des cas et des contacts- Responsable alterne
Director/ Directrice
Well-being, Legislation & Standards/ Bien-être, législation & normes

Jason Sully
Executive Assistant to / Chef de cabinet de
Hon. Dorothy Shephard
Minister of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Minister’s Office 5th Floor HSBC Place
520 King Street
P.O. Box 5100
Fredericton, New Brunswick
E3B-5G8
Phone / Tél (506)453-5334
Fax (506)453-5442
Jason.Sully@gnb.ca

L'information contenue dans ce courriel est CONFIDENTIELLE et destinée uniquement à la personne à qui est adressé ce message Toute
autre distribution, copie ou divulgation est strictement interdite Si nous vous avons transmis ce message par erreur, veuillez nous en
aviser immédiatement par retour de courriel et détruire l'original ainsi que les annexes sans en faire de copie
The Information in this email and in any attachment is CONFIDENTIAL and contains information intended only for the use of the
addressee Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify us
immediately by return e-mail and delete the original and any attachments without making a copy

From:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

MacFarlane, Jocelyne (FTB/FCT) on behalf of Hansen, Cheryl (FTB/FCT)
Bulletin #89: Lifting of COVID-19 restrictions / Levée des restrictions relatives à la COVID-19
March 3, 2022 5:15:54 PM
Bulletin #89 Lifting of restrictions - Levée des restrictions (COVID-19).pdf

Please see the attached memo from the Clerk of the Executive Council, Cheryl Hansen. Thank you.
Veuillez consulter la note ci-jointe de la part de la Greffière du Conseil exécutif, Cheryl Hansen.
Merci.

Jocelyne MacFarlane

Executive Secretary / Secrétaire de direction
Executive Council Office / Bureau du Conseil exécutif
Finance and Treasury Board / Finances et Conseil du Trésor
Get vaccinated against COVID-19 to help our province get back to normal. Book now at gnb.ca/BookAVaccine
or call 1-833-437-1424. #SleevesUpNB
Faites-vous vacciner contre la COVID-19 pour que nous puissions revenir à la normale. Prenez un rendez-vous
maintenant sur le site gnb.ca/rendezvousvaccin ou appelez le 1-833-437-1424. #RelevonsnosmanchesNB
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other will be nervous or anxious. It is important that
we keep practicing our motto from the past two
years: be kind to one another.

d'autres seront nerveux ou anxieux.
Il est
important que nous continuions à mettre en
pratique notre devise des deux dernières années :
soyez gentils les uns envers les autres.

Let’s foster an atmosphere where someone’s
preference (whether a colleague or member of the
public) to keep wearing a mask or maintain physical
distancing is respected. Be aware that your
colleague may be more or less receptive than you
to the changes, and respect their preference.

Favorisons une atmosphère où la préférence de
quelqu'un (qu'il s'agisse d'un collègue ou d'un
membre du public) de continuer à porter un
masque ou de maintenir une distance physique est
respectée. Sachez que votre collègue peut être
plus ou moins réceptif que vous aux changements,
et respectez sa préférence.

As an employer, we will continue to promote
awareness around limiting the spread of
communicable diseases.
Good hand and
respiratory hygiene will continue to be promoted
with signage in the workplace. Hand sanitizer will
continue to be available at entrances.

En tant qu'employeur, nous continuerons à
promouvoir la sensibilisation à la limitation de la
propagation des maladies transmissibles. Nous
continuerons à promouvoir une bonne hygiène des
mains et des voies respiratoires au moyen
d'affiches sur le lieu de travail. Du désinfectant
pour les mains sera toujours disponible aux
entrées.

It will remain very important that employees stay
home if sick, with COVID-19 or any other illness.
This is key to keep our workplaces healthy and
safe.

Il restera très important que les employés restent à
la maison s'ils sont malades, avec le COVID-19 ou
toute autre maladie. C'est la clé pour que nos lieux
de travail restent sains et sûrs.

Wellness resources continue to be available to you
through GNB’s Mental Health Toolkit and free online
sessions through the Mental Health Learning
Series.

Des ressources de bien-être continuent d'être
mises à votre disposition par le biais de la trousse
d’outils sur la santé mentale du GNB et des
sessions en ligne gratuites par le biais de la série
de séances de formation sur la santé mentale

Please note that the vaccination requirement for
GNB employees remains in place on March 14. The
government has stated that it is reviewing the
vaccination policy. Should there be changes to the
policy, we will communicate them as soon as
possible.

Veuillez noter que l'obligation de vaccination pour
les employés du GNB reste en vigueur le 14 mars.
Le gouvernement a déclaré qu'il est en train de
revoir la politique de vaccination. Si des
changements sont apportés à la politique, nous les
communiquerons dès que possible.

In the meantime, please take care of yourselves
and your loved ones. With the arrival of spring, take
the opportunity to enjoy the outdoors and engage in
meaningful pastimes that help you recharge.

En attendant, veuillez prendre soin de vous et de
vos proches. Avec l'arrivée du printemps, profitez
de l'occasion pour profiter du plein air et vous
adonner à des passe-temps significatifs qui vous
aideront à vous ressourcer.

Cheryl Hansen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
FW: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
March 7, 2022 3:22:57 PM

– RC – Rapid Test Update - March 7 EOD

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Day, Barbara (DH/MS) <Barbara.Day@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 3:06 PM
To: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>; Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
<Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Esson, Dale (DH/MS) <Dale.Esson@gnb.ca>; Bohnsack, Alanna (DH/MS)
<Alanna.Bohnsack@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– RC – Rapid Test Update - March 7 EOD
Hi all – for next steps and approvals – pending on addition below (highlighted) for Suzanne and
Wendy to review and sign off on.
Many thanks!
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Radio Canada
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: March 7 EOD
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
Je me demandais, avec la fin prochaine des mesures, ce qui adviendra des tests rapides. Est-ce que
le NB va continuer à s'en approvisionner ?
La stratégie de distribution va-t-elle changer ?
Est-ce qu'ils seront réservés aux populations vulnérables (ex : foyers de soins, hôpitaux, etc.) ?
Et qu'en sera-t-il des tests PCR ?

I was wondering, with the upcoming end of the measurements, what will happen to the rapid
tests. Will NB continue to supply it?
Will the distribution strategy change?
Will they be reserved for vulnerable populations (eg nursing homes, hospitals, etc.)?
And what about PCR tests?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS); Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS); van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS);
Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS); Parker, Shaun (FTB/FCT)
RE: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
March 7, 2022 4:59:13 PM
image001.png

There is no change in pathways for accessing testing. Requirements for PCR and Rapid POCT
kits remain unchanged as of Mar 14. NBers wishing to book PCR or POCT appointments
continue to be welcome to do so. All updates to these sites and locations are published on the
respective RHA websites.
PCR operations:
For assessment centres there are no plans to reduce hours of operation or the number of sites
within the next few weeks. RHAs are awaiting the plan for testing in the future in order to
return some staff to their permanent positions, where applicable. If there is an outbreak ramp
up of the capacity at sites as has been done in the past.
Rapid Antigen POCT kits:
Vitalité: Some POCT distribution sites have already been reduced hours as the demand
was down. As with PCR, operations for POCT sites are adjusted to meet local demands
for service.
Horizon: Operations continue as normal – HHN is moving sites into CHC and other
existing infrastructure settings. HHN has been rolling these site changes out gradually
and site numbers may actually expand on Mar 14 with 3 new CHC sites becoming POCT
locations (replacing 1 current location). This change will see more distribution sites but
no notable increase in total volumes, unless demand dictates (more sites, same or
fewer appointments). These location changes are unrelated to the ending of the
mandatory order.
Registration processes will continue unchanged for both PCR and POCT services.
PCR – registration for individuals for:
a test for travel entering or exiting New Brunswick
ONE of the following symptoms: fever, or loss of sense of taste or smell; or TWO of the
following symptoms: a new cough or worsening chronic cough, difficulty breathing, sore
throat, runny nose, headache, diarrhea, new onset of fatigue or purple markings on the
fingers and toes of children
AND:
live or work in one of the following settings: Long term care facility, RHA healthcare
worker, corrections, First Nations, homeless or vulnerably housed individual or shelter
worker
or pregnant
or immunocompromised (active or recent cancer treatment, solid organ transplant,
recent stem cell transplant, primary immunodeficiency, HIV/AIDS, immune suppression
therapy, splenectomy, dialysis)

or aged 50 or over or are less then 2
POCT registration continues as an option for anyone not less then 2 and has ONE of the
following symptoms: fever, or loss of sense of taste or smell; or TWO of the following
symptoms: a new cough or worsening chronic cough, difficulty breathing, sore throat, runny
nose, headache, diarrhea, new onset of fatigue or purple markings on the fingers and toes of
children
Jeff Campbell

Phone / Téléphone: 506 471-0297

From: LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 7, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS) <Dan.Coulombe@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff
(DH/MS) <Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>;
Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS) <nicole.poirier2@gnb.ca>; Parker, Shaun (FTB/FCT) <Shaun.Parker@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Good Morning,
Surveillance will be moving to a weekly report starting Monday March 14th. The weekly report will
be published on Tuesdays (consistent with influenza reporting) with data up until, and including, the
previous Saturday. For the month of March we will be releasing weekly reports with the same
template of our current daily report. Starting in April we will be providing weekly reports using a new
COVID Watch template that includes the following information;
Brief NB Summary
Brief jurisdictional scan of COVID-19 activity in Canada and the rest of the world.

The total weekly number of PCR tests performed for COVID-19 and the cumulative number,
percent and tests per capita of tested performed for COVID-19 in New Brunswick, by Health
Region.

Self-Reported Positive point of care tests by age and region reported since December 21st, 2022.
The number of individuals who tested positive and negative for COVID-19 and the weekly
positivity rate from (data source: G. Dumont Lab results)
Regional epidemic curve (7-day rolling average) of confirmed COVID-19 cases by date of
reporting to Regional Public Health, in New Brunswick, cases from August 1st, 2021 to Month
Day, 2022 at 12:00 am.
Demographics of PCR confirmed COVID-19 cases in New Brunswick for reporting week and
cumulative, up to Month Day, 2022 (data source: G. Dumont lab results)
By Age Group, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
By Sex, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
By Vaccination Status, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
COVID-19 associated Hospitalizations in New Brunswick, by age groups for reporting week,
cumulative, previous and current (Data up to Month Day, 2022).

By ICU Status and Deceased
COVID-19 associated Hospitalizations in New Brunswick, by zones for reporting week,
cumulative, previous and current (Data up to February 5, 2022).
By ICU Status, Total Hospitalized, and Deceased

Vaccination status, proportion and rate per 100,000 for cases reported today and hospitalizations
and deceased reported since December 1st, 2021
By ICU Status
COVID-19 Hospitalizations and ICU admissions in New Brunswick, by week of hospitalization
Regards,
Shannon
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 1:33 PM
To: LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS) <Dan.Coulombe@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff
(DH/MS) <Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>;
Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS) <nicole.poirier2@gnb.ca>; Parker, Shaun (FTB/FCT) <Shaun.Parker@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Importance: High
Further questions.
Jennifer
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 11:44 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Leger, Dr. Yves (DH/MS)
<Yves.Leger@gnb.ca>; LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>; MacLean, Dave
(ECO/BCE) <Dave.MacLean@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS) <Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Galvin, Carolin (DH/MS) <Carolin.Galvin@gnb.ca>; Levesque, Eric J.
(DH/MS) <Eric.Levesque2@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>;
Wies, Mark (DH/MS) <Mark.Wies@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Graham, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Graham@gnb.ca>; Guenard, Michelle (ECO/BCE) <Michelle.Guenard@gnb.ca>
Subject: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Importance: High

Morning All Happy Monday
Comms has been asked to have an all-inclusive GOING FORWARD
COVID-19 news release ready and approved by this Wednesday at 12
p.m.
Here is what our team is working on to piece together the DRAFT news
release and we need answers from DH crew

26(1)(a)

remain for a while as we transition. Do we have an answer? Need
to know the actual EPI plan for the weekly updates in April. Are we
posting once a week? Where and what type of details will be
available? Where are we posting these details on the web? These
details will be required for the news release
VACCINATIONS – We understand RHA community clinics will
continue until the end of this month then individuals will be asked to
go to participating pharmacies. Children will be able to receive their
COVID-19 vaccines in schools as part of regular immunization
programs. Will there be opportunities to go to public health office?
When do the community clinics tear down?
HOSPITAL VISITATIONS/OPERATIONS – What is the plan for
health care facilities? Will they be lifting everything? What are their
plans….No social visits…no Designated service plans. Is masking
still required in the facilities….proof of vaccinations? Can husband
attend OBYGN appointments in hospitals?
COVID-19 TESTING/PCR/POCTS – We need to know what the
plan is for COVID-19 testing as soon as possible post March 14th.
Will assessment centres stay in place? Will all stay in place? Are
operating hours changing? Is it only 50 plus only for PCR testing?
What about POCTs…do we have still have to register? Are
locations changing?
COVID-19 Helpline – What happens to the COVID-19 helpline
maintained by DPS…what is the plan….will that helpline be
operational post March 14th.?
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
FW: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
March 7, 2022 5:35:11 PM
image001.png

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS) <Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 5:01 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
See below – not sure why u were removed…
Jeff Campbell

Phone / Téléphone: 506 471-0297

From: Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
Sent: March 7, 2022 4:59 PM
To: LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS) <Dan.Coulombe@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina
(DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>; Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS) <nicole.poirier2@gnb.ca>; Parker,
Shaun (FTB/FCT) <Shaun.Parker@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES

There is no change in pathways for accessing testing. Requirements for PCR and Rapid POCT
kits remain unchanged as of Mar 14. NBers wishing to book PCR or POCT appointments
continue to be welcome to do so. All updates to these sites and locations are published on the
respective RHA websites.
PCR operations:
For assessment centres there are no plans to reduce hours of operation or the number of sites
within the next few weeks. RHAs are awaiting the plan for testing in the future in order to
return some staff to their permanent positions, where applicable. If there is an outbreak ramp
up of the capacity at sites as has been done in the past.
Rapid Antigen POCT kits:
Vitalité: Some POCT distribution sites have already been reduced hours as the demand
was down. As with PCR, operations for POCT sites are adjusted to meet local demands
for service.
Horizon: Operations continue as normal – HHN is moving sites into CHC and other
existing infrastructure settings. HHN has been rolling these site changes out gradually

and site numbers may actually expand on Mar 14 with 3 new CHC sites becoming POCT
locations (replacing 1 current location). This change will see more distribution sites but
no notable increase in total volumes, unless demand dictates (more sites, same or
fewer appointments). These location changes are unrelated to the ending of the
mandatory order.
Registration processes will continue unchanged for both PCR and POCT services.
PCR – registration for individuals for:
a test for travel entering or exiting New Brunswick
ONE of the following symptoms: fever, or loss of sense of taste or smell; or TWO of the
following symptoms: a new cough or worsening chronic cough, difficulty breathing, sore
throat, runny nose, headache, diarrhea, new onset of fatigue or purple markings on the
fingers and toes of children
AND:
live or work in one of the following settings: Long term care facility, RHA healthcare
worker, corrections, First Nations, homeless or vulnerably housed individual or shelter
worker
or pregnant
or immunocompromised (active or recent cancer treatment, solid organ transplant,
recent stem cell transplant, primary immunodeficiency, HIV/AIDS, immune suppression
therapy, splenectomy, dialysis)
or aged 50 or over or are less then 2
POCT registration continues as an option for anyone not less then 2 and has ONE of the
following symptoms: fever, or loss of sense of taste or smell; or TWO of the following
symptoms: a new cough or worsening chronic cough, difficulty breathing, sore throat, runny
nose, headache, diarrhea, new onset of fatigue or purple markings on the fingers and toes of
children
Jeff Campbell

Phone / Téléphone: 506 471-0297

From: LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 7, 2022 2:06 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS) <Dan.Coulombe@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff
(DH/MS) <Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>;
Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS) <nicole.poirier2@gnb.ca>; Parker, Shaun (FTB/FCT) <Shaun.Parker@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Good Morning,
Surveillance will be moving to a weekly report starting Monday March 14th. The weekly report will
be published on Tuesdays (consistent with influenza reporting) with data up until, and including, the

previous Saturday. For the month of March we will be releasing weekly reports with the same
template of our current daily report. Starting in April we will be providing weekly reports using a new
COVID Watch template that includes the following information;
Brief NB Summary
Brief jurisdictional scan of COVID-19 activity in Canada and the rest of the world.

The total weekly number of PCR tests performed for COVID-19 and the cumulative number,
percent and tests per capita of tested performed for COVID-19 in New Brunswick, by Health
Region.

Self-Reported Positive point of care tests by age and region reported since December 21st, 2022.
The number of individuals who tested positive and negative for COVID-19 and the weekly
positivity rate from (data source: G. Dumont Lab results)
Regional epidemic curve (7-day rolling average) of confirmed COVID-19 cases by date of
reporting to Regional Public Health, in New Brunswick, cases from August 1st, 2021 to Month
Day, 2022 at 12:00 am.
Demographics of PCR confirmed COVID-19 cases in New Brunswick for reporting week and
cumulative, up to Month Day, 2022 (data source: G. Dumont lab results)
By Age Group, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
By Sex, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
By Vaccination Status, Reporting Week, Previous Week, Cumulative Total
COVID-19 associated Hospitalizations in New Brunswick, by age groups for reporting week,
cumulative, previous and current (Data up to Month Day, 2022).
By ICU Status and Deceased
COVID-19 associated Hospitalizations in New Brunswick, by zones for reporting week,
cumulative, previous and current (Data up to February 5, 2022).
By ICU Status, Total Hospitalized, and Deceased

Vaccination status, proportion and rate per 100,000 for cases reported today and hospitalizations
and deceased reported since December 1st, 2021
By ICU Status
COVID-19 Hospitalizations and ICU admissions in New Brunswick, by week of hospitalization
Regards,
Shannon
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 1:33 PM
To: LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Coulombe, Dan (DH/MS) <Dan.Coulombe@gnb.ca>; Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
<Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff
(DH/MS) <Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; van der Pluijm, Nina (DH/MS) <nina.vanderpluijm@gnb.ca>;
Poirier, Nicole (DH/MS) <nicole.poirier2@gnb.ca>; Parker, Shaun (FTB/FCT) <Shaun.Parker@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Importance: High
Further questions.
Jennifer
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>

Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 11:44 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Leger, Dr. Yves (DH/MS)
<Yves.Leger@gnb.ca>; LeBlanc, Shannon (DH/MS) <Shannon.LeBlanc@gnb.ca>; MacLean, Dave
(ECO/BCE) <Dave.MacLean@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS) <Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Galvin, Carolin (DH/MS) <Carolin.Galvin@gnb.ca>; Levesque, Eric J.
(DH/MS) <Eric.Levesque2@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Turgeon, Laura (DH/MS) <Laura.Turgeon@gnb.ca>;
Wies, Mark (DH/MS) <Mark.Wies@gnb.ca>
Cc: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Graham, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Graham@gnb.ca>; Guenard, Michelle (ECO/BCE) <Michelle.Guenard@gnb.ca>
Subject: COVID-19 GOING FORWARD DEADLINES
Importance: High

Morning All Happy Monday
Comms has been asked to have an all-inclusive GOING FORWARD
COVID-19 news release ready and approved by this Wednesday at 12
p.m.
Here is what our team is working on to piece together the DRAFT news
release and we need answers from DH crew
DASHBOARD – Have we heard back to see if the Dashboard will
remain for a while as we transition. Do we have an answer? Need
to know the actual EPI plan for the weekly updates in April. Are we
posting once a week? Where and what type of details will be
available? Where are we posting these details on the web? These
details will be required for the news release
VACCINATIONS – We understand RHA community clinics will
continue until the end of this month then individuals will be asked to
go to participating pharmacies. Children will be able to receive their
COVID-19 vaccines in schools as part of regular immunization
programs. Will there be opportunities to go to public health office?
When do the community clinics tear down?
HOSPITAL VISITATIONS/OPERATIONS – What is the plan for
health care facilities? Will they be lifting everything? What are their
plans….No social visits…no Designated service plans. Is masking
still required in the facilities….proof of vaccinations? Can husband
attend OBYGN appointments in hospitals?
COVID-19 TESTING/PCR/POCTS – We need to know what the
plan is for COVID-19 testing as soon as possible post March 14th.
Will assessment centres stay in place? Will all stay in place? Are
operating hours changing? Is it only 50 plus only for PCR testing?

What about POCTs…do we have still have to register? Are
locations changing?
COVID-19 Helpline – What happens to the COVID-19 helpline
maintained by DPS…what is the plan….will that helpline be
operational post March 14th.?
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: FOR APPROVAL
March 8, 2022 2:40:38 PM

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 2:21 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FOR APPROVAL

NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Acadie Nouvelle
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 5 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
J'écris un article en prévision de la levée des restrictions contre la
COVID-19 au Nouveau-Brunswick le 14 mars.
Quelles seront les règles dans les hôpitaux après cette date ? Y aura-t-il
d'autres restrictions spécifiques pour les réseaux de santé ?
I am writing an article in anticipation of the lifting of COVID-19
restrictions in New Brunswick on March 14.
What will be the rules in hospitals after this date? Will there be other
specific restrictions for health networks?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
FW: FOR APPROVAL
March 8, 2022 3:23:44 PM

This has been approved by RHAS
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Acadie Nouvelle
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL:21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 5 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
J'écris un article en prévision de la levée des restrictions contre la
COVID-19 au Nouveau-Brunswick le 14 mars.
Quelles seront les règles dans les hôpitaux après cette date ? Y aura-t-il
d'autres restrictions spécifiques pour les réseaux de santé ?
I am writing an article in anticipation of the lifting of COVID-19
restrictions in New Brunswick on March 14.
What will be the rules in hospitals after this date? Will there be other
specific restrictions for health networks?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: FOR APPROVAL
March 8, 2022 3:31:19 PM

Good here.
R
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 3:24 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL

This has been approved by RHAS
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Acadie Nouvelle
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 5 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
J'écris un article en prévision de la levée des restrictions contre la
COVID-19 au Nouveau-Brunswick le 14 mars.
Quelles seront les règles dans les hôpitaux après cette date ? Y aura-t-il
d'autres restrictions spécifiques pour les réseaux de santé ?
I am writing an article in anticipation of the lifting of COVID-19
restrictions in New Brunswick on March 14.
What will be the rules in hospitals after this date? Will there be other
specific restrictions for health networks?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
RE: FOR APPROVAL
March 8, 2022 3:31:37 PM

Good with this addition as well.
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 3:28 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FOR APPROVAL
Just a slight change
Jennifer
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 3:24 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: FOR APPROVAL

This has been approved by RHAS
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Acadie Nouvelle
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL:21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 5 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
J'écris un article en prévision de la levée des restrictions contre la
COVID-19 au Nouveau-Brunswick le 14 mars.
Quelles seront les règles dans les hôpitaux après cette date ? Y aura-t-il
d'autres restrictions spécifiques pour les réseaux de santé ?
I am writing an article in anticipation of the lifting of COVID-19
restrictions in New Brunswick on March 14.
What will be the rules in hospitals after this date? Will there be other
specific restrictions for health networks?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
March 8, 2022 5:38:00 PM

– BN – Comment on Public Health - March 8 4PM

NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT # 21(1)
EMAIL 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 4 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
1) Dr. Russell said Public Health expects cases and hospitalizations to rise as restrictions are lifted.
How many hospitalizations/what range does PH expect to see in the next week and the weeks after
March 14?
2) How many health-care worker infections will hospitals be able to handle? The premier and Dr.
Russell cited that as a big reason for going back to Level 3 in January -- have the health authorities
indicated a # limit for staff off with an infection before COVID rules are necessary to protect the
system?
3) Public Health has cited new hospital admissions as an important metric, over the seven-day
hospitalization average. Can you list what that new admissions metric has been from Feb. 28 to
today?
4) Is there any trigger, factor or metric that would lead Public Health to consider pushing back the
March 14 date for dropping the mandatory order? If no, why not? If yes, what would that be?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

.

Sent: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 9:44 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
FOR APPROVAL
UPDATED PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 8, 2022 6:57 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
See suggested changes
Jennifer
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 5:38 PM

To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 4 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
1) Dr. Russell said Public Health expects cases and hospitalizations to rise as restrictions are lifted.
How many hospitalizations/what range does PH expect to see in the next week and the weeks after
March 14?
2) How many health-care worker infections will hospitals be able to handle? The premier and Dr.
Russell cited that as a big reason for going back to Level 3 in January -- have the health authorities
indicated a # limit for staff off with an infection before COVID rules are necessary to protect the
system?
3) Public Health has cited new hospital admissions as an important metric, over the seven-day
hospitalization average. Can you list what that new admissions metric has been from Feb. 28 to
today?
4) Is there any trigger, factor or metric that would lead Public Health to consider pushing back the
March 14 date for dropping the mandatory order? If no, why not? If yes, what would that be?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 9:44 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on
Public Health - March 8 4PM
FOR APPROVAL
UPDATED PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 8, 2022 6:57 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on
Public Health - March 8 4PM
See suggested changes

Jennifer
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 5:38 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public
Health - March 8 4PM
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 4 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
1) Dr. Russell said Public Health expects cases and hospitalizations to rise as restrictions
are lifted. How many hospitalizations/what range does PH expect to see in the next
week and the weeks after March 14?
2) How many health-care worker infections will hospitals be able to handle? The
premier and Dr. Russell cited that as a big reason for going back to Level 3 in January -have the health authorities indicated a # limit for staff off with an infection before
COVID rules are necessary to protect the system?
3) Public Health has cited new hospital admissions as an important metric, over the
seven-day hospitalization average. Can you list what that new admissions metric has
been from Feb. 28 to today?
4) Is there any trigger, factor or metric that would lead Public Health to consider
pushing back the March 14 date for dropping the mandatory order? If no, why not? If
yes, what would that be?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Boudreau, René (DH/MS); Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health - March 8 4PM
March 9, 2022 1:20:31 PM

Gail
Did this go to 21(1)
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Boudreau, René (DH/MS) <Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 12:01 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST:21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
Approved with changes.

26(1)(a)

From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 9:44 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
FOR APPROVAL
UPDATED PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 8, 2022 6:57 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
See suggested changes
Jennifer
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 5:38 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Boudreau, René (DH/MS)
<Rene.Boudreau@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: For approval: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– BN – Comment on Public Health March 8 4PM
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT # 21(1)

EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 4 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
1) Dr. Russell said Public Health expects cases and hospitalizations to rise as restrictions are lifted.
How many hospitalizations/what range does PH expect to see in the next week and the weeks after
March 14?
2) How many health-care worker infections will hospitals be able to handle? The premier and Dr.
Russell cited that as a big reason for going back to Level 3 in January -- have the health authorities
indicated a # limit for staff off with an infection before COVID rules are necessary to protect the
system?
3) Public Health has cited new hospital admissions as an important metric, over the seven-day
hospitalization average. Can you list what that new admissions metric has been from Feb. 28 to
today?
4) Is there any trigger, factor or metric that would lead Public Health to consider pushing back the
March 14 date for dropping the mandatory order? If no, why not? If yes, what would that be?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
FOR APPROVAL
March 9, 2022 2:51:56 PM

NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Toronto Star
CONTACT #:
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: March 8 ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
I’m a journalist working on a story about mental health providers. I’m emailing you today to see
whether mental health providers need to be vaccinated to practice in person in NB.
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT # 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 4 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
1) Dr. Russell said Public Health expects cases and hospitalizations to rise as restrictions are lifted.
How many hospitalizations/what range does PH expect to see in the next week and the weeks after
March 14?
2) How many health-care worker infections will hospitals be able to handle? The premier and Dr.
Russell cited that as a big reason for going back to Level 3 in January -- have the health authorities
indicated a # limit for staff off with an infection before COVID rules are necessary to protect the
system?
3) Public Health has cited new hospital admissions as an important metric, over the seven-day
hospitalization average. Can you list what that new admissions metric has been from Feb. 28 to
today?
4) Is there any trigger, factor or metric that would lead Public Health to consider pushing back the
March 14 date for dropping the mandatory order? If no, why not? If yes, what would that be?
5) Will Public Health be including all current metrics and information reported on the COVID
dashboard when it moves to the communicable disease section of the Public Health website? If not,
what information will be included in those weekly updates?

shortages? Are blood testing protocols being changed? Should they be? How does this affect
patients?
- Is a medical culture of low-value or unnecessary laboratory testing at least partly to blame?
Can our healthcare system be more efficient when it comes to laboratory blood draws? What
needs to change?
- Anything else to add?
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: BN
CONTACT #: 21(1)
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: 5 PM
ROUTINE (Yes or No):
REQUEST:
I saw Nova Scotia recently launched a physician recruitment website where an interested physician
can get a call from a recruiter within 24 hours. They also have a new incentives program for doctors
interested in working outside of the Halifax area.
I was wondering if New Brunswick is working on a physician recruitment website or any new
incentive programs? I also wanted to know what current incentives there are in place in New
Brunswick and what the average salary is for a physician in NB? How does New Brunswick plan to be
competitive in recruiting doctors given the new programs in Nova Scotia?
What is the progress is on the primary care network and when that will be launching, as well as what
work is left on that initiative?
UPDATED PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act – End of day
March 14, 2022 3:39:50 PM

Jennifer, here is where EECD is now. Can we get approval ASAP.
PROPOSED RESPONSE:

26(1)(a)

From: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 14, 2022 3:37 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
I am ok…will let Penny weigh in on this one.
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: March-14-22 2:42 PM
To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
Is this good to go?

From: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 14, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day

26(1)(a)
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: March-14-22 2:20 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
<penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: Bobbi Jean MacKinnon – CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
And they came with changes to first 2 lines. I added your edited line.

26(1)(a)

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 14, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
<penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
From a comms perspective – not sure PH is recommending; encouraging ?
See below for other suggestions
Jennifer
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2022 1:52 PM
To: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>

Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
FYI, updated proposed response for review and approval.

26(1)(a)

From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE)
Sent: March 14, 2022 12:06 PM
To: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
Penny, question from EECD re: adding COVID to this guidance – they say technically teachers can
order students to stay home if they have a cough, which is not what PH is saying.

26(1)(a)
From: Higdon, Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 14, 2022 11:25 AM
To: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>; Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS)
<suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: RE: MEDIA REQUEST 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act –
End of day
Response is good…just as an FYI we are finalizing the school exclusion guidelines which includes
COVID (attached) This will be sent to school districts sometime this week,
Penny
From: Harding, Gail (ECO/BCE) <Gail.Harding@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 14, 2022 11:18 AM

To: Clair, Suzanne (DH/MS) <suzanne.clair@gnb.ca>; Higdon, Penny (DH/MS)
<penny.higdon@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: MEDIA REQUEST: 21(1)
– CBC – Section 20 of the Education Act – End
of day
Hi, can you review this response from EECD.
Shelley provided the information on vaccines in school for Q. 3
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: CBC
CONTACT
EMAIL:
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER: End of day
ROUTINE: No
REQUEST:
Section 20 of the Education Act allows for a principal to exclude any student from school if they have
or are suspected of having a communicable disease or infestation. As I understand it, this would
mean principals have the authority to exclude a student who has COVID. This is a stronger power
than the current guidance from the department, which is to encourage parents to keep their COVIDpositive children home.
1) Has the department issued any guidance to principals on when to use this power in relation to
COVID? Why/why not?
2) Will the department support principals who choose to exercise this authority? Why/why not?
3) Also, Thursday’s release said children aged 5-18 will also be able to receive their COVID vaccines
during regular school-based immunization program appointments.
Is this new? When did/will it begin? How will it work? etc.
PROPOSED RESPONSE:
21(1)

21(1)

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS);
Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE); Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE); Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
RE: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
March 20, 2022 12:16:39 PM

Only shared with Nicolle, but will add others now.

Jason Humphrey

Senior Managing Director, Departmental Management / Directeur principal de gestion, Gestion
départementale
Corporate Communications / Communications gouvernementales
Executive Council Office / Bureau du Conseil exécutif

From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 11:45 AM
To: Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
I was referring to Clerk, Louis and Nicolle.
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 11:36:32 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
If you mean Corporate Communications, yes, I have seen it. Getting ready to share with others if you
mean elsewhere.

Jason Humphrey

Senior Managing Director, Departmental Management / Directeur principal de gestion, Gestion
départementale
Corporate Communications / Communications gouvernementales
Executive Council Office / Bureau du Conseil exécutif

From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 11:34 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE)
<Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
Good here, has down the street seen it?
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 11:22:25 AM
To: Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr. Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision

SEE YELLOW

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr. Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>; Winsor, Christina (ECO/BCE)
<Christina.Winsor@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
A small edit below. My main observation is that it is not clear in the response how use of the
wording mandatory order fits with the question both reporters have asked concerning the use of
masks at school.

Jason Humphrey

Senior Managing Director, Departmental Management / Directeur principal de gestion, Gestion
départementale
Corporate Communications / Communications gouvernementales
Executive Council Office / Bureau du Conseil exécutif

From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 10:47 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Subject: FINAL APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS decision
Importance: High

10:50 a.m.
Based on everyone’s feedback…..here is the latest version

26(1)(a)

Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications

Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: FOR REVIEW / APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS
decision
Works
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 9:55:39 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: FOR REVIEW / APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS
decision

26(1)(a)

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 9:45:28 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: FOR REVIEW / APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS
decision

26(1)(a)
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 9:35:12 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Humphrey, Jason (ECO/BCE) <Jason.Humphrey2@gnb.ca>; Russell, Dr.

Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Danielle (ECO/BCE) <Danielle.Elliott@gnb.ca>;
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Cc: Greene, Paul (ECO/BCE) <Paul.Greene@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW / APPROVAL Two media request about masking in NB Schools due to NS
decision

Looping Tracey
Good morning All
Below, you have a proposed media response to deal with recent media
inquiries regarding NS mask decision. 26(1)(a)
Please review carefully, provide inout/approval as I would like to get this
out the door by NOON hour.
It is the same response for both requests
NAME: 21(1)
OUTLET: Postmedia
CONTACT
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
I am the weekend reporter and I saw that Nova Scotia has decided to
keep masks in their schools for a few more weeks. I was wondering if
there was any discussion in New Brunswick about bringing masks back
in schools for a few more weeks as well. How have things been with the
first weeks of no masks in schools?
PROPOSED RESPONSE

26(1)(a)

NAME: 21(1)

OUTLET: CBC
CONTACT
EMAIL: 21(1)
DEADLINE TO SEND RESPONSE TO REPORTER:
ROUTINE:
REQUEST:
IWK Paediatric Pandemic Advisory Group urged parents to encourage
their children to continue wearing masks in school. They also advised
the NS government of the same. Today, the NS Premier agreed that
masking of students, staff and visitors in Nova Scotia schools will
remain in place for a few more weeks.
is there any consideration on the part of NB health to make a similar
suggestion for schools in this province?
PROPOSED RESPONSE

26(1)(a)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Bailey, Sarah (DH/MS)
RE: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
March 21, 2022 4:03:26 PM
6 DRAFT COVID 19 March 20 2022-CRT.docx

Yes the attached was reviewed and sent back; track changes are included
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 3:56 PM
To: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Cc: Bailey, Sarah (DH/MS) <Sarah.Bailey@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
Just making sure the update and review of this has been actioned as need by end of day.
Thanks,
Jennifer
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 12:14 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Subject: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19

Attached, you shall find a briefing note for the Minister’s electronic
Legislature Book.
Please review and make any edits by end of day Monday, please
Bruce Macfarlane
Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS)
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); NBPH CRT (DH/MS)
FW: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
March 21, 2022 4:25:36 PM
6 DRAFT COVID 19 March 20 2022-CRT.docx

Bruce here is some feedback from NBPH on the messaging
From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH_CRT@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:02 PM
To: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
From: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS)
Sent: March-21-22 2:25 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
Hi Jennifer,
Joyce and I did some tweaking. See attached.
Lori
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 12:27 PM
To: NBPH_CRT (DH/MS) <NBPH CRT@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19
For review by EOD Monday.
Thanks,
Jennifer
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2022 12:14 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Subject: APPROVAL REQUIRED - LEG BOOK - COVID-19

Attached, you shall find a briefing note for the Minister’s electronic
Legislature Book.
Please review and make any edits by end of day Monday, please
Bruce Macfarlane
Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS); Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS);
Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS)
Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS); Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS); Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
FW: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 8:48:32 AM

Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS); Manuel, Tina (DH/MS); Goss Bigney, Christy (DH/MS)
RE: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 9:04:26 AM
PCNB and primary care.xlsx

Here is the pared down PCNB and primary care data with talking points.
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS) <Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
<Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Legislature Book
Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>

Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Higdon, Penny (DH/MS);
Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS)
Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS); Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS); Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS)
RE: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 9:08:07 AM

Here are some points: re mental health
BG
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS) <Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
<Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Legislature Book
Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)
From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS)
Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS);
Higdon, Penny (DH/MS); Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS)
Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS); Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS); Manuel, Tina (DH/MS)
RE: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 9:23:17 AM

I sent you the charts under separate cover.
Notes below.
From: Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS) <Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 9:08 AM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS)
<Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Legislature Book
Here are some points: re mental health
BG
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS) <Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
<Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Legislature Book
Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 9:39:34 AM

With Dr. Russell helping with interviews right now. Should question as to why shared/not shared be
sent to comms? Can likely pitch in some info as well.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS) <Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
<Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Legislature Book
Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM

To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: Legislature Book
March 22, 2022 12:01:15 PM
image001.png

Hi Jennifer
I am uncertain of what to add for the PH lab?
A PH Lab will enhance public health monitoring, investigation and mitigation for environmental and
public health risks, providing a dedicated PH lab service and allowing clinical labs to focus on
procedures for clinical diagnosis, treatment and management of patients. Project charter for the
Public Health Lab is being developed and consultations and planning between stakeholders are
ongoing.
Others may have or be better positioned to provide more details for the leg book.
jeff
Jeff Campbell

Phone / Téléphone: 506 471-0297

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: March 22, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Bérubé, Stéphane (DH/MS) <Stephane.Berube@gnb.ca>; Goguen, Bernard (DH/MS)
<Bernard.Goguen@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Higdon,
Penny (DH/MS) <penny.higdon@gnb.ca>; Robichaud-Savoie, Janique (DH/MS) <Janique.RobichaudSavoie@gnb.ca>
Cc: Donovan, Wendy (DH/MS) <Wendy.Donovan@gnb.ca>; Campbell, Jeff (DH/MS)
<Jeff.Campbell@gnb.ca>; Bechervaise, Alan (DH/MS) <Alan.Bechervaise@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: FW: Legislature Book
Can we get a few bullets this am ASAP on the following that the Minister may get asked for the leg
book.
Jennifer
A few points that the Minister may get asked that she should have including:

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

From: Power, Michaela (ECO/BCE) <Michaela.Power@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Subject: Legislature Book
Hello,
Please see attached the updated legislature book for final review and approval.
All the links should work properly.
Thank you,
Michaela

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS); Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
April 5, 2022 11:04:05 AM
Cases by Age.pptx

With labels added per Deputy advice.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Graphs look good Mathieu!
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 8:10:50 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Took a quick look at it. Forget how we translate POCT and PCR.
Matt
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:05 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

Someone should get this slide translated ASAP
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>

Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good morning Deputy,
Please find requested graph attached. Did we want to show January onwards or did we want to
show cases since lifting of MO on March 14th?

26(1)(a)

Thanks,
Matt
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 7:26 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

Copying Bruce and Tracey here too.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Student benefits and risks
Ok, great. Many thanks!
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19:05 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Student benefits and risks
Yes Annie and CRT team also pulling some info together.
Jennifer
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

Do we have folks on this? I anticipate needing this information to respond to media tomorrow.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS

COVID-19
PHNB/VTF
Operation ONE TEAM

1

Department of Health

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
April 5, 2022 1:45:50 PM
Letter to the Pediatricians.docx

Hi all,
Please find a draft of the letter attached, please feel free to edit.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Agree on. Co-signers also whatever depicts the peak best for graph for simplicity
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:02:54 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Dr. Rahman, I’ve sent you the letter.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:00 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
It would be appreciated if I could receive the letter written by the pediatricians.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>

26(1)(a)

Copying Bruce and Tracey here too.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Student benefits and risks
Ok, great. Many thanks!
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19:05 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Student benefits and risks
Yes Annie and CRT team also pulling some info together.
Jennifer
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

Do we have folks on this? I anticipate needing this information to respond to media tomorrow.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
April 5, 2022 5:52:31 PM
Letter to the Pediatricians.docx

Please find the updated version attached.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 4:06 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>;
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good idea
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:57:25 PM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane,
Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

.
Jennifer
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 1:45 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Hi all,
Please find a draft of the letter attached, please feel free to edit.
Thanks,
Arifur

From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Agree on. Co-signers also whatever depicts the peak best for graph for simplicity
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:02:54 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Dr. Rahman, I’ve sent you the letter.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:00 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
It would be appreciated if I could receive the letter written by the pediatricians.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Took a quick look at it. Forget how we translate POCT and PCR.
Matt
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:05 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>

Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

Someone should get this slide translated ASAP
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good morning Deputy,
Please find requested graph attached. Did we want to show January onwards or did we want to
show cases since lifting of MO on March 14th?

26(1)(a)

Thanks,
Matt
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 7:26 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

Copying Bruce and Tracey here too.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Student benefits and risks
Ok, great. Many thanks!
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19:05 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Student benefits and risks
Yes Annie and CRT team also pulling some info together.
Jennifer
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

.
Do we have folks on this? I anticipate needing this information to respond to media tomorrow.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
Liston, Heidi (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
April 5, 2022 6:44:03 PM
Letter to the Pediatricians MC.docx

Good evening Deputy,
As discussed, please see attached my first go at the draft.
You can see my planned structure as a comment at the top.

26(1)(a)

Looking forward to your comments.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 5:52 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane,
Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Please find the updated version attached.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 4:06 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>;
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good idea
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:57:25 PM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane,
Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

Jennifer
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 1:45 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Hi all,
Please find a draft of the letter attached, please feel free to edit.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Agree on. Co-signers also whatever depicts the peak best for graph for simplicity
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:02:54 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Dr. Rahman, I’ve sent you the letter.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:00 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
It would be appreciated if I could receive the letter written by the pediatricians.
Thanks,
Arifur

From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Took a quick look at it. Forget how we translate POCT and PCR.
Matt
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:05 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

Someone should get this slide translated ASAP
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good morning Deputy,
Please find requested graph attached. Did we want to show January onwards or did we want to
show cases since lifting of MO on March 14th?

26(1)(a)

Thanks,
Matt
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 7:26 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

We need to write an open letter back to pediatricians and NBMS including the graphs from Mathieu
showing that the under 20s have peaked and with the evidence on learning and mental health
included. It needs to be a strong letter signed by Russell.

26(1)(a)

Copying Bruce and Tracey here too.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Student benefits and risks
Ok, great. Many thanks!
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19:05 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Student benefits and risks
Yes Annie and CRT team also pulling some info together.
Jennifer
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)
Do we have folks on this? I anticipate needing this information to respond to media tomorrow.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Letter to the Pediatricians_JE
April 5, 2022 7:12:40 PM
Letter to the Pediatricians JE.docx

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
April 5, 2022 7:12:53 PM
Letter to the Pediatricians JE.docx
High

Thanks Matt,
Some further updates – added immunization and copying Tracey for additional review and feedback.
Jennifer
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 6:43 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good evening Deputy,
As discussed, please see attached my first go at the draft.
You can see my planned structure as a comment at the top.

26(1)(a)

Looking forward to your comments.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 5:52 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane,
Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Please find the updated version attached.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 4:06 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>;
Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good idea
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 3:57:25 PM

To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane,
Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

Jennifer
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 1:45 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Hi all,
Please find a draft of the letter attached, please feel free to edit.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Elliott,
Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Agree on. Co-signers also whatever depicts the peak best for graph for simplicity
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 9:02:54 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Dr. Rahman, I’ve sent you the letter.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>

Sent: April 5, 2022 9:00 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS)
<Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
It would be appreciated if I could receive the letter written by the pediatricians.
Thanks,
Arifur
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Took a quick look at it. Forget how we translate POCT and PCR.
Matt
From: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 8:05 AM
To: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>; Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
<Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer
(DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS) <Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

Someone should get this slide translated ASAP
Bruce Macfarlane

Communications Director / Directeur des communications
Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé
Tel/tél 506-444-4583
Cell 506-476-1376
From: Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>; Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS)
<Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: URGENT- Student benefits and risks
Good morning Deputy,
Please find requested graph attached. Did we want to show January onwards or did we want to
show cases since lifting of MO on March 14th?

26(1)(a)

Thanks,
Matt
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: April 5, 2022 7:26 AM
To: Rahman, Dr. Arifur (DH/MS) <Dr.Arifur.Rahman@gnb.ca>; Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS)
<Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS) <Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Cc: Macfarlane, Bruce (DH/MS) <Bruce.Macfarlane@gnb.ca>; Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS)
<Tracey.Burkhardt@gnb.ca>
Subject: URGENT- Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

26(1)(a)

Copying Bruce and Tracey here too.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Re: Student benefits and risks
Ok, great. Many thanks!
Get Outlook for iOS
From: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:19:05 PM
To: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: RE: Student benefits and risks
Yes Annie and CRT team also pulling some info together.
Jennifer

From: Liston, Heidi (DH/MS) <Heidi.Liston@gnb.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Elliott@gnb.ca>
Cc: Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS) <Jennifer.Russell@gnb.ca>; Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS)
<Mathieu.Chalifoux@gnb.ca>
Subject: Student benefits and risks

26(1)(a)

Do we have folks on this? I anticipate needing this information to respond to media tomorrow.
Heidi
Get Outlook for iOS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Liston, Heidi (DH/MS)
Burkhardt, Tracey (DH/MS); Chalifoux, Mathieu (DH/MS); Elliott, Jennifer (DH/MS); Russell, Dr. Jennifer (DH/MS)
Letter to the Pediatricians_JE_HL
April 6, 2022 10:21:16 AM
Letter to the Pediatricians JE HL.docx

See attached with my comments included. 26(1)(a)
Heidi

